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“The best way to predict your future is to create it” -Abraham Lincoln

“Change is the only constant in the universe.”
We find ourselves in an ever changing world today. New layers are added everyday to the foundations
of this age driven by technology. It is crucial to make sure that these changes don't go unnoticed. The
advance of media has helped us significantly. Thus, we must keep a watchful eye on what is
happening around us and make sure that we become adept in the newer technologies and adapt to
the ever-present transformations.
Thus, we at RCOEM make sure that the torchbearers of tomorrow are cognizant about these
developments. It is our belief that awareness is the first step in innovation. Thus, to make India a
beacon of technology in the coming future we create an environment which facilitates the
development of our country and youth and pave the way for a brighter tomorrow.
I am proud to present before you ARCEON 2018 that captures the very essence of working in tandem
with society and environment and moving towards a common goal. This issue on 'Evolution of Media'
presents some informative articles and amazing stories that I hope would inspire our youngsters to
take steps that would reflect their joint efforts in moving towards sustainability.
I wish to congratulate the editorial team and faculty coordinators of ARCEON 2018 for putting
together an inspirational and informative issue.

Knowledge is the weapon to create infinite possibilities of future for self and education is the technique
to harness it. An individual cannot be stopped from learning, but what one must learn, education
teaches us. The central theme of magazine focuses on 'Evolution of Media.' With the evolution of
technology and surge in the reaches of media, the whole global belt has shifted from white paper onto
white screens. The media has evolved immensely to reach the masses across its journey throughout
these decades. Media has always been a person's greatest tool in shaking an empire, the power has
transfused from Print to Broadcast. With the rise of this century, social media has emerged the leading
platform to share one's view. It has helped us overcoming geographical barriers to raise our voices to
justify a stand. The platform isn't prime concern; learning is, one must develop intellect to perceive
what one must believe in.
At RCOEM, we engineers are not only committed to teach engineering but to inculcate in them skills to
take on the world. The atmosphere of the college helps individuals to synchronize their thoughts and
to redefine innovation. As rightly said by Helen Keller that optimism is the faith that leads to
achievement; nothing can be done without hope and confidence. We here give our students an
opportunity to hone their skills through sheer efforts and determination to rediscover themselves.
I am delighted to present before you ARCEON 2018 that encapsulates some exemplary stories and
facts to channelize out the portrait of Media's Evolution. The elementary goal is bringing out the
melody of this fourth pillar of democracy as personifying song to eliminate hollows in our vision and fill
them with creativity and believe. The issue is a complete package of sheer hard-work of our team to
bring forth an idea to fission out more ideas reflecting one's vision.
I congratulate the editorial team and faculty in charges of ARCEON 2018 for their role in making this
magazine more than a theme.

From The Co-coordinators' Desk

ndana Gandhi,
Dr. Monika Seth, Prof. Va
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Prof. Kirti Dorshetwar, Dr

“Whoever controls the media, controls the mind”- Jim Morrison
It underlines the extraordinary power of media in the world. In the last couple of decades media has made
its presence felt in unconventional field. Besides, formal print and electronic media, social media has
brought revolutionary changes in the contemporary world. Everybody is influenced by the increasing role of
media.
Young students are quick to take to the use of social media. Contrasting opinion has been expressed with
regard to ever increasing use of media by the young minds. It is to be noted that development of social
media is to be taken as a part of evolution of media as a whole.
The present issue of ARCEON has given an opportunity to the students to come out with their ideas and
opinion on the theme of evolution of media. In addition to this major theme, students have creatively
expressed themselves through their poems, stories and articles on wide range of topics. ARCEON 2018 has
given the students a chance to speak out and present their views on social, cultural, literary, intellectual,
scientific topics in all the four languages including English, Hindi, Marathi and Sanskrit.
We are sure that this magazine will be appreciated by one and all. We believe in all round development of
students' personality. Besides, excellence in academics, it is necessary for them to develop opinions on
various local, national and international issues. By proper articulation of their thoughts, students not only
become aware of contemporary happenings but it orients them in the art of organisation of thought and
proper expression.

From The Editors' Desk

Seena Ann Sabu, Rucha Shende

“A mirror to the past…and a vision for the future.”
A thought, which has been enduring in mind when becomes real, is truly an interesting and exciting
experience. We, the editors, are happy to present before you ARCEON 2018 which is one such cherished
work that has its roots in persuasion. Proper communication plays a vital role in an institution's
development. The magazine aims to reinforce awareness, improve interaction and integration amongst all
of us. Similar is the power of media in our lives as it touches everyone around significantly. Thus we decided
to select 'Evolution of Media' as our theme of ARCEON 2018
Its objective is to throw light on the changing face of media and technology throughout the years, right from
the inception of the same. In this digital age, how we consume content is constantly changing and it has
become increasingly difficult to predict the future of content consumption. From the times of paper
pamphlets, scrolls, to television and e-books, the propagation of content and literature has surely seen
major changes, both beneficial and detrimental to the society. Through ARCEON 2018 we aim to identify
and make known these changes that have revolutionized the way media and literature is looked at, as the
quote above states, showing all of us a mirror to the past, and laying foundations for the future.
Sanskrit Language has been the most important medium in lending continuity to the Indian civilization. So,
apart from the sections seen in the earlier editions, we have assimilated Sanskrit as the new section in an
attempt to revive our ancient language of communication. The magazine has been successful in
representing the opinions and thoughts of the students in an effective and coherent manner.
We appreciate the efforts of the contributors who have provided a perfect blend of articles, poems,
artworks and photographs to the magazine. We would like to take this opportunity to thank the faculty
coordinators who have been a constant source of motivation and guidance. We extend our sincere
gratitude towards our entire team without whom the magazine would have been impossible. We hope you
relish this collaborative effort of teachers, students and management of RCOEM.
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MEDIA THROUGH THE AGES
With the invention of the wheel, man embarked on a
marvellous journey that led him into the forests where
trees were no longer made of wood, but cement. As he
began nesting in those concrete trees, he realized could
gaze further into the distance. With the invention of the
internet man not only gained near omnipotence but could
voice his thoughts to the entire world.
We've moved further and further into the technological
jungle and rarely ever, have we cast a backward look.
Sipping tea and reading newspapers as we watched the sun
rise has been reduced to a nostalgic, fond memory for the
most of us. The effort of flipping through the pages of
newspapers has been reduced to tapping the screen of your
smartphone, where all the information is just a touch away.
Any important event occurring in the world is instantly
uploaded on the internet and broadcasted to the entire
world. Even the age of E-newspapers faces its dusk as social
media platforms become the new hub of news.
The media of propagation of news has been ever-changing.
From the pigeons in ancient times to the printing press to
social media at present. The dinner table debates about
current affairs now occur on various online platforms such
as Twitter, Reddit etc. These social media platform act as a
catalyst in spreading news like wildfire.

Can you imagine a day without reading newspapers or sliding down the notification bar on your
smartphone to check new notifications or surfing through the various television channels and radio
frequencies? As the generations have evolved over the years, technology has made it easier for people to
access the media in many different ways, such as the print and digital media. Over the past few decades
media has shifted from newspapers to the television. From the television news media became more
mobile on the Internet with breaking news at our fingertips. What we need to realize is that this evolution
should bring forth as a boon to our society.
Media and communication plays a decisive role in promoting human development in today's new climate
of social change. As the world moves towards greater democracy, decentralization and the market
economy, conditions are becoming more favourable for people to start steering their own course of
change. But it is vital to stimulate their awareness, participation and capabilities which is only possible
through proper utilization of technology and media at our disposal.
This section is an attempt to proliferate cognizance in the minds of our readers and showcase them the
importance of media along with analysing all its facets. This section bears a testament to the fact that
media has proved to be a tool of revolution.

FACE OF INFLUENCE
Let us roll back our watches and go to the time period when
the very first form of media- a newspaper named 'Bengal
Gazette' was released. These were times under British rule.
People did not have access to modern day technology of
superfast 'Breaking News'. But at whatever speed these
newspapers travelled, apparently they did the trick to
arouse nationalist ideas among the Indians. During the
years that followed, 1870s-1920s, powerful newspapers
were released under fearful and distinguished journalists.
Kesari by Bal Gangadhar Tilak, Bengalee by Sundernath
Banerjea, Amrita Bazar Patrika by Sisir Kumar Ghosh &
Motilal Ghosh, Voice of India by Dadabhai Naoroji are just a
few examples of these.

Kartik Kalikar
2nd year, CSE
As with all thing in existence, this change brings forth
tremendous potential for improvement of our way of lie but
at the same time it could prove fatal to us. As news spreads
on social media, it behaves similar to gossip and therefore it
is difficult to segregate the truth from the false. Those who
have influence on social media, now have the power to
shape not only the ideologies and beliefs, but also morph
the facts of the masses.
This change however gives power to each and individual
the power to be heard. And many instances where justice
has been delivered through the use of social media have
turned up such as the #MeToo movement. Thus, the
structure that gave a few power control the propagation of
news i.e. the media has now been decentralised and each
and every one of us is a medium of information that we call
news.
Looking at the world at large, we observe a recurring
pattern of decentralisation of authority and empowerment
of the masses. So, it is not surprising that news would
behave in a similar way. However, with the world becoming
smaller and smaller and newer enhancements in
technology frequently manifesting, we cannot predict
vehicle news picks up next.

Raghav Lohit
2nd year, CSE
The importance of print media can be highlighted to the
fact that most of the work of the Indian National Congress
was majorly carried through it. Its power was realised by
the British Government and many acts were made to
impose restrictions on it. But it is the force that cannot be
supressed easily. One would be a fool if he ignores the role
media has played in our lives since then.
Following the turn of the century, the media took another
form. This was the avatar of entertainment. In 1917, the
very first Indian Cinema was released. Came 1930 and we
had Radios everywhere. All these forms of media became a
vital part of People's lives. Today, we can't think a minute of
our lives where some sort of media isn't there for our
01
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entertainment. But what kind of entertainment is that?
A few years ago, I read an interview of Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
(yes, through a media souce called magazines). He had
recently visited Israel, a country surrounded by enemies
on all four sides. Yet there is a remarkable positivity about
the people over there. Kalam said in the interview that no
matter the happenings of the previous day, every
newspaper has a motivational quote on the front page. The
very first thing that one does in the morning is have a cup of
tea and sets his eyes on the newspaper. And what we in
India read are the news of gruesome murders, white collar
crimes and to add cherry to the top, sneek peak into the
lives of celebrities.
There is a simple formula in work today. The tool that
shaped our freedom, is now competing with the other
organisations for generating revenue. And money is
directly proportional to the number of audience. And this
audience need not be a good one. Here the quality is the
least of their concerns. Quantity is all that matters. These
money matters clearly justify the scrutiny they face. Agreed
that they are the reason scams are exposed or people are
able to demand their rights but they feel like they've
become the kings. They assume that they have the right to
criticize anyone, defame anyone and glorify anyone. Even if
a person is a criminal, he/she can be portrayed in such a
way that one may confuse him with God. On the other hand,
a responsible citizen can be defamed to a level that no one
will blink an eye to the things he has done. Today our media
is not the responsible Print media of the Pre-independence
days. It is the dominant Electronic media in the form of
Television news channels.

THE CHANGING FACE OF THE MEDIA
“Whoever controls the media, controls the mind.” - Jim
Morrison.
The media is a powerful tool used to communicate
information around the world. It has emerged as one of the
leading messengers that gives a peek into the current
scenario of the world. Information is conveyed through
TV's, newspapers, radio, internet, etc. These are some
important sources that are available everywhere. A
common man surely can have access to at least one of these
sources. Be it a rich man or a poor, all can avail the current
02

Today if a bowler takes a wicket or a batsman hits a six, all
the channels go berserk. Talk shows, experts, phone calls
and news flashes start popping up on all channels. But if we
win a hockey match, its report is to be read in the
newspapers next day. Because instead of being responsible
for cultivating interest in all the sports, the media wants
money and cricket is clearly the apple of Indian audience.
Sridevi's death had the journalists jump into bathtubs and
become Sherlock Holmes for a week. Such is the
insensitivity of these people that every small aspect of her
daughters are recorded and televised. But we get a two
minutes briefing about the condition of people in Syria.
Even the death of renowned Physicist Stephen Hawking
was ignored but the activities of Taimur Khan were shown
repeatedly.
To make it worse, today there is another form of media that
portrays the youth more perfectly than ever- the Social
Media. The very concept of memes and posts that offend
someone are loved by everyone. The term 'sensitivity' has
ceased to exist on this particular platform. If you're
protective about something, you're one of the lame people,
but if you make fun of someone- congratulations, welcome
to the club of the cool guys.
But are all these factors that have marked the downfall of
media be accredited to the journalists only? Let's keep one
thing in mind, they make money out of things that interest
us. If we are criticising them on the basis of what they show,
the finger is pointing back at us. Perhaps if we make a selfintrospection and try to change ourselves, the quality of the
media will improve itself. After all, a long time back,
someone used a powerful tool to address everyone in our
nation- "Be the change you want to see in this world".
Shagun Kathuria
3rd year, ECE
happenings in the country. It's the media that has spread
across the lands to update the general knowledge of the
people. Thus media plays an important role in our day to
day life. It has emerged to be an important component in
the midst of our ever busy and changing life.
No doubt, media gives us knowledge and wisdom galore.
More information is gained through the media than in the
books! The vast majority of the people depend on these
sources of media. Rightly said, 'A well learned man reads
daily and keeps himself updated with the changing world'.

But the media has also changed since its inception in the
past. The ever increasing technology has modified the
media to adopt new methodology and sources. The
advancements in the various field has led to a new and
advance media. The changing sources have also modified
people to adopt the tools that have largely influenced a
common man's life. The impact is so strong that these
advance sources have established strong roots in the life of
people.
Welcoming the 21st century, we will complete two
decades. Surely, the changing century, changes the face of
the new era. The generations before used to begin their day
with a cup of tea and a newspaper. Today's generation start
their day with a mobile phone and view social apps in a
pattern of their priority. The day begins and ends with the
'internet', the leading oxygen tool for our life. Every bit and
piece of information updated by the media is available on
the internet. News of every nook and corner of the world is
accessible and viewed by the majority in seconds. Surely
the changing media has given us information handy and
has made access of news easy, reliable, comforting and
more productive.
The media that began before used simpler sources like
newspapers, radio, TV's, etc. The old media was entirely
different from the newer one. The old media in the 1980's
was limited in the areas of information and had
outnumbered tools. It was termed as the 'legacy media'
that relied on prints and analog broadcast models. The new
media today is digital based on websites, mobile apps,
virtual worlds, multimedia, human-computer interface,
animations, etc. Today, the media has established its
institution and has enlarged its branches in the field of
journalism and mass communication. Earlier the news was
precise based on limited topics, today it includes facts from
every field and sector of the world. Be it food, health, style,
fashion, crime, adventure, politics, corporate world or
celebrities every aspect that can give a message or provide
facts is communicated and discussed. Thus it is not only
connecting people and giving information but also
teaching them the ethics and knowledge of giving the right
information to the world.
The media plays an important role in our society. As stated
in the website of the Global ethics network, 'Media of today
is playing an outstanding role in creating and shaping of

public opinion and strengthening of society. It is the sword
arm of democracy. It acts as a watchdog to protect public
interest against malpractice and create public awareness.'
It acts as an intermediary between the government and the
people thus keeping the masses actively involved in the
whereabouts of the society. More number of people is
connected through the social apps. Here, another aspect of
the changing face of the media is the common masses that
act as a mediator for spreading the news through apps like
WhatsApp, Facebook, Twitter, etc. The people indirectly
play a role in broadcasting the news that goes trending
everywhere. The updated information is uploaded in the
social sites by the common man. How much can we trust
these news that spread through the social apps? The new
media is in question for the quality that it serves. These are
sometimes fake and have a negative impact for the society.
Rumours spread like wildfire and then it creates a chaos
among the masses. The quality of the information becomes
hard to maintain.
At a session on the changing face of media held at the
Ashoka India Future Forum, that invited journalists and
Deans of the renowned institutes discussed the increasing
consumption of the media. It stressed the need to maintain
the quality so that it works for the media and not against
them. News is becoming more collaborative and
participatory. Some believe that the older generation is still
accustomed to the old media i.e., newspapers and new
media is still a fancy term for them. While some
researchers say that the new media i.e., Facebook and
twitter has grown so substantially that newspaper hasn't
been able to achieve that kind of growth. The discussion
ended with all panellists agreeing that media is a larger
umbrella with all forms of gathering, experiencing and
sharing content coming under it. If the story is interesting
and has impact, it will make news. New media has just
made access to news and engagement with it must faster.
Mass media whether written, broadcast or spoken, impacts
people in a number of ways. The changing face of the media
may have deteriorated the quality but then it becomes each
one of our responsibility to stop spreading the fake news
and absorb the right kind of content that is useful and
worth sharing.
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NEWS
It spread through whispered words
And through stories of bards
Painted on walls sometimes
Sometimes sung as ballads
Then, I watched it travel with a white pigeon
A hawk sometimes, even on horseback once
Inked on a parchment, written by quill
For Noble eyes only, and marked by their seal
I think it felt caged, by that small piece of paper
For I saw it being mass printed in a time much later
This time it travelled in huge trucks and bicycle carriers
It was heard throughout the world and change it started
to spur
But it wasn't enough
The world was too late
In knowing the latest stuff
And the tricks of fate

MEDIA TODAY
It's a strange world, this media. There is an exhibition of
personal likings, relations, alignments, beliefs, crushes,
cravings, whereabouts and even more generous lapping up
of any subject under the sky. The media today has deviated
from its duty of addressing the problems of common
people in general and has started taking more interest into
laying bare the private life- be it through posts, newspaper
gossips, feelings find pathways to become status or
comments. And yet the first hint at 'infringement on
privacy ', triggered by some unauthorized source is
opposed tooth and nail with 'copy paste' posts and articles.
The paradox here is that despite the ever growing level of
openness of one's life on such platforms, the society is yet
to draw a line between private and public. Social media, lets
the most popular cousin of media is a wonderful tool to
connect with the world, long-lost friends and relatives. It
has unbridled power of creating public awareness but
these days the use of such platforms has reduced sorely to
seeking attention. There are over 80 million photos posted
on Instagram every day. Twitter has over 350 million
accounts while Facebook has over 1.50 billion active users
per month. The very recent data breach scandal by
Facebook is yet another alarm on how the media has taken
04

Kartik Kalikar
2nd year, CSE
So it flowed through wires
Travelling as fast as light
Wires that within them harboured
Telephone lines and the World Wide Web
It spread through words again
But wasn't whispered anymore
It was conjured on a screen
Summoned by a bold keystroke
The fire spread so fast now
Engulfing the world without avow
It fell the tiny shrubs and the mighty trees alike
It cared not for right and wrong
It cared only burn through the minds
And shine a single colour
Maddened by the enormity it soon forgot
Which of it was true
And what part of it false
Maddened by the enormity it cared not
Whether peace it forged
Or destruction it wrought
Yashi Yadav
3rd year, CSE
undue advantage. Freedom of expression is being taken
into a different context by addicts. Things get really
pathetic when journalists and political lewdness (who are
supposed to distinguish between right and wrong, well we
know how rightfully they carry out this duty) join the
bandwagon of a rumour- mongering society. Without
verifying details inflammable content is shared on various
platforms. One person ends up supporting opinions of
exactly opposite nature compelled by the urge of showing
affinity. One wonders whether they are not aware of the
fact that both opinion makers are watching their action.
So the next time you hasten to press the 'Luke's button or
spot and read an outrageous article, you would do well to
keep in mind that there may be many who might remember
your views or your 'like'ing for views on the issue and
instead of being liked you may be disliked for frivolity. In
sharp contrast, your immediate response borne out of
spur-of-the-moment thought and equally spur of the
moment language may show a complete lack of
equanimity. The world of media, how so ever furthering
freedom l, is after all a social world absolutely needing that
norms of socially civilised behaviour be adhered to.
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From The Editor's Desk

While all the other smart phone technology like the
processor, RAM and display are getting a reboot every few
months, battery technology is still stagnant. At least when
it comes to mAh per gram ratio. On an average, a smart
phone battery does not last more than a day. So while the
manufacturers can't find a way to increase the battery life,
they worked on decreasing the charging time significantly.
Smart phones can now charge quicker than ever, thanks to
the different charging techniques that makes it possible.
However, recently, OnePlus unveiled a new charging
technique which is capable of charging the phone from
0-60% in just 30 mins. It is a quite impressive technology.

Isha, Ruchit, Saburi
We open our eyes in the morning to by the sound of our alarm clock. We book a cab nowadays with a few clicks of the
smartphone. We can even set the environment and the mood of smart appliances now so that our coffee gets ready the
moment we step out of bed. We control lights from our voice. Even though we are thousands of kilometers away, we can
still lock and unlock our doors from a simple button press.
We are surrounded by technology. Not just tech, but smart tech, Tech having intelligence of its own. In this constantly
budding and growing era of technological revolutions, we need to be adapt to the changes occurring in that region.
It is said that “Necessity is the mother of invention” but I like to think of it as “Curiosity is what provides the spark to grow
and develop”.
Thus, with the idea of making our knowledge technically rich, and well as instilling a sense of curiosity in the young minds
of budding engineers, I present to you all – “Techno-Stroke”, the technical section of ARCEON 2018. This section makes an
attempt at imparting knowledge to students who are not only from technical backgrounds but also to everyone who has
even the slightest spark of curiosity within themselves so as to learn how things work. Because sometimes, even a spark
can light a fire. I am confident that this section will give impetus to research culture among students with emphasis on
effective change and development.
I would like to thank the principal to provide us a platform to exhibit our work and coordination to the process of sharing
knowledge. I would also like to thank our faculty in-charge who encouraged collaboration among the students of various
years. I am also grateful to the Art Section for giving us a beautiful schematic touch. I would finally like to extend a special
thanks to all the writers who went beyond the classroom to experiment and collaborate with technology.
Last but not the least, I would like to extend my heartfelt gratitude to my entire team, without whose constant support and
approach, this section would not have been possible.
Ruchit Bhardwaj
3rd Year, CSE, Section Head
Technical Section Team

Mahima Mandhana
3rd Year, CSE

DASH CHARGING

minutes of charging. The other advantage to Dash Charge is
that it removes the kind of alarming heat build-up during
quick charging standards. One of the ways in which it is
done is by moving all the heat management and dissipation
process to the charger, rather than leaving it to the phone to
handle as other quick charging standards tend to do.
With dash charging as the cutting edge technology, it is
certain that it will continue to revolutionize the charging
frontier of the smart phone industry.

Dash Charger has the controlling circuitry in the wall
charger itself. That's the reason phones heat up significantly
in Quick Charging as compared to Dash Charging. The latter
keeps the phone cool and you can even watch a video and
play games as it is equipped with temperature regulation to
prevent overheating. As all the load is taken up by the wall
charger, Dash Charger is relatively safer to use.
Dash Charge is a new quick-charge technology from One
Plus. It promises to provide 63% of a full charge in just 30

VIDEO ASSISTANT REFEREE: THE TECHNOLOGY
FOOTBALL MUST EMBRACE
Football as we all know is a global sport in a true sense. We
all know the good side of the beautiful game and its ability
to bring together billions of people across the globe. But
like everything else it has a dark side too- it is a contact
sport. This means there are dangerous tackles, challenges
and fouls. With the ever increasing stakes, the days where
the players could be trusted are long gone. The problem is
the referees are coming under a lot of scrutiny and often the
outcome of games which go down to the wire are linked to
the decisions of the referee.
For all the advancement in other aspects of the game,
football surprisingly remains averse to embracing
technology as far as refereeing is concerned. While most
sports have embraced technology like Cricket in form
Decision Review System, and the results are for everyone to

Vinit Aswale
3rd Year, CSE

see. The technology can never be 100 percent correct but it
certainly avoids howlers which referees may commit
sometimes.
The technology discussed here is the Video Assistant
Referee (VAR)
When is VAR used?
• GOALS - The role of the VARs is to assist the referee to
determine whether there was an infringement that
means a goal should not be awarded. As the ball has
crossed the line, play is interrupted so there is no direct
impact on the game.
• PENALTY DECISIONS - The role of the VAR is to ensure
that no clearly wrong decisions are made in conjunction
with the award or non-award of a penalty kick.
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• RED CARD INCIDENTS - The role of the VAR is to ensure
that no clearly wrong decisions are made in conjunction
with sending off or not sending off a player.
• MISTAKEN INDENTITY - The referee cautions or sends
off the wrong player, or is unsure which player should be
sanctioned. The VARs will inform the referee so that the
correct player can be disciplined.

STEP 3: DECISION OR ACTION IS TAKEN
The referee decides to review the video footage on the side
of the field of play before taking the appropriate
action/decision, or the referee accepts the information
from the VARs and takes the appropriate action/decision.

How video assistant do referees (VARs) work?
STEP 1: INCIDENT OCCURS
The referee informs the VARs, or the VARs recommend to
the referee that a decision/incident should be reviewed.
STEP 2: REVIEW AND ADVICE BY VARs
The video footage is reviewed by the VARs, who advise the
referee via headset what the video shows.

BRAIN COMPUTER INTERACTION
Scientists have developed a new artificial intelligence
system that can decode the human mind, and interpret
what a person is seeing by analyzing brain scans. The
advance could aid efforts to improve artificial intelligence
(AI) and lead to new insights into brain function. Critical to
the research is a type of algorithm called a convolutional
neural network, which has been instrumental in enabling
computers & smartphones to recognise faces and objects.
"That type of network has made an enormous impact in the
field of computer vision in recent years," said Zhongming
Liu, an assistant professor at Purdue University in the US.
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"I think what is a unique aspect of this work is that we are
doing the decoding nearly in real time, as the subjects are
watching the video. We scan the brain every two seconds,
and the model rebuilds the visual experience as it occurs,"
said Wen, lead author of the study published in the journal
Cerebral Cortex. The researchers were able to figure out
how certain locations in the brain were associated with
specific information a person was seeing. "Using our
technique, you may visualize the specific information
represented by any brain location, and screen through all
the locations in the brain's visual cortex," Wen said. "By
doing that, you can see how the brain divides a visual scene
into pieces, and re-assembles the pieces into a full
understanding of the visual scene," he said.
Decoding thoughts

Isha Bahendwar
3rd Year, CSE
“Our technique uses the neural network to understand
what you are seeing," Liu said. Convolutional neural
networks, a form of "deep-learning" algorithm, have been
used to study how the brain processes static images and
other visual stimuli.
“This is the first time such an approach has been used to see
how the brain processes movies of natural scenes - a step
toward decoding the brain while people are trying to make
sense of complex and dynamic visual surroundings," said
Haiguang Wen, a doctoral student at Purdue University.
The researchers acquired 11.5 hours of Functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data from each of
three women subjects watching 972 video clips, including
those showing people or animals in action and nature
scenes. The data was used to train the system to predict the
activity in the brain's visual cortex while the subjects were
watching the videos. The model was then used to decode
fMRI data from the subjects to reconstruct the videos, even
ones the model had never watched before. The model was
able to accurately decode the fMRI data into specific image
categories. Actual video images were then presented sideby-side with the computer's interpretation of what the
person's brain saw based on fMRI data.

Our method overcomes the unfortunate property of fMRI
(Functional magnetic resonance imaging) to smear
together the signals emanating from brain events that
occur close together in time, like the reading of two
successive words in a sentence. This advance makes it

BASICS OF AUDIO AMPLIFIER
Audio is one of the most common media. Here, It refers to
the representation of sound which can be perceived by
humans. Audio and Video are the essential component of
any electronic media. The electronics can be used to
receive audio signals (via microphone), record audio in
some storage, transmit audio (through wired or wireless
communication channels) and reproduce audio signals
(via speakers). The audio can be represented and
transmitted as either analog signals or digital signals. In
this series, analog audio signals are the concern. The audio
signals have a frequency range of 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz.
The loudness of an audio signal is signified by the
amplitude of the signal. Like the nature of sound, the audio
in the form of electrical signals also fade away with the
distance. This was a major problem before the telephony
engineers in the initial phase of the development of
communication technologies. Typically, on a wired
channel, if an electrical signal carrying audio is transmitted
from one end and received at another end one mile away, it
loses 90 percent of its strength. When the signal travels
through a wire, the resistance of the wire causes reduction

possible for the first time to decode thoughts containing
several concepts. That's what most human thoughts are
composed of.
Researchers used a computational model to assess how the
brain activation patterns for 239 sentences corresponded
to the neually plausible semantic features that
characterised each sentence in seven adult participants.
The programme was then able to decode the features of the
240th left-out sentence. They went through leaving out
each of the 240 sentences in turn, in what is called crossvalidation.
Accuracy
The model was able to predict the features of the left- out
sentence, with 87 per cent accuracy, despite never being
exposed to its activation before, researchers said. It was
also able to work in the other direction, to predict the
activation pattern of a previously unseen sentence,
knowing only its semantic features. The study was
published in the journal Human Brain Mapping.

Sameeksha Kushwaha
3rd Year, ECE
in its power (P = I2/R). The loss of signal over transmission
has been a major issue before the electronic engineers.
There are losses whether the signal is transmitted from
just the microphone to the recording device, computer or
audio generator to a speaker or it is transmitted on wire
over a long distance. In order to sort out this problem,
engineers devised special electronics - 'Amplifiers'. The
amplifiers increases the strength of the signal so it reaches
a longer distance before diminishing. By increasing the
amplitude of the input signal, basically the output power of
the circuit is increased as high power signals can travel
more distance than low power signals. By using amplifiers
at different stages, the audio signals can then be safely
transmitted over a wired connection.
Another major improvement was the representation of
audio in the form of digital signals. By the representation of
the audio signals in the form of digital signals, the audio
data remains secured. In digital encoding, the audio data
becomes independent of the amplitude of the signal and so
it is not altered or lost due to noise in the cable.
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An Amplifier increases the strength of an audio signal by
increasing its amplitude. The rise in amplitude is called
Amplification. That is why, it is called Amplifier. An audio
amplifier needs to be designed based on its application and
required specifications. All the amplifiers listed above are
designed for different applications and with different
specifications as per the requirement.
Typical Audio Amplifier
Understanding Audio Signals
But, before jumping over the electronics involved in the
design of different amplifiers, it is important to understand
the basics of audio signals, so the specifications of the
amplifier circuits could be examined. The electronic
devices process the sound much like the human body. The
sound is produced when something vibrates in air and in
turn air particles are vibrated. The vibrations are
propagated through the air and received by the human
ears. The ears convert those vibrations into electrical
signals and send them to the brain. A microphone also does
the same. In a microphone, sound waves vibrate its
diaphragm which cause vibrations in other components
and the vibrations are converted to electrical current
forming the audio signal. This electrical signal is analog
signal representing the sound. It has two important
characteristics which recognize the signal as a unique
sound 1) Frequency - The frequency of the signal signifies the
pitch of the sound. This is the most important factor in the
recognition of a sound.
2) Amplitude - The amplitude of the signal signifies the
loudness of the sound. Since, this is the voltage level of the
signal at a point of time, it also represents the power of the
signal. There are various ways in which the amplitude of an
audio signal can be measured like Peak to Peak Amplitude,
Root Means Square (RMS) Amplitude, Pulse Amplitude,
Semi Amplitude etc. The Peak to Peak and RMS amplitude
values will be used in the circuit analysis of the audio
amplifiers designed in this series.

Peak to peak amplitude – The peak to peak amplitude is the
difference in the crest (highest value of amplitude) and
trough (lowest value of amplitude) of the analog signal.
Peak to Peak Amplitude of an Audio Signal
RMS amplitude- The RMS stands for Root Mean Square. It is
generally used in the context of analog signals or
alternating current (AC) signals. The RMS value is the
amount of current or voltage which is equal to its
equivalent direct current (DC). So it is universal to define
the RMS for AC signals while calculating the power in terms
of DC. The following equation is used for calculating the
RMS voltage from peak to peak voltage Vrms= Vp-p/ (2)1/2
Types of Audio Amplifiers
The audio amplifiers can be categorized in many ways. On
the basis of the application of an audio amplifier, it can be
categorized as follow 1) Pre-Amplifier

2) Power Amplifier

A Pre-Amplifier is required for amplifying the very low
input signals from a MIC or guitar. It is used before the
power amplifier stage. These type of amplifiers do not help
in increasing the output power but are used to level up the
electrical signals from the Microphone or Guitar to the
standard line level voltage before amplification. The output
current of these amplifiers is in micro amperes, so
sometimes they are also called Micro-Amplifiers. Along
with voltage amplification, they also reduce the noise and
distortion in the output signal. After pre-amplification,
power amplifier is used to increase the output power by
amplifying the current as well as the voltage of the input signal.
Audio Amplifier Characteristics
There are many design factors involved in the making of
any amplifier circuit like gain, bandwidth, output power
and maximum supply voltage. An audio amplifier should be
designed considering all these important design factors.
Some of the important design parameters involved in the
making of an audio amplifier are as follow 1) Gain - Gain is a measure of the capability of any system to
increase signal power or amplitude. The gain of an
amplifier circuit is expressed as the ratio of the output
voltage to the input voltage (voltage gain), or ratio of the
output current to the input current (current gain) or ratio
of the output power to the input power (power gain). It is
expressed in dB (decibel). The equation for converting the
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voltage gain to the gain in dB is as follow Gain (dB) = 20logGv, Where Gv is the voltage gain.
In the analysis of the amplifier circuits designed in this
series, voltage gain will be taken as the design factor. The
voltage gain is expressed as the ratio of the output voltage
to the input voltage.
Voltage gain = Output voltage/ Input voltage
2. Volume and Skew Rate - The volume of an audio is
determined by the output amplitude of the audio signal. As
gain of the circuit decides the maximum and minimum
amplitude, the volume can be changed only in the range of
that amplitude only. By using a potentiometer, the
amplitude of the signal can be changed and so the loudness
or volume of the audio signal. An amplifier cannot suddenly
change the volume of the audio signal. The maximum rate
of change of the output signal is called Skew rate of the
amplifier.
3. Output Power - The power output of an audio amplifier is
equivalent to how loud can be sound output from it. It is
generally expressed in Watts or Milli Watts. The larger will
be the speakers, more output power from the amplifier will
be required for them. The maximum output power of an
amplifier circuit can be calculated as follow P = V2/2R
Where,
P = output power
V = peak to peak voltage
R = Resistance of the load
4) Linearity - In context to audio amplifiers, the linearity
refers to the proportionality between input and output
signal. More will be the linearity, more will be the output
audio true representation of the input audio signal.
5) Bandwidth - The bandwidth refers to the frequency
range in which the amplifier can operate. The amplifier
circuits in this series are designed to operate within the
frequency range from 20 Hz to 20 KHz.
6) Clipping Effect - The amplifier circuits are designed to
have output voltages in a specific range. Usually this range
is mentioned with a plus and/or minus sign. Like an
amplifier may be designed to have output voltages within
+/- 50V range. So, ideally the output voltage level of this
amplifier will not exceed than 50V about the waveform
origin. As voltage level and the power output are related,
this also indicates the range of output power that can be

delivered by the amplifier. If an attempt is made (by the
load or speakers at the output of the amplifier) to draw
more power or voltage levels than the power or voltage
levels for which the amplifier has been designed, then the
output waveform (carrying the audio signals) will start to clip.
By clipping, it means that the output voltage level becomes
constant and equal to the maximum voltage level it can
output for all voltage levels that are beyond the maximum
output limit of the amplifier. As the output voltage signal is
the audio signal itself, the clipping will cause distortion in
the output sound. If the clipping will be severe, the output
waveform can become a square wave instead of a sine
wave, causing the loss of the audio signal or only noise
remaining at the output of the amplifier.
Secondly, the power rating of the square wave is twice of
sine wave. The power supply of most of the amplifiers
cannot handle to output power twice their rated power for
longer period.
Also, at the output the voltage will be practically more than
the rated voltage which will cause problem at the load that
is the speakers. The speakers are designed to have constant
impedance. The impedance of the speakers is expressed in
ohms and it is typically 2, 4 or 8 ohms. A low impedance
speaker draws more power compared to a high impedance
speaker. On clipping a high impedance or low power
speaker can practically get damaged.
When output signal from an amplifier is clipped, it acts like
constant power source or fixed DC input to the speaker
inputs. The speakers have an internal coil. On getting a
constant input this coil will not get a chance to cool down
due to the clipping of soft passage in the audio signal. It is
uncommon to blow the tweeters in the case of extreme
clipping. The tweeter is a kind of speaker (dome or horn
shaped) which are meant for generating the high audio
frequency in range from 2 kHz to 20 kHz. The risk of
damage to a speaker depends on audio signal (does it have
a large amount of high frequency), the degree of clipping
and how sustainable speaker is beyond its rated power. So,
a speaker of high wattage and low impedance can be used
with low wattage amplifier but its vice – versa is not true.
Suppose if a speaker is rated twice the amplifier output
power then there will be no issues with the speaker in case
of clipping. However, still the clipping will add distortion to
the output audio and sound quality can be horribly reduced
that no one can hang around.
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So it is better to run an amplifier for an occasional clipping
only as clipping increases the chances of damage to the
speaker, can over stress amplifier or deteriorate the sound
quality.
The clipping effect can be observed on a CRO. In the
following figure, red waveform represents the supposed
audio output and yellow waveform represents the clipped
waveform on using an audio amplifier of lower power
rating.

Clipping Effect on Audio Signal
7) Stability and Negative Feedback - The ability of the
amplifier circuit to provide a reliable output is called
stability. For increasing the stability of the circuit, negative
feedback is used in the design of the amplifier circuits.
There are various advantage of negative feedback like Gain
stability, Noise reduction, Increase in input impedance,
Decrease in output impedance and Increase in bandwidth.
For providing negative feedback, the amplifier circuits in
this series are designed in inverting configuration.
8) Impedance Matching - For complete power transfer
from input to the output, the impedance of the source and
load should be same. But it is not possible to properly
match the impedance, so there is a thumb of rule that the
output impedance/load impedance should be 10 times the
source/input impedance. This results into a known power
loss of 10% and 90% of the power is transferred to the
output. So, by increasing the output impedance, the power
loss of the amplifier can be greatly reduced.
9) Efficiency - The efficiency of an audio amplifier is
expressed as the ratio of output power of the amplifier and
the power consumed by the amplifier itself.
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10) Noise and SNR - Any amplifier circuit has some noise at
the output. This noise is created by the semiconductor
components used in the design of the amplifier. Higher is
the power output of an amplifier, more is the noise at its
output. An amplifier needs to be designed so that noise at
its output remains constant irrespective of the signal. Also,
signal to noise ratio should remain high for the entire
operating range of the amplifier. So, the amplifier must
have a high Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) which must be a
constant over its operating range.
11) Harmonic Distortions - Distortions are the unwanted
signals mixed with the original audio signal or input audio
signal. If an audio waveform of constant frequency is
applied at the input of an amplifier, it is supposed to remain
the same at the output of the amplifier as well. But,
frequencies of the integer multiple of the input frequency
are added at the output of the amplifier. These frequencies
are called Harmonic Distortions and are always the integral
multiple of the input frequency. The level of distortion in
the output of an amplifier is measured as Total Harmonic
Distortion (THD). The Total Harmonic Distortion is the
ratio of the power of all the harmonic frequencies
combined to the power of the original frequency. The
harmonic distortions in an amplifier must be occasional
and THD for those occasional appearances too should be in
tolerable limit. The THD is usually expressed in percentage.
Like if an amplifier has 2 percent THD, it means that the
power of all the harmonics combined is just 2 percent of the
power of the original frequency. Generally, THD up to 10
percent is tolerable but it should be as low as possible.
Standard Audio amplifiers have a THD as less as 1 percent
or 0.5 percent.
12) Loop Grounding - In audio amplifiers, loop grounding
is also one of the major problems which causes humming
sound in the speakers. The different components of the
amplifier are connected at different nodes of the ground.
Ideally, the ground should be 0 Volts but due to resistive
nature of the ground wire, it has different voltages across
its length. The difference in voltage at different nodes of the
ground add noise in the output audio signal. For
eliminating the problem of ground loops, star topology will
be used for ground and the power supply of the amplifier
circuit.

Star Topology for Ground & Supply in a Simple Amplifier
In this series, gain and output power will be mainly
considered while designing the amplifier circuits.
Construction of Audio Amplifiers
An amplifier circuit can be designed using transistors or
operational amplifiers. A transistor can operate in three
states - Cutoff state, Active state, and Saturation state. In
active state, the transistor acts as an amplifier so by
configuring transistors in active state, they can be used to
construct audio amplifiers. Both BJT and MOSFET can be
used to design an amplifier circuit.
Transistor
The OPAM has basically a group of transistors connected to
each other in such a way that they help in amplifying an
input signal. The transistors can be used as amplifiers for
simple audio systems and for more complex audio systems
operational amplifiers can be used to make the audio
amplifier circuit.

LIFI
There are many things people take for granted in life: clean
water, food, public transportation, sunlight, free Wi-Fi.
Ok, scratch the last one. However, the possibility of internet
access for everyone could become reality. That light bulb
over your head (literally) can transmit signals -much in the
same way Wi-Fi does- that hook your computer up to the
internet.

Ankita Singh
3rd Year, CSE
Already some grocery stores in France are using Li-Fi to
track consumer's shopping habits. While the light fidelity
technology is still in its early phases, it's shown
tremendous potential. The global market is projected to
expand to $115 billion by 2022 and could conceivably
replace Wi-Fi. Here's what you need to know about the
nascent, but promising technology.
1. Li-Fi Harnesses the Power of Visible Light Instead of
Radio Waves Used by Wi-Fi
Although you can't see them, waves are transmitted from
our devices, carrying bits of data that allow us to surf the
Internet. They communicate with towers called cellular
radio masts, which you might see disguised as palm
trees. There are approximately 1.4 million cellular radio
masts worldwide, according to the founder of LiFi,
Harald Haas.
Li-Fi replaces this bulky infrastructure, with a elegant,
illuminating solution. It depends on LED lights that send
data over visible light via pulses that the human eye can't
detect. On the electromagnetic spectrum, which
measures the frequency of radiation, the spectrum of
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visible light is 10,000 times as big as that of radio-waves
says Haas. Using light could eliminate the expenses
resulting from the limited range of radio waves.
“[Light] has created us, has created life, and has created
all the stuff of life. So it's inherently safe to use. And
wouldn't it be great to use that for wireless
communications?” said Haas in a 2011 Ted Talk.
2. Li-Fi Has Been Integrated into Some Smartphone
Cameras
Future iPhones may use light to connect to the Internet
Li-Fi not only requires LED light bulbs to transmit data,
but also a receiver that can interpret that data. In January
it was reported that Apple had referenced Li-Fi
capabilities in versions of the iPhone, iOS 9.1 and up.
Visible light communication has also been used in a
grocery store in Northern France to track the location of
customers with their consent. This provides invaluable
data to marketers, who can offer coupons and other
incentives based on shopping habits.
However, Li-Fi has much bigger applications than simply
as a geo-location tool. Incorporating Li-Fi into the 14
billion existing light bulbs could provide more accessible
and secure internet service, says Haas. Haas has
proposed retrofitting the existing Internet framework to
support Li-Fi bulbs. To that end, he created the company
pure LiFi, which provides internet at speeds of first
generation Wi-Fi.
3. The Inventor of Li-Fi started a Company Called pure
Li-Fi and Microsoft is a Fan
The professor of mobile communications at the
University of Edinburgh, Haas founded pure Li-Fi in 2012
after introducing the world to the technology in a 2011
Ted Talk. Haas thought his personal Li-Fi project could
revolutionize Internet access. Since it was founded, pure
LiFi came out with its first product Li-1st in 2013. The LiFi pioneer consisted of an ethernet-connected LED light
and a desktop receiver. Its third generation device
improves on device speed with 40 mbps uplink and
downlink. However, the beauty of Li-Fi is not in its speed,
but its accessibility. Several Li-Fi light bulbs can be
placed in room that can only support one WiFi router,
according to Haas's website. That means there's enough
bandwidth for everyone!
pure LiFi has partnered with LED light maker Lucibel to
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develop the technology. The France-based company
heralded the applications of LiFi for the Internet of
Things, a network of devices that communicate with
each other. Their first industrialized LiFi product, the
LiFi luminaire, launched in September. Real estate
development company Nexity was the first end user of
the LiFi technology. Microsoft will also be using the
technology at its innovation center in Issy-lesMoulineaux.
4. LiFi is Virtually Hack-Proof
LiFi stops criminals from peeping in on your Internet
connection (Boston University)
Because light can't penetrate through walls, it's very
difficult to tap sensitive data transmitted through LiFi.
It's not uncommon for criminals to steal personal
information from unsuspecting Internet users at a local
cafe. Even password protected WiFi can be hacked,
allowing criminals to see what web pages you visit and
links you click on. That said, LiFi offers a more secure
alternative to WiFi because available data can be
confined to a room.
Of course, there's a trade-off between convenience and
security. However, smart architecture would allow light
to follow a user, according to Forbes. Scientists are also
working on technology to make Li-Fi work in the dark.
Dartmouth University researchers discovered that dim
LEDs would be able to send pulses undetectable by the
human eye.
Applications:
1. Security
In contrast to radio frequency waves used by Wi-Fi,
lights cannot penetrate through walls and doors. This
makes it more secure and makes it easier to control
who can connect to your network.[42] As long as
transparent materials like windows are covered,
access to a Li-Fi channel is limited to devices inside
the room.
2. Underwater Application
Most remotely underwater operated vehicles (ROVs)
use cables to transmit command, but the length of
cables then limits the area ROVs can detect. However,
as a light wave could travel through water, Li-Fi could
be implemented on vehicles to receive and send back
signals.

While it is theoretically possible for Li-Fi to be used in
underwater applications, its utility is limited by the
distance light can penetrate water. Significant
amounts of light do not penetrate further than 200
meters. Past 1000 meters, no light penetrates.
3. Hospital

4. Vehicles
Vehicles could communicate with one another via
front and back lights to increase road safety. Also
street lights and traffic signals could also provide
information about current road situations.
5. Industrial Automation

Many treatments now involve multiple individuals,
Li-Fi system could be a better system to transmit
communication about the information of patients.
Besides providing a higher speed, light waves also
have little effect on medical instruments and human
bodies.

Anywhere in industrial areas data has to be
transmitted, Li-Fi is capable to replace slip rings,
sliding contacts and short cables, such as Industrial
Ethernet. Due to real time capability of Li-Fi, which is
often required for automation processes, it is also an
alternative to common industrial Wireless LAN standards.

GOOGLE'S AI EXPLOSION IN ONE CHART

Sai Shashank Mudliar
3rd Year, CSE

Surging investment in machine learning is vaulting Google
into the scientific stratosphere.

artificial intelligence, Clarivate ranks Google No. 1 by a
wide margin.

Nature. The Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences. The Journal of the American Medical Association.

Top rank

These are some the most elite academic journals in the
world. And last year, one tech company, Alphabet's Google,
published papers in all of them.
The unprecedented run of scientific results by the
Mountain View search giant touched on everything from
ophthalmology to computer games to neuroscience and
climate models. For Google, 2016 was an annus mirabilis
during which its researchers cracked the top journals and
set records for sheer volume.
Behind the surge is Google's growing investment in
artificial intelligence, particularly “deep learning,” a
technique whose ability to make sense of images and other
data is enhancing services like search and translation.
According to the tally Google provided to MIT Technology
Review, it published 218 journal or conference papers on
machine learning in 2016, nearly twice as many as it did
two years ago.
We sought out similar data from the Web of Science, a
service of Clarivate Analytics, which confirmed the
upsurge. Clarivate said that the impact of Google's
publications, according to a measure of publication
strength it uses, was four to five times the world average.
Compared to all companies that publish prolifically on

The publication explosion is no accident. Google has more
than tripled the number of machine learning researchers
working for the company over the last few years, according
to Yoshua Bengio, a deep-learning specialist at the
University of Montreal. “They have recruited like crazy,” he says.
And to capture the first-round picks from computation
labs, companies can't only offer a Silicon Valley-sized
salary. “It's hard to hire people just for money,” says Konrad
Kording, a computational neuroscientist at Northwestern
University. “The top people care about advancing the
world, and that means writing papers the world can use,
and writing code the world can use.”
At Google, the scientific charge has been spearheaded by
DeepMind, the high-concept British AI company started by
neuroscientist and programmer Demis Hassabis. Google
acquired it for $400 million in 2014.
Hassabis has left no doubt that he's holding onto his
scientific ambitions. In a January blog post, he said Deep
Mind has a “hybrid culture” between the long-term
thinking of an academic department and “the speed and
focus of the best startups.” Aligning with academic goals is
“important to us personally,” he writes. Kording, one of
whose post-doctoral students, Mohammad Azar, was
recently hired by Deep Mind, says that “it's perfectly
understood that the bulk of the projects advance science.”
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Last year, Deep Mind published twice in Nature, the same
storied journal where the structure of DNA and the
sequencing of the human genome were first reported. One
DeepMind paperconcerned its program AlphaGo, which
defeated top human players in the ancient game of Go; the
other described how a neural network with a working
memory could understand and adapt to new tasks.
Then, in December, scientists from Google's research
division published the first deep-learning paper ever to
appear in JAMA, the august journal of America's physicians.
In it, they showed a deep-learning program could diagnose
a cause of blindness from retina images as well as a doctor.
That project was led by Google Brain, a different AI group,
based out of the company's California headquarters. It also
says it prioritizes publications, noting that researchers
there “set their own agenda.”
AI battle
The contest to develop more powerful AI now involves
hundreds of companies, with competition most intense
between the top tech giants such as Google, Facebook, and
Microsoft. All see the chance to reap new profits by using
the technology to wring more from customer data, to get

RISC AND CISC ARCHITECTURE

driverless cars on the road, or in medicine. Research is
occurring in a hot house atmosphere reminiscent of the
early days of computer chips, or of the first biotech plants
and drugs, times when notable academic firsts also laid the
foundation stones of new industries.
That explains why publication score-keeping matters. The
old academic saw “publish or perish” is starting to define
the AI race, leaving companies that have weak publication
records at a big disadvantage. Apple, famous for strict
secrecy around its plans and product launches, found that
its culture was hurting its efforts in AI, which have lagged
those of Google and Facebook.
So when Apple hired computer scientist Russ Salakhutdinov
from Carnegie Mellon last year as its new head of AI, he was
immediately allowed to break Apple's code of secrecy by
blogging and giving talks. At a major machine-learning
science conference late last year in Barcelona, Salakhutdinov
made the point of announcing that Apple would start
publishing, too. He showed a slide: “Can we publish? Yes.”
Salakhutdinov will speak at MIT Technology Review's
EmTech Digital event on artificial intelligence next week in
San Francisco.
Saburi Hindarria
3rd Year, CSE

Central Processing Unit Architecture operates the capacity
to work from “Instruction Set Architecture” to where it was
designed. The architectural designs of CPU are RISC
(Reduced instruction set computing) and CISC (Complex
instruction set computing). CISC has the power to execute
within one instruction set, addressing modes or multi-step
operations. It is the structure or the design of the CPU
where one instruction performs many low-level
operations. RISC is a CPU design strategy based up on the
idea that simplified instruction set gives higher
performance when combined with a microprocessor
architecture which has the ability to execute the
instructions by using some microprocessor cycles per
instruction.
Architecture of Central Processing Unit drives its working
ability from the instruction set architecture upon which it
is designed. Instruction Set Architecture can be defined as
an interface (or a medium) to allow easy communication
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like execution of data, copying data, deleting it, editing it
and several various operations. Some major terms that are
often used in ISA are:

In order to cover the semantic gap both the RISC and CISC
architectures have been developed.

Instruction Set : It is a group of instructions that can be
provided to the computer. These instructions command (or
guide) the computer in terms of data manipulation. A
typical instruction consists of two parts: Opcode and
Operand.
Opcode or operational code is the instruction applied. It
can be loading data, storing data etc.
Operand is the memory register or data upon which
instruction is applied.
Addressing Modes : Addressing modes are the manner in
the data is accessed. Depending upon the type of
instruction applied, addressing modes are of several types
such as direct mode where straight data is accessed or
indirect mode where the location of the data is accessed.
Processors that have identical ISA may have very different
organisations.
Performance of CPU is given by the fundamental law:

Thus, CPU performance depends upon Instruction Count,
CPI (Cycles per instruction) and Clock cycle time. And all of
the factors mentioned above are affected by the instruction
set architecture.
Instruction Count

CPI

Clock

Program

X

Compiler

X

x

Instruction Set
Architecture

X

x

x

Microarchitecture

x

x

Physical Design

x

This highlights the importance of the instruction set
architecture. There are two major or distinguishable
instruction set architectures:
Complex Instruction Set Architecture (CISC) : The CISC
approach attempts to minimize the number of instructions
per program, sacrificing the number of cycles per instruction.

between the programmer and the hardware. ISA prepares
microprocessor is answerable to all the user commands

SEMANTIC GAP

Reduced Instruction Set Architecture (RISC) : RISC does
the opposite, reducing the cycles per instruction at the cost
of the number of instructions per program
Subsequent sections will discuss RISC, CISC designs and
their characteristics.

CISC designs involve very complex architectures including
a large number of instructions and addressing modes,
whereas RISC designs involve simplified instruction set
and adapt it to the real requirements of user programs.
CISC AND RISC CONVERGENCE
In the late 70s when computer revolution was gaining
momentum, the hardware prices were quite expensive.
RAM that had a capacity of few megabytes cost thousands
back in the days. CISC was a hardware which made
computing expensive and their repair even more. This was
the main reason that IBM researched and created RISC. The
hardware prices have dramatically fallen since then and
semiconductor processor technology has changed
significantly since introduction of RISC chips in the early
80s. Because a number of advancements are used by both
RISC and CISC processors, the differences between the two
architectures is getting blurred. In fact, the two architectures
almost seem to have adopted the strategies of the other.
Because processor speeds have gone high, CISC chips are
now able to execute more than one instruction within a
single clock. This also allows CISC chips to make use of
pipelining. With other technological improvements, it is
now possible to fit many more transistors on a single chip.
Similarly, RISC processors can make use of more
complicated hardware incorporate more complicated,
CISC - like commands.
Thus, we are on the verge of “post-RISC/CISC” era wherein
two design approaches are combining. A new architecture
named EPIC (Explicitly Parallel Instruction Computing)
was launched at the beginning of the new millennium. It
carried the pros of RISC as well as CISC.
Present circumstances and heavy support from Intel have
made CISC share the larger part of the smart computing
market. However, RISC, due to its power efficient methods
has made rapid progress in handheld and portable devices.
Nintendo DS and Apple iPod are the most prominent
examples for that. Thus, both are strongly ahead to a long
future unless a better design architecture gets evolved.
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CRYPTOGRAPHY
When we are talking about communication on a network
we need to make sure that there is some sort of security for
the information being communicated? Now a question
might pop up in your mind why the security is required?

the real information into some other form and the process
of extracting real information back from its meaningless
text is called as Decryption. We need to say that we are
unlocking or extracting the real message that was send.

Ex: suppose you are using your debit card for online
shopping. At this time the credit card information is sent to
server for verification. The server at the end of this line
might provide security for your information when the
information is within the server. But what about the time
when it is under transmission? If there is no security here,
the information is vulnerable. The hacker can easily hack
your information and empty your pockets. So the
information should be protected when it is travelling
through network.

Encryption and Decryption

One of the ways to ensure security is cryptography.
“Cryptography is a field of network security which deals
with hiding real information when it is under transmission”.
Usually the real information is transformed or hidden into
another message and transmitted over the network. This
transform message in itself has no meaning even if any
hacker gets hold of this information. When it reaches the
destination the recipient will know the method to
retransform the garbage message into its real form.
Ex: suppose A wants to send a message to his B that 'I am
from India.' he wouldn't want anyone else to see this
message. Suppose A uses software to convert the message
into some number 1245 and this software is available only
with A and B. now even if the hacker gets the hold of
message 1245 he would not be able to understand what is
1245 because he doesn't has the conversion software.
When the message reaches B he/she will use the same
software to convert 1245 into real message.

The information to be send is called as plain text and this is
send to an encryption system. Encryption system uses the
key to convert plain text to an encrypted form which looks
like a garbage value. This is also called as a cipher text. A
corresponding key is used at the other end to convert the
cipher text back to its original message. A key means a piece
of string value which is fed to the Encryption and
Decryption algorithm along with text for transformation.
This is similar to locking your things in box and at the other
end receiver will use the secret key to read the message you
send. If a hacker went to tap out the message, he will get the
encrypted message but he wouldn't have the key to decrypt
it. This Encryption and Decryption ensures the security of
message being transmitted. This whole Encryption and
Decryption strategy is based on the premise that both
sender and receiver share some unique keys which is not
known by any outsiders.
Cryptography is further classified into two types:
1. Symmetric (private key).
2. Asymmetric (public key).
If keys used by both parties are same then it is called as
symmetric key cryptography. If both the parties use
different keys for Encryption and Decryption then it is
called as asymmetric key cryptography.
In real life we use both public and private key.

KINETIC BOMBARDMENT
The concept of kinetic bombardment in simple words is the
projection of a weapon (missile warhead or nuclear
warhead) from space on to the battlefield. This concept
was started during the cold war, when major world powers
were trying to enhance their defence systems, in order to
become the Dominating Nations.

I said that this concept started during Cold War. Well
between 1968 and 1983 the Soviet Union deployed the
“Fractional Orbital Bombardment System”, instead of
putting rods in space they decided to put nuclear warheads
into the earth's orbit. And later deorbiting them above the
specific location which they want to destroy.

Kinetic Bombardment is the release of a projectile from
space and let gravity do the rest of the work. After releasing
the projectile from space it obtains kinetic energy and
heads for the surface of the earth. In simple words taking an
object high enough and releasing it to make it fall from a
height. The speed of the projectile maybe as close to 8 times
the speed of a bullet or we can say Mach 10

On January 27th 1967 the 'Outer Space Treaty' outlawed
any nation to put a weapon of mass destruction into the
earth's orbit, it also resulted not to put a weapon on the
moon.

(Mach 1= 770mph=343m/s) Therefore
(Mach 10=7700mph=3430m/s)
Back in the year 2003 the United States Air Force gave the
schematics about the rods for the kinetic bombardment
systems. According to them the rod must be 6 metres long
and 0.3 metres wide made out of tungsten. Tungsten is one
of the densest element found, so the impact will be massive.
And the reason they are rods and not spheres is because
rods have a better aerodynamic body, i.e. it reduces the air
resistance. And the destruction that will be caused by these
rods was 1 Rod=20 to 150 tons of TNT.
Now the question remains, why the rods? Why not nuclear
weapons? Nuclear weapons are lot more destructive than
the rods aren't they? The answer is nuclear missiles or
warheads can be disarmed even after they are fired, also
Nuclear weapons can easily be detected due to the emitted
radiations. On the other hand the Tungsten rods, once they
are projected from the or bitor they go critical. No one can
stop those rods that are falling at a speed of Mach 10.

https:Hper-text transfer protocol with secure sockets.

So this method of transforming message at sender's side
and retransforming at receiver's side forms the basic
model of cryptography. Converting real information in
what looks like garbage value, this process is called as
Encryption. We need to say that we are hiding or locking
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It is a protocol we use while communicating with our
browser. In the above picture a lock can be seen what that
means is we can encrypt our communications with the
server and in particular we have used the public key
cryptography. By using public key cryptography it helps
setup a cryptographic section, then we switch over to
private key cryptography to do the encryption and that has
to be done using some properties, and encryption schemes.
Hence we use both public and private key cryptography in
our daily life.

Arpan Mahapatra
2nd Year, IT

THE CHAT BALLOON
Funny thing it is with today's generation... While half the
world doesn't have access to electricity, the other half is
living a dual life. As the modern world progresses at a ultrasonic rate, some people adapt just as quickly while others,
they are stagnant at someplace that have no idea what's
happening.
Now being a person who belongs to the former part of the
world, I have read about technology. It will be erroneous

But still many other lawyers and other people try to find a
loophole in the treaty. The definition of 'Weapon of Mass
Destruction' is any weapon which is a chemical, biological
or radioactive. But in this case we have tungsten rods,
which is neither of the above weapons.
But are we close to these kind of rod weapons orbiting the
earth? The United States Air Force has designed a space
shuttle which can enter the orbit quickly with the payload
of warheads and can launch them while staying in orbit and
is also a perfect vehicle for carrying the rods. The US
Military have been carrying around secret tests regarding
this shuttle.
The real life concept of rods orbiting the earth was named
'Project Thor'.
This concept of rods orbiting the earth is depicted in
various movies and games. In the 2013 film G. I. Joe
Retaliation the exact concept was depicted. In games Call of
Duty Ghosts, Mass Effect 2 also this was shown.
Another interesting connection is that the real life project
concept is named 'Project Thor' whereas in Call of Duty
Ghosts the project is named 'Odin'. That was a perfect
connection by the Call of Duty franchise.
Raghav Lohit
2nd Year, CSE
not to call me tech savvy. In fact, what I study and want to do
as a career depends totally on the modern technology and
the way it is going to evolve. And the thing about being tech
savvy is that you live a dual life. I will not deny that I don't
have one.
The legal age to have an email id is 13. I made mine when I
was 11. I had a Facebook account by the time I was 12 and
by the time all my peers came on Facebook, I already knew
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each and every corner of it. Handling other social media is
isn't very difficult then. If I calculate my average time table,
I'd say that being active on social media is what I do
majority of the times. I will confess that I don't even sleep as
much. Now if that is my case, someone who also reads,
plays sports and engage in healthy face to face
conversations with people, I wonder what an average
teenager or a young adult would might be facing. I would
rather have you all think about it.
Now, when you are active on social media, you might spend
a lot of time chatting. It's no big deal to be honest. Rather
people argue that it has brought the world closer. Or has it?
From personal experience, chatting is enjoyable. It
improves your typing speed as well. With proper use of
emojis, you can even make the experience to the person at
other end lively. And when you get obsessed with this
particular phenomenon you start talking to strangers.
We all know the ill effects of what can happen. I guess I
don't even need to elaborate. But let's try to look at this
with another angle. Have you heard the concept of Pen Pal?
I reckon sometime not so long ago, people used to have this
concept in school. In many cartoons and TV shows that I've
seen, the kids write a letter, attach it to an inflated balloon
and release the balloon and then the balloon travels in the
hands of someone and if that someone is interested, voila!
You just got yourself a pen pal! All this used to happen
before the advent of social media. Feel old yet?
The concept of pen pal is back. But this time there are no
pen and paper. These are replaced by Screens and keypads.
And the funny thing is, you used to have to pay some money
to send letters to your pen pal but the chatting is totally
free. Seems advantageous, doesn't it? Not to mention, the
letters used to take days to reach the other person and then

replies used to take days to
come back. Now this time
span has been reduced to
seconds. Perhaps with a
good speed of the Internet,
microseconds. And with this
is increasing the anxiety of the
youth. At the times of
physical pen pals, no one
used to make more than one
companion and believe me, one's handwriting can tell you a
lot about a person. But today, we have multiple virtual pen
pals with the same handwriting. Faking oneself has
become so easy that you won't even know if you are talking
to a girl who has undergone break up, or a famous sports
athlete or personality or even a North Korean spy (just to
go to one extreme, that's all). And then vulnerable as our
hearts are, we make snap decisions when we see their 'Last
seens'. So, unlike the physical pen pals who were
predictable and compassionate, most of our virtual pen
pals are literally virtual.

The Chat
Balloon

It is true that many people have found their soul mates
through social media but equally many people have faced a
breach of privacy as well. When things like these happen
building trust on someone becomes all the more difficult
and the so called International village is the one with no
true relations. Not to forget the cases where people might
chat all the time but when the time comes to speak, no
words come out.
Everything at our expense is useful but one has to be
careful as to how to use it. If you live in the technological
world with psychological disorders due to it, then those
with no access to it are living a way better life than you are.
Akshay Chopra
3rd Year, CSE

UNDERSTANDING APIs
If we go by the definition provided by Wikipedia, it states
the following:
"In computer programming, an application programming
interface (API) is a set of subroutine definitions, protocols,
and tools for building application software. In general
terms, it is a set of clearly defined methods of communication
between various software components".
It is correctly defined, but still, the meaning is not very
clear, because of the language used in the definition. So let's
understand it with the help of one small example.
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Real world Example
Consider this API as a waiter in a restaurant. A menu is
served to you on the table to choose your favorite food and
the Kitchen is the system where your food (request) is
prepared. But how does this whole process works? Well,
we all know this, don't we? We choose what we want to eat
from the menu, we call the waiter, give him/her the order
by naming the dishes we want along with the quantity. The
waiter then takes our order to the kitchen where the order
is made and once it's prepared, the waiter comes back with
the delicious delicacy served in a plate or a bowl (depends
on what you ordered).

Thus, the API is very much like the waiter. API is the
messenger that takes your order(waiter) and tells the
system(kitchen) what to do (to prepare food) and in return
brings back the response to you, just what you asked for,
never wrong (waiter returns with the ordered food).
Let's have one another example to clear all of your
remaining doubts.
Have you ever visited any website that shows an option for
signing up using Facebook or Google? How do you think
you are able to log in and proceed ahead to use the
application without ever worrying how Facebook or
Google share your information with the website, or how
this communication happens at all? It's through the APIs
provided by Facebook and Google. When you click on the
button named, Login with Facebook or Google, an API
request is sent to these websites, along with your
credentials, and your permission allowing the website to
use your information provided by Facebook or Google or
any other website for that matter. And in the response,
Facebook or Google provides the website with your email
address, along with some other basic information.

security layer to keep it safe from various destructive
minds. Hence, a new concept called API key was
introduced. This key can be considered as a permission
that you take from the provider, like from Google, to use
their API, like for signing up for your website or any other
application.
Free and Paid APIs
There are some APIs that are free to use, but there are also
APIs for which you have to pay. For example, if you want to
deliver SMS to your users when they register on your
website or send them an OTP to verify their mobile number,
you will have to use a third-party service to send these
SMSs. Most of these third-party services these days, have
APIs, which you can use to send SMS, but you have to pay for it.
Conclusion

API Security

One last question for you- Whenever you book a flight
ticket, you go to various websites like MakeMyTrip,
GoIbIbo, Yatra, etc. You hardly ever go to any airlines
website to book your ticket. Still, you get your seat booked
with the same Air Plane service that you might have booked
through their own website. Ever wondered how did this
happen?

But all good things must be protected, so should be an API.
As the method/function is exposed, hence whoever finds
out the URI to access the API, can send a request to it. And
many would want to send malicious requests to your
server to bring it down.

Yes, again, it's because of the API. Gosh! Could we even
survive without this? Don't forget to thank your superhero
– the API, who manages all your queries without any
complaints and returns an appropriate result. It has made
your life much simpler and easy. This superhero is great!

Since most of the APIs are provided for free, it needs a
Asmita Kulkarni
3rd Year, EN

5G – WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
Compared to the life our ancestors used to lead, we follow
an altogether different schedule, an altogether different
lifestyle. Our world would have universal and
uninterrupted access to information, communication, and
entertainment that open ups a new dimension to our lives
& brings change our lifestyle meaningfully. We, as it has
rightly been said, have become tech savvy. Almost all of us,
have a cellphone with us today. It has become an
indispensable part of our lives and high speed with lesser
cost is the only demand.
Currently, in Network Technology one of the most talked
terms is 5G Networks, although it is well informed that 5G
is going to be launch by 2020 but still a lot of buzz about its
upcoming features, additional benefits in comparison to
4G, resources required to implement the 5G. 5G will impact
the entire Mobile Network and brings in a new era of

technology. 5G is going to be more than the “next
generation Network Technology”, it will combine the
concept of the Internet of Things. The main aim of 5G
research and development is to provide a higher speed of
internet at a lesser cost, reduce battery drainage, lower
latency, to increase the security and connectivity for a large
community.
We can say that – 5G Wireless Technology denotes the
proposed next major phase of mobile telecommunications
standards beyond the current 4G standards. Rather than
faster Internet connection speeds, 5G planning aims at
following functionalities
• A higher capacity than current 4G
• Allowing a higher number of mobile broadband users
per area unit, and allowing consumption of higher or
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unlimited data quantities in gigabyte per minute and user.
• High & increased peak bit rate (Up to 10Gbps
connections to endpoints in the field)
• Efficient use of energy in devices
• Larger data volume per unit area (i.e. high system
spectral efficiency)
• High capacity to allow more devices connectivity
concurrently & instantaneously (100percent coverage)
• More bandwidth
• Lower battery consumption
• Better connectivity irrespective of the geographic
region, in which you are
• Larger number of supporting devices (10 to 100x
number of connected devices)
• Lower cost of infra structural development
• Higher reliability of the communications (One
millisecond end-to-end round trip delay)

including LAN technologies, LAN/WAN, WWWW – World
Wide Wireless Web, unified IP & seamless combination of
broadband. It follows Master Core technology to be
operated in parallel multimode including all IP network
mode and 5G network mode. Further, new services can be
easily added through
Although it was the U.S. who won the race of launching the
4G, now there are many countries who are working hard to
launch the 5G in their country first. Here is a preview of
how these prominent countries are preparing for the
launch of 5G.those are USA, JAPAN& INDIA. Internationally
India has gained a remarkable name in providing the IT
services. Moreover, governments and regulators can use
this technology as an opportunity for the good governance
and can create healthier environments, which will
definitely encourage continuing investment in 5G, the next
generation technology.

The high surface area gives the final product its
extraordinary electrical properties, said Hongfang Ma of
Qilu University of Technology, who led the study published
in the Journal of Renewable and Sustainable Energy. The
researchers ran a series of standard electrochemical tests
on the porous microspheres to quantify their potential for
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Supercapacitors can typically store 10-100 times as much
energy as an ordinary capacitor, and can accept and deliver
charges much faster than a typical rechargeable battery.
For these reasons, super capacitive materials hold great
promise for a wide variety of energy storage needs,
particularly in computer technology and hybrid or electric
vehicles. The super capacitive properties of the porous
carbon microspheres made from phoenix tree leaves are
higher than those reported for carbon powders derived
from other bio- waste materials, researchers said. The fine
scale porous structure seems to be key to this property,
since it facilitates contact between electrolyte ions and the
surface of the carbon spheres, as well as enhancing ion
transfer and diffusion on the carbon surface.

UNDERSTANDING POLYMORPHISM –
REAL WORLD EXAMPLES

5G Wireless Technology uses UWB (Ultra-Wide Band)
networks with higher Band Width at low energy levels.
Band Width is of 4000 Mbps, which is 400 times faster than
today's wireless networks. It uses a smart antenna and
CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access). 5G will be the
single unified standard for different wireless networks,

Scientists have discovered a new method to convert dried
tree leaves into a porous carbon material that can be used
to produce high-tech electronics. Researchers from Qilu
University of Technology in China used a multi-step, yet
simple, process to convert phoenix tree leaves into a form
that could be incorporated into electrodes as active
materials. The dried leaves were first ground into a powder,
then heated to 220 degrees Celsius for 12 hours. This

use in electronic devices. The current-voltage curves for
these materials indicate that the substance could make an
excellent capacitor.
Further tests show that the materials are, in fact,
supercapacitors, with specific capacitances of 367 Farads /
gramme, which are over three times higher than values
seen in some graphene supercapacitors, researchers said.
A capacitor is a widely used electrical component that
stores energy by holding a charge on two conductors,
separated from each other by an insulator.

parallel multimode service.

The most distinguishing feature of 5G Network is that
the network will be based on the User experience, System
Performance, enhanced performance, business models
and Management & Operations. 5G will utilize the advance
access technologies such as Beam Division Multiple Access
(BDMA) and non and quasi-orthogonal or Filter Bank
Multicarrier (FBMC) Multiple Access. The new advanced
technology called Fog Computing is going to support the 5G
development, this will help in achieving the low latency,
high mobility, high scalability and real-time execution.

ORGANIC TECHNOLOGY

many tiny pores that have been chemically etched on the
surface of the microspheres.

Isha Bahendwar
3rd Year, CSE
produced a powder composed of tiny carbon
microspheres. These microspheres were then treated with
a solution of potassium hydroxide and heated by increasing
the temperature in a series of jumps from 450 to 800
degrees Celsius. The chemical treatment corrodes the
surface of the carbon microspheres, making them
extremely porous. The final product, a black carbon
powder, has a very high surface area due to the presence of

In today's world, everything that we imagined in the past is
becoming a reality. Be it from the Sci-fi movies or our
imagination and ideas, we have worked towards turning
them into reality. Similarly, programs (computer and
programming languages) were designed to solve problems
faster and with accuracy. So, it is very crucial to understand
programming concepts with real-life examples and
context.
Today, we will learn How Polymorphism is connected to the
real world? Below we have a conversation between the
Real World and Polymorphism. Let's have a look at the
conversation.
Real World: Hey Poly! why you look so sad?
Polymorphism: Nothing dude, I am missing you a lot.
Real World: Thank you, buddy. Even I miss you a lot. But
don't you think we are always connected?
Polymorphism: Are we? Because I don't think we are.

Akshay Chopra
3rd Year, CSE
Real World: Yes, we are always connected. We are always
together and we will be best friends forever.
Yes, that was a very naive conversation, but there is a
hidden fact in there.
What is Polymorphism?
In simple words, it means "Many Forms". What this means
in the object-oriented programming language like Java is
that, a single line of code (Here, a single line of code can
refer to the name of a method, or a variable, etc.) can have
multiple meanings, and which meaning is to be used
depends upon various factors.
Now let's see how Polymorphism and the real world are
linked together.
• Consider your Mobile phone. You can save your Contacts
in it. Now suppose you want to save 2 numbers for one
person. You can do it by saving the second number under
the same name.
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Similarly, in an object-oriented language like Java, suppose
you want to save two numbers for one person. You must
have a function, which will take the two numbers and the
person name as arguments to some function void create
Contact (String name, int number1, int number2).
Now it's not necessary that every person will have 2
numbers. Many other contacts might have only a single
number. In such a situation, instead of creating another
method with different name to save one number for a
contact, what you can do is that you can have the same
name of the method i.e. create Contact() but instead of
taking 2 numbers as parameters, you can take only 1
number as parameter in it i.e. void create Contact (String
name, int number1).
This is Polymorphism. There is only one method named
createContact(), but it has two definitions. Now which
definition is to be executed depends upon the number of
parameters being passed. If 1 parameter is passed, then
only a single number is saved under the contact and if 2
numbers are passed to the same method name, then two
numbers will be saved under the contact.
This is also known as Method Overloading.
Let's see another real-world example of polymorphism.
• Suppose you go to an Ice Cream Parlor (ABC Ice Cream)
near your home one day and you buy a vanilla flavored icecream. A week later, while traveling to the town nearby, you
spot another Ice Cream Parlor (of the same chain, the ABC
Ice Cream). You went to that shop and found a new variant
of the Vanilla flavor ice-cream which had a twist of
Chocolate flavor too in it. You really liked the new flavor.
Once back home, you again went to the ice cream parlor
near your home to get that amazing new flavor ice cream,
but unfortunately, you couldn't, because that was a
specialty of the parlor which was located in the
neighboring town.
Now relating this to the functioning of an object-oriented
language like Java, suppose you have a class named
XIceCream which includes a method named icecream().
Using this method, you can get a vanilla flavor ice cream.
For the ice cream parlor in the neighboring town, there is
another class YIceCream. Both the classes XIceCream and
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YIceCream extends the parent class ABCIceCream. The
YIceCream class includes a method named icecream(),
using which you can get a vanilla and chocolate flavor ice
cream.
classABCIceCream {
public void icecream() {
System.out.println("Default Vanilla Icecream");
}

Aditya Jain
3rd Year, CSE

PLAY IT ON
The idea that I am going to discuss is a concept (device that
would later get converted to an app for cell phone users and
a software for the PC users).
This is something that I personally always felt the need of!

Choice of halt signal: (case studies)
The choice of halt signal completely depends on the user's
purpose. Let me make this concept clear with the help of
following real life examples:
1. Suppose a person is alone at home, and he/she need to
listen to music via headphone/ earphones, as when it
comes to Music, you just can't compromise! As a result, the
only sound (signal) that the outside visitor would be able to
interact with the person is by ringing the Doorbell.

}
classXIceCream extends ABCIceCream {
public void icecream() {
System.out.println("Default Vanilla Icecream");
}
}

THIS IS WHERE THE NEED FOR THIS PRODUCT POPS IN!
The user may beforehand set the Halt Signal to be his/her
house doorbell by turning ON the Detection Mode. As a
result, he would be able to enjoy the music without any sort
of worry about missing the visitors. (One of the greatest
problems Music Lovers face when they are asked to keep
track of the visitors when they are alone at home.)

classYIceCream extends ABCIceCream {
// This is overridden method
public void icecream() {
System.out.println("Vanilla with Chocolate
Icecream");
}
}
So, instead of creating different methods for every flavor,
we can have a single method icecream(), which can be
defined as per the different child classes. Thus, the method
named icecream() has two definitions- one with only
vanilla flavor and one with both vanilla with chocolate
flavor.
Which method gets invoked depends upon the type of
object i.e. the object is of which class. If you create
ABCIceCream class object, then there will be only one
vanilla flavor in available. But if you create YIceCream class
object, that extends ABCIceCream class, then you can have
both vanilla as well as vanilla with chocolate flavor.

There would be a device (separate or attached to your
earphone or headphone) that would automatically
stop/pause the ongoing audio/video on your cell phone as
per the Halt Signal set by the user using a Detection Mode.

This is also known as Method Overriding.

Detection mode:

Thus, Polymorphism makes the code more simple and
readable. It also reduces the complexity of reading and
saves many lines of codes. Polymorphism is a very useful
concept in object-oriented programming and it can be
applied in the real world scenarios as well. After all, Real
World and Polymorphism are best friends.

This would be a mode to input a voice/sound that you need
to be set as your Halt Signal.

Working:

All the user need to do is:

2. If you are watching a movie/listing to music in a separate
room/ floor, there is always a sense of worry about what if
the other person keeps on calling you (Screaming your
name) as he/she may be unaware of your situation. With
this concept, you need not worry anymore! All you need to
do is just set the Halt Signal to be your NAME, as it is the first
thing that the others would refer to interact with you.
(There can always be an available option to set multiple
sounds/voices as the Halt Signal- similar to the multiple
fingerprint feature in cell phone so that it may be helpful for
multiple users.) and the list just don't end.

1. To switch ON the Detection Mode on the device.

Aim:

2. Then input the Halt Signal and make sure that the
device accepts it as an Input Signal.

The concept can be useful on a large scale as it has endless
uses and a great need in day to day life, teenagers being the

Halt Signal:
It's the Signal (voice /sound) that you need to be set as a
signal to alert you and automatically pause/stop the
ongoing process on your system. (Cell/ PC)
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major targeted audience as when it comes to Music, you
just can't compromise!

thing, being of use to all the existing technologies from Cell
phones to Pcs.

1. It can be adopted by huge audio companies like BOSE,
BEATS, JBL, SKULL-CANDY, and many more.

These are the following advantages /uses:

2. It can be brought into use in various forms. Like - anApp
for Cell phone users - a Software for the PC users - a
device for the speakers- so that the feature can be
enjoyed and may be of some use for the existing
technologies in the market, thus meeting the needs of
the users as well as the dealers, rather than making it
mandatory to replace the existing ones, making it
flexible with the current market.
And many more….
Advantages:
Taking into consideration the love for music of today's
generation, this concept would really be something that
should be brought into action as this could be the next BIG

DEEP LEARNING
When Ray Kurzweil met with Google CEO Larry Page last
July, he wasn't looking for a job. A respected inventor who's
become a machine-intelligence futurist, Kurzweil wanted
to discuss his upcoming book How to Create a Mind. He told
Page, who had read an early draft that he wanted to start a
company to develop his ideas about how to build a truly
intelligent computer: one that could understand language
and then make inferences and decisions on its own.
It quickly became obvious that such an effort would require
nothing less than Google-scale data and computing power.
“I could try to give you some access to it,” Page told
Kurzweil. “But it's going to be very difficult to do that for an
independent company.” So Page suggested that Kurzweil,
who had never held a job anywhere but his own companies,
join Google instead. It didn't take Kurzweil long to make up
his mind: in January he started working for Google as a
director of engineering. “This is the culmination of literally
50 years of my focus on artificial intelligence,” he says.
Kurzweil was attracted not just by Google's computing
resources but also by the startling progress the company
has made in a branch of AI called deep learning. Deeplearning software attempts to mimic the activity in layers
of neurons in the neocortex, the wrinkly 80 percent of the
brain where thinking occurs. The software learns, in a very
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1. No need to compromise as per the situation (as the two
discussed above)
2. Always preferred over the normal earphones /
headphones (audio devices) available in the market.
3. Ever increasing technology in various forms as per ever
increasing need of the customers.
And many more….
This concept could actually revolutionize the market,
meeting the various needs of the customers. The idea is
based on a personal experience as I have been through
both of the above mentioned situations. Being a Music
Lover, one doesn't want to compromise with the
comfort and thus, proposing a full proof solution to get
the work done!
Sai Shashank Mudliar
3rd Year, CSE
real sense, to recognize patterns in digital representations
of sounds, images, and other data.
The basic idea—that software can simulate the neocortex's
large array of neurons in an artificial “neural network”—is
decades old, and it has led to as many disappointments as
breakthroughs. But because of improvements in
mathematical formulas and increasingly powerful
computers, computer scientists can now model many more
layers of virtual neurons than ever before.
With this greater depth, they are producing remarkable
advances in speech and image recognition. Last June, a
Google deep-learning system that had been shown 10
million images from YouTube videos proved almost twice
as good as any previous image recognition effort at
identifying objects such as cats. Google also used the
technology to cut the error rate on speech recognition in its
latest Android mobile software. In October, Microsoft chief
research officer Rick Rashid wowed attendees at a lecture
in China with a demonstration of speech software that
transcribed his spoken words into English text with an
error rate of 7 percent, translated them into Chineselanguage text, and then simulated his own voice uttering
them in Mandarin. That same month, a team of three
graduate students and two professors won a contest held

by Merck to identify molecules that could lead to new
drugs. The group used deep learning to zero in on the
molecules most likely to bind to their targets.
Google in particular has become a magnet for deep learning
and related AI talent. In March the company bought a startup cofounded by Geoffrey Hinton, a University of Toronto
computer science professor who was part of the team that
won the Merck contest. Hinton, who will split his time
between the university and Google, says he plans to “take
ideas out of this field and apply them to real problems” such
as image recognition, search, and natural-language
understanding, he says.
All this has normally cautious AI researcher's hopeful that
intelligent machines may finally escape the pages of
science fiction. Indeed, machine intelligence is starting to
transform everything from communications & computing
to medicine, manufacturing, and transportation. The
possibilities are apparent in IBM's Jeopardy!-winning
Watson computer, which uses some deep-learning
techniques and is now being trained to help doctors make
better decisions. Microsoft has deployed deep learning in
its Windows Phone and Bing voice search.
Extending deep learning into applications beyond speech
and image recognition will require more conceptual and
software breakthroughs, not to mention many more
advances in processing power. And we probably won't see
machines we all agree can think for themselves for years,
perhaps decades—if ever. But for now, says Peter Lee, head
of Microsoft Research USA, “deep learning has reignited
some of the grand challenges in artificial intelligence.”
Building a Brain
There have been many competing approaches to those
challenges. One has been to feed computers with
information and rules about the world, which required
programmers to laboriously write software that is familiar
with the attributes of, say, an edge or a sound. That took lots
of time and still left the systems unable to deal with
ambiguous data; they were limited to narrow, controlled
applications such as phone menu systems that ask you to
make queries by saying specific words.
Neural networks, developed in the 1950s not long after the
dawn of AI research, looked promising because they
attempted to simulate the way the brain worked, though in
greatly simplified form. A program maps out a set of virtual
neurons and then assigns random numerical values, or
“weights,” to connections between them. These weights

determine how each simulated neuron responds—with a
mathematical output between 0 and 1—to a digitized
feature such as an edge or a shade of blue in an image, or a
particular energy level at one frequency in a phoneme, the
individual unit of sound in spoken syllables.
Some of today's artificial neural networks can train
themselves to recognize complex patterns.
Programmers would train a neural network to detect an
object or phoneme by blitzing the network with digitized
versions of images containing those objects or sound
waves containing those phonemes. If the network didn't
accurately recognize a particular pattern, an algorithm
would adjust the weights. The eventual goal of this training
was to get the network to consistently recognize the
patterns in speech or sets of images that we humans know
as, say, the phoneme “d” or the image of a dog. This is much
the same way a child learns what a dog is by noticing the
details of head shape, behavior, and the like in furry,
barking animals that other people call dogs.
But early neural networks could simulate only a very
limited number of neurons at once, so they could not
recognize patterns of great complexity. They languished
through the 1970s.
In the mid-1980s, Hinton and others helped spark a revival
of interest in neural networks with so-called “deep” models
that made better use of many layers of software neurons.
But the technique still required heavy human involvement:
programmers had to label data before feeding it to the
network. And complex speech or image recognition
required more computer power than was then available.
Finally, however, in the last decade Hinton and other
researchers made some fundamental conceptual
breakthroughs. In 2006, Hinton developed a more efficient
way to teach individual layers of neurons. The first layer
learns primitive features, like an edge in an image or the
tiniest unit of speech sound. It does this by finding
combinations of digitized pixels or sound waves that occur
more often than they should by chance. Once that layer
accurately recognizes those features, they're fed to the next
layer, which trains itself to recognize more complex
features, like a corner or a combination of speech sounds.
The process is repeated in successive layers until the
system can reliably recognize phonemes or objects.
Like cats. Last June, Google demonstrated one of the largest
neural networks yet, with more than a billion connections.
A team led by Stanford computer science professor
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Andrew Ng and Google Fellow Jeff Dean showed the system
images from 10 million randomly selected YouTube videos.
One simulated neuron in the software model fixated on
images of cats. Others focused on human faces, yellow
flowers, and other objects. And thanks to the power of deep
learning, the system identified these discrete objects even
though no humans had ever defined or labeled them.
What stunned some AI experts, though, was the magnitude
of improvement in image recognition. The system correctly
categorized objects and themes in the YouTube images 16
percent of the time. That might not sound impressive, but it
was 70 percent better than previous methods. And, Dean
notes, there were 22,000 categories to choose from;
correctly slotting objects into some of them required, for
example, distinguishing between two similar varieties of
skate fish. That would have been challenging even for most
humans. When the system was asked to sort the images
into 1,000 more general categories, the accuracy rate
jumped above 50 percent.
Big Data
Training the many layers of virtual neurons in the
experiment took 16,000 computer processors—the kind of
computing infrastructure that Google has developed for its
search engine and other services. At least 80 percent of the
recent advances in AI can be attributed to the availability of
more computer power, reckons Dileep George, cofounder
of the machine-learning start up Vicarious.
There's more to it than the sheer size of Google's data
centres, though. Deep learning has also benefited from the
company's method of splitting computing tasks among
many machines so they can be done much more quickly.
That's a technology Dean helped develop earlier in his 14year career at Google. It vastly speeds up the training of
deep-learning neural networks as well, enabling Google to
run larger networks and feed a lot more data to them.
Already, deep learning has improved voice search on
smartphones. Until last year, Google's Android software
used a method that misunderstood many words. But in
preparation for a new release of Android last July, Dean and
his team helped replace part of the speech system with one
based on deep learning. Because the multiple layers of
neurons allow for more precise training on the many
variants of a sound, the system can recognize scraps of
sound more reliably, especially in noisy environments such
as subway platforms. Since it's likelier to understand what
was actually uttered, the result it returns is likelier to be
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accurate as well. Almost overnight, the number of errors
fell by up to 25 percent—results so good that many
reviewers now deem Android's voice search smarter than
Apple's more famous Siri voice assistant.
For all the advances, not everyone thinks deep learning can
move artificial intelligence toward something rivalling
human intelligence. Some critics say deep learning and AI
in general ignore too much of the brain's biology in favour
of brute-force computing.
One such critic is Jeff Hawkins, founder of Palm Computing,
whose latest venture, Numenta, is developing a machinelearning system that is biologically inspired but does not
use deep learning. Numenta's system can help predict
energy consumption patterns and the likelihood that a
machine such as a windmill is about to fail. Hawkins, author
of On Intelligence, a 2004 book on how the brain works and
how it might provide a guide to building intelligent
machines, says deep learning fails to account for the
concept of time. Brains process streams of sensory data, he
says, and human learning depends on our ability to recall
sequences of patterns: when you watch a video of a cat
doing something funny, it's the motion that matters, not a
series of still images like those Google used in its
experiment. “Google's attitude is: lots of data makes up for
everything,” Hawkins says.

But if it doesn't make up for everything, the computing
resources a company like Google throws at these problems
can't be dismissed. They're crucial, say deep-learning
advocates, because the brain itself is still so much more
complex than any of today's neural networks. “You need
lots of computational resources to make the ideas work at
all,” says Hinton.
What's Next
Although Google is less than forthcoming about future
applications, the prospects are intriguing. Clearly, better

image search would help YouTube, for instance. And Dean
says deep-learning models can use phoneme data from
English to more quickly train systems to recognize the
spoken sounds in other languages. It's also likely that more
sophisticated image recognition could make Google's selfdriving cars much better. Then there's search and the ads
that underwrite it. Both could see vast improvements from
any technology that's better and faster at recognizing what
people are really looking for—maybe even before they
realize it.

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF IOT SECURITY
IoT, stands for Internet of things, term was first invented in
the mind of Kevin Ashton at Auto-ID center at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1999. IoT is
trending at very high rate in the scientist and researcher
society. IoT alone holds a market potential of up to $14
trillion.
To avoid data stealing and maintain optimum solution for
individual data which is a potential threat to this rapidly
flourishing concept, Network Security plays an important
role. Since IoT deals with the decentralization of the Entire
network, without affecting the power performance, we
need to provide Security from the bottom level of hierarchy.

The IoT infrastructure consist of mainly 4 modules: WSN or
sensor Hub, wireless connectivity solution, cloud
computing and storage solution and finally the user device
Network. All these nodes can be our basic computing
device. IoT is a representation of Connected and Advancing
World. And therefore, the security must be provided at
each and every node. Mainly there are 4 major security
threats exist in the IoT Inter-Network structure and those
are: Fake Device, Eavesdropper, Fake communication and
Fake Server. These threats may result into a hack in the
system & stolen information. So, we need an authentication
mechanism implemented at every stage. So, any failure in
authentication will lead to access restriction. The Fake
device can be any simple device using the ID of genuine
device/user. It communicates on behalf of the genuine
device and use his authorization to get the access. An

Saburi Hindarria
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eavesdropper is any genuine or fake device which monitors
the flow of the data without changing or tempering the
sequence of request to-&-from server or device.
Eavesdropping attack cannot be checked/verified by
simple means because it does not cause any dis-integrity in
the data. So, the probability of detection of eavesdropping
attack or threat is very less. Fake server basically an
intermediate server which connects to the device with the
same attributes as of main server. It copies the physical
aspect of the main server and disguise itself. It processes all
the request coming from the device and then send to the
main server. This way it hacks the data transferring
between device and main server. There are very less
chances of hack if we safeguard all the nodes and
authenticate then at each log-in. Such a Security
infrastructure can be achieved using modern cryptographic
techniques which provides authentication, data integrity,
confidentiality of the data, and verification of authorization
at all the nodes. Each node having its own digital signature
and authentication, help in reducing the probability of
possible threat to an IoT network. Having a safe firewall
security system provide a better mean of access proofing
from unauthorized intrusion attacks from unknown and
unsecured devices.
IoT acting as the standard backbone for networking of all
the device, it need to be safe from all sort of attacks and
insecure accesses. The connection between any 2 devices
must be associated and secured before transferring any
data on it. To do so, we need to mutually authenticate the
request at both nodes and then encrypt the data being
transfer. Standard asymmetric cryptographic techniques
provide better solution for authentication and verification.
Only Securing the nodes is not enough for overall network
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security. We need to follow standard protocols to transfer
the data in order to secure the medium of transfer. There
are many protocols standardized by ISO, IEEE, NIST, etc.
which help in safeguarding the medium of transfer. The
protocols provide safety from eavesdropping attack by
following standardized method of connections establishment.
Utilizing standard protocols help in better compatibility
and connectivity with the existing network and resources.
IoT mainly utilizes three types of protocols: device to
device(D2D) protocol, Device to server (D2S) protocol,
Server to server(S2S) protocol. Note that here device can
be a sensor node or a user interface. The fig below show the
protocol network handled in the IoT

Since IoT handles the networking between any two device
it need to be standardized by the protocol based
connectivity and then those connection must be secured
using the cryptographic techniques. Here D2D protocol
enables device to communicate with each other. D2D can
provide data storage, computing and transferring
functionality to the user. Since device can be anything, D2D
protocols are designed so as to provided adequate solution
in case device change from user interface device to sensor
node. Same method must be employed in order to establish
the connection between device to server and server to
server by using D2S and S2S protocol respectively.
Another important aspect of IoT is the Connectivity. Since
we have two option of connectivity i.e Wired or Wireless.
There is separate protocol standard for both wired and
wireless connectivity. For wired connection we need to
maintain standard IEEE based high speed LAN bus
protocols whereas in case of Wireless we need follow
standard IEEE based wireless protocols. Since all these
protocols are having backward compatibility and
interlinked to other version and platform, all the existing
device also can become the part of this IoT inter-network.
The device following standard protocol provide better
compatibility and security to the IoT.
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Every day new application and software deploy new
threats, malicious activities and security issues to IoT. One
very promising solution to such issues is: Layer Based
Designing. This concept allows us to provide better, robust,
ready to use network, high secure and faster system. A
device's data is encapsulated in different layer to provide
multilevel security and in the same fashion the server DEencapsulate the received data. With the advancement of
the semiconductor industry, the rate of data processing is
increased which allow faster data transfer and computing.
This leads to faster response and better efficiency. Another
very proficient method to avoid unsecured and unwanted
access to the secure IoT network implemented in the
corporate is firewall and anti-virus software. The security
is enhanced by these two as they do not allow any
unauthorized access or eavesdropping attack on the
network, and if by any mean intruder gained access then
that will be detected. Anti-virus and anti-Malware software
provide very strong solution to the breach in the network.
MAC address, IP address and other physical address are
blacklisted in the server so as to restrict their access in the
future. We can start some specific software for restricting
and safeguarding out IoT inter-network.
There is alternative method which can be implemented in
order to increase the security of the IoT from the boot time
onwards by using secure booting methodologies. Secure
Boot is a concept the firmware or device boot up only once
it gets authenticated and verified for the correct software
running over it. If any Malware or malicious software tries
to boot the device it will lead to shut down, and device will
not boot. This method decreases the chances of getting
unauthorized access in the IoT as only verified and
certified code/application will run in the device/server.
The firmware and application are digitally signed by the
actual authorized user only. Once this signature matches
with the stored code in the OTP memory of device, the
device boot securely without any malicious access or
intrusion attack. This method provides access control. If
any kind of spoofing is detected then firewall and anti-virus
software restrict their access and secure the device.
So, the security in IoT network must be implement from the
very beginning of the hierarchy using secure cryptographic
techniques, which start from the firmware and standard
protocols. Hardware must be secured by mean temper
security and software must be secured by using Secure
Boot. By utilizing standard protocol for data transfer, we
can secure the connections and the nodes.

BLIND MICROSOFT DEVELOPER CAN 'SEE' USING
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE HEADSET
Saqib Shaikh is a software developer from London, England
who is working for Microsoft MSFT +1.24% on the firm's
Bing search engine. Shaikh lost his sight when he was seven
years old. In the pursuit of the freedoms that sighted people
all take for granted every day, Shaikh has been personally
involved in the development of an application of Artificial
Intelligence, cognitive computing, image recognition and
mobile headset technologies.
The image analysis processing, cognitive reasoning and
speech intelligence in the device Shaikh uses allows him to
'see' the world around him in a way that was considered to
be part of science fiction as recently as a decade ago.
How can he see?
The intelligence comes from 'Seeing AI', which is a research
project that helps people who are visually impaired or
blind to understand who and what is around them. The app
is built using intelligence APIs from Microsoft Cognitive
Services.
The app itself runs on smart phones and also on pivot head
smart glasses. The glasses are built with a side button that
the user touches while wearing to take a snapshot of the
world in front of them. The image capture and analysis
software that the glasses (or smart phone) uses is able to
plug into cloud-based services that will help determine
what the user is looking at.
How clever are 'seeing' computers?
The current state of image analysis software at the time of

THE INTERNET, THE DEEP WEB
AND THE DARK WEB
Top university researchers say the Web you know -Facebook, Wikipedia, news -- makes up less than 1% of the
entire World Wide Web. When you surf the Web, you really
are just floating at the surface. Dive below and there are
tens of trillions of pages - an unfathomable number - that
most people have never seen. They include everything from
boring statistics to human body parts for sale (illegally).
Dark Web: The dark web is the World Wide Web content
that exists on darknets, overlay networks which use the
public Internet but require specific software, configurations
or authorization to access. The dark web forms a small part
of the deep web, the part of the Web not indexed by search
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writing is able to determine the difference between men
and women, the shape of standard objects (such as a desk,
building, plate of food and so on), the state of facial
expressions (such as happy, angry, confused and so on) and
whether motion is happening.
Imagine not being able to see and you hear the sound of a
boy on a skateboard sliding past you. But is it a skateboard
or is it an industrial forklift truck or something else
dangerous? The software can recognize the shape of a boy
and the fact that his feet at the bottom of his body are on a
piece of wood with wheels on it and that he is moving along
-- it is most likely to be a boy on a skateboard, so the app's
speech engine says this out loud.
While it's far from perfect, this kind of intelligence is often
delivered with a 'probability score' to inform the user of the
likelihood that the computer itself has got the right answer.
The app can read out text, meaning that blind people can
now read signs, food menus, travel information, directions
and all sorts of other written material that they would have
previously been oblivious to.
Microsoft is making a play to developers by providing
22 Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) on the
firm's new cognitive portal. In the spirit of openness and
technology development, Microsoft is now hoping that
developers will in fact take the APIs and start to customize
them for their own project needs to help this technology
base grow.

Urvashi Kodwani
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engines, although sometimes the term "deep web" is
mistakenly used to refer specifically to the dark web.
The darknets which constitute the dark web include small,
friend-to-friend peer-to-peer networks, as well as large,
popular networks like Freenet, I2P, and Tor, operated by
public organizations and individuals. Users of the dark web
refer to the regular web as Clearnet due to its unencrypted
nature. The Tor dark web may be referred to as onion land.
Special markets also operate within the dark web called,
“darknet markets”, which mainly sell illegal products like
drugs and firearms, paid for in the cryptocurrency Bitcoin.
Because of the dark web's almost total anonymity, it has
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been the place of choice for groups wanting
to stay hidden online from governments
and law enforcement agencies. On the
one hand there have been whistle
blowers using the dark web to
communicate with journalists, but
more frequently it has been used
by terrorists and criminals to keep
their dealings secret. Although the
dark web makes law enforcement
agencies' jobs much more difficult, they
have had a great deal of success in bringing
down sites and arresting their users and the
people behind them. The most famous of these was the
arrest of Ross Ulbricht, the person behind the most wellknown of the drug markets, Silk Road.
Deep web: The deep web, invisible web, or hidden webs
are parts of the World Wide Web whose contents are not
indexed by standard search engines for any reason. The
opposite term to the deep web is the surface web. The deep
web includes many very common uses such as web mail
and online banking but also paid for services with a pay
wall such as video on demand, and many more. Computer
scientist Mike Bergman is credited with coining the term
deep web in 2000 as a search indexing term. Though the
Deep Web is little understood, the concept is quite simple.
Think about it in terms of search engines. To give you
results, Google (GOOG), Yahoo (YHOO) and Microsoft's
(MSFT) Bing constantly index pages. They do that by
following the links between sites, crawling the Web's
threads like a spider. But that only lets them gather static

pages, like the one you're on right now. What
they don't capture are dynamic pages,
like the ones that get generated when
you ask an online database a
question. Consider the results from
a query on the Census Bureau site.
"When the web crawler arrives at a
[database], it typically cannot
follow links into the deeper content
behind the search box," said Nigel
Hamilton, who ran Turbo10, a nowdefunct search engine that explored the
Deep Web. Google and others also don't capture
pages behind private networks or standalone pages that
connect to nothing at all. These are all part of the Deep Web.
Internet: The Internet, sometimes called simply "the Net,"
is a worldwide system of computer networks - a network of
networks in which users at any one computer can, if they
have permission, get information from any other computer
(and sometimes talk directly to users at other computers).
It was conceived by the Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA) of the U.S. government in 1969 and was
first known as the ARPAnet. The original aim was to create
a network that would allow users of a research computer at
one university to "talk to" research computers at other
universities. A side benefit of ARPANet's design was that,
because messages could be routed or rerouted in more
than one direction, the network could continue to function
even if parts of it were destroyed in the event of a military
attack or other disaster.
Zainab Ali
2nd Year, CSE

PAYING WITH YOUR FACE
How Facial Recognition Could Revolutionize the Future
We live in a time where financial systems have been
overtaken by technology. Don't have cash? No problem you can already pay wirelessly, via an app, a finger print, or
more. The fintech world is flourishing and new innovations
and payment methods are being released all the time.
Of course, crypto currencies are a huge part of this
revolution as well! So you have paid wirelessly, maybe even
with your fingerprint - But have you ever paid with your
face?! “The Face++" is a Beijing-based startup, backed by a
subsidiary of Alibaba - Alipay and the commercial bank Ant
Financial. The technology is implemented in Alipay's
"Smile to pay" option, and 120 million Chinese people
already use facial recognition to confirm their payments.
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There are many different uses for facial recognition
technology: identification, payments, granting access and
even tracking down criminals.
How does it work?
First, the user needs to upload a picture of himself to the
system. The software then analyzes the facial biometric
data, and up to 83 different key points are being tracked on
the face. That way, a person's face can be identified
with an incredible 99% accuracy! The system uses
artificial intelligence and deep learning techniques.
Other features of the App:
• Face++ can not only recognizeand identify faces - there
are a lot more features.

• It can analyze someone's age, race or gender, it can
compare faces & even recognize emotional expressions.
• The current most widespread usage for Face++ is
actually facial recognition used to grant access to private
property. Many Chinese companies are using this
technique to secure entrance to their offices.
• Face++ can even monitor people's movements inside a
room.
Another company that's working on similar technologies
is Baidu - China's most popular search engine. Baidu is
currently working on a system to let people replace
buying tickets with facial recognition.
Facial recognition is already hugely popular in China not due to security, but actually because of the
convenience!

WHY BALL TRACKING WORKS FOR TENNIS OR CRICKET,
BUT NOT FOR SOCCER OR BASKETBALL
When it comes to ball sports, machine-vision techniques
have begun to revolutionize the way analysts study the
game and how umpires and referees make decisions. In
cricket and tennis, for example, these systems routinely
record ball movement in three dimensions and then
generate a virtual replay that shows exactly where a ball hit
the ground and even predicts its future trajectory (to
determine whether it would have hit the wicket, for
example).
But this kind of ball tracking is notably absent in other ball
sports, such as basketball, volleyball, soccer, and so on. In
these sports, the ball is often hidden from view behind
players, its movement is significantly different when it is in
a player's possession compared to when it is flying through
the air, and players' interactions with the ball can be rapid
and unpredictable.
These factors, as well as the small size of the ball in a frame
and the sometimes low quality of video images, make balltracking much harder in these sports.
Most ball tracking systems rely on two different
approaches. The first looks to follow the movement of the
ball in three dimensions and then predicts various likely
trajectories in the future. This “tree” of possible
trajectories can then be pruned as more ball-tracking data
becomes available.
The advantage of this approach is that the laws of physics
are built in to the trajectory predictions so unphysical
solutions can be avoided. However, it is hugely sensitive to
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the quality of the ball tracking data and so tends to fail
when the ball is occluded or when players interact with the
ball in unpredictable ways.
Another method is to track the players and note when they
are in possession of the ball. The movement of the ball is
then assumed to follow the player and when possession
transfers from one player to another. The advantage here is
that the system does not get so confused by rapid or
unpredictable passes—indeed, this approach works well
in basketball, where dribbling and occlusion can make life
difficult for ball trackers. However, without physics-based
constraints on the motion of the ball, these systems can
produce inaccurate tracks.
Maksai and co have come up with an obvious solution. They
track both the ball and the players accurately. They then
use one of several different ways of solving the balltracking problem that depend on how the players are
interacting with the ball.
For example, a basketball shot towards the basket follows a
ballistic trajectory. But a rolling ball follows a different
path. Both of these require different ball tracking solutions
to a spike in volleyball which causes a sharp change in
trajectory. And a ball being dribbled by a soccer player
follows yet another type of irregular trajectory, requiring
another solution. “We explicitly model the interaction
between the ball and the players as well as the physical
constraints the ball obeys when far away from the players,”
say Maksai and co.
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But greater processing time severely limits the system's
utility for live-broadcasts of sporting events when the
virtual replay has to be available almost immediately.

The team has tested its algorithm on a number of video
sequences of various volleyball, basketball, and soccer
games. The data comes from several cameras that record
the same action from different angles to create a 3-D model
of what's going on. However, the data is far from perfect
with many instances of occlusion, unpredictable passes
and irregular trajectories.

However, the accuracy of certain types of ball tracking ballistic shots, for example - becomes easier on shorter
sequences since there is less unpredictability. So some kind
of optimization process should help here.

The results show some improvement existing techniques.
“We show that our approach is more robust and more
accurate than several state-of-the-art approaches on reallife volleyball, basketball, and soccer sequences,” they say.

With work like this, ball tracking in games like soccer,
basketball, and volleyball is coming closer. But it is not yet
fast enough to be commercially viable for a sports
broadcaster.

It's not perfect, however. A crucial performance milestone
for these systems is the ability to produce a virtual replay of
a ball's movement quickly and accurately enough for a TV
audience.

That may require a step change in the way researchers
approach this problem. One possibility could be to employ
deep-learning techniques, where an AI system learns to
predict future ball movement using its learned knowledge
of previous games. That could significantly simplify some
of the tasks that ball tracking involves.

That's a tough ask, not least because this new system
becomes better at tracking players as the length of the
video sequence increases. But this dramatically increases
processing time.

Either way, still more work to be done here.

7 MUSTDO'S WHILE USING FREE WIFI
You're out and about, doing your shopping at the local mall.
Or you've just checked into a hotel. Perhaps you're at a
theme park. Either way, there's public Wi-Fi or you need to
get online. You could use your data allowance, but it could
be that you're about to reach the limit. Or you might be in a
location with poor network reception. Using public Wi-Fi
seems to be the only answer in these cases. But is it safe? In
your rush to get online, you might have overlooked the fact
that public Wi-Fi networks could be unsafe. Indeed, it
might never have occurred to you that open Wi-Fi can be a
risk. So, before you pull up Facebook on your phone,
consider these simple secure strategies for using public
Wi-Fi safely.
1. Keep Your Phone's Operating System up to date
Operating system updates aren't just about delivering new
features to your Android smartphone or iPhone. They're
sent out to harden the operating system, fix vulnerabilities
and prevent hackers from stealing your data. As such, it is
vital that you install your operating system updates.
Whenever a new iOS update comes along, download and
install it to your iPhone. When Google pushes new updates,
install them on your Android device. Concerned about
storage limits? Backup or sync vital data to the cloud, then
make the space and delete the apps, so that the updates can
be downloaded and installed.
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2. Use mobile anti-virus tools
Before using public Wi-Fi, you should ensure that your
phone has suitable security software installed. While this
doesn't apply so much to iOS users, Android has a problem
with malware. Such software would provide a firewall, and
malware scanning and removal features. The reasons are
clear. Should you connect to an unsecured open Wi-Fi
network, you risk exposure to malware from other devices
on the network. This might be accidental — perhaps a
worm propagating itself from one infected device to
another — or it might be intentional, sent by a malicious
user who might be sitting quite close by. Mobile security
apps can mitigate against this, protecting your device
either by actively defending, or scanning and removing the
offending malware. While most malware targets Windows
computers, don't overlook the fact that there are mobilefocused alternatives. Android in particular is as big a target
for hackers and scammers as Windows. If you're concerned
about malware on your Android device, these tips will help
you enhance your Android security.

router has been compromised. Another explanation might
be that you haven't connected to the router at all, but to
another device posing as the router. Speed may appear
slow because data is being routed via the other device.
But what could the other device be? Well, using public WiFi opens you up to all sorts of cyber criminals. As well as
“sniffing” your wireless signal for username/password
information, scammers might configure their PC as a fake
router. All they have to do is sit back and wait for someone
to connect to their device by mistake. Any unencrypted
passwords and other personal data that you then send can
be captured, as can a history of the websites you visit. In
short, these criminals can steal your identity.
4. Avoid online shopping or banking
Online banking and shopping over an unsecure, public WiFi connection is unsafe. Those sniffing scammers can use
the tools at their disposal to make things very difficult for
you the moment some unencrypted data heads their way.
Naturally, you should only shop with companies that keep
your password secure. It's best that you avoid creating
issues at your end. So, what can you do to ensure safety?
One way is to switch to your own mobile internet
connection if possible and conduct the transaction safely
that way. You might also employ a VPN to encrypt all your
internet traffic. If you're using an online banking service,
make you're using your bank's official app, and that it offers
full encryption. Similarly, stick to official, secured apps for
online shopping. If they're not secure, don't shop until you
can be certain it's safe.

activity conducted after a two-factor sign-in can be easily
observed by the owner of a fake router or network. As such,
do not rely on this as your “fire and forget fix” for open WiFi networks.
6. Disable Wi-Fi when you're done
This is a very simple idea, but one that many people just
ignore. But switching off your smartphone or tablet's
wireless internet when you're done is a great idea.
Additionally, any internet connection sharing functionality
— such as Windows 10 Mobile's version of the Wi-Fi Sense
tool — should be disabled before you connect. With Wi-Fi
disabled, any attempts to drop unwanted malware onto
your device will fail. Nearby scammers trying to
performing drive-by hacks will find their attempts hit a
wall with no data connection to utilize. In short, this is one
of the most decisive actions you can take to protect your
smartphone on public Wi-Fi.
7. Never connect to public Wi-Fi without VPN
Much of the risk in using a public Wi-Fi can be minimized
with the use of a VPN. Traditionally available only for
desktops and laptops, many VPN providers now produce
mobile apps. These handy clients can be used to connect to
a secure VPN server, thereby encrypting your traffic as it
leaves your device. VPNs have many purposes from proxy
avoidance to overcoming region blocking. They're also the
best security tool you have for browsing the internet in
every sense.

5. Use two-factor authentication
We're big fans of two-factor authentication, and you should
be too. This is the means by which you can be certain that
you are communicating with the online service you think
you're using. Similarly, they can be certain that it is you
trying to login, or make a banking transaction. The two
factors used in standard 2FA are usually something you
know (your login credentials) and something you have (a
generated code on your phone, or a text message sent via
the online store, bank, or other service). Once correctly
input, you can be certain that you're using a genuine
website. Two-factor authentication is usually offered by
security-savvy online companies. However, be aware that

3. Slow public Wi-Fi hints at 'danger’
Logged onto an open Wi-Fi network and found that your
connection is slow? Trouble even making a connection to
the sign-in page? Take care — or better still, disconnect.
There is a chance that this sluggish speed is because the
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THE FUTURE OF DRIVERLESS CARS

production and when are we going to let the machines take
over?
The Primary Technology

In the near future if you are if you're late for work and you don't have time for breakfast your car will be there for your
rescue. You will sit back, relax and enjoy your breakfast while your car safely drives you to your destination. No, this is not a
sci-fi movie scene I'm talking about. This is soon going to be a reality!
If technology grows at the current rate, soon your car will do all the driving and concentrating for you. Automakers are
currently working on new technology that will allow the cars to drive themselves. They're also modifying the existing
technologies such as self-parking and pre-safe systems to make the driving safe.

Google has been working on driverless cars since 2009.
Surprisingly, these cars have driven over a half a million
miles (804,672 Km) without a single crash! While human
drivers get into an accident every half a million mile.
The technology uses a Chauffeur system called LIDAR
(light detection and ranging). LIDAR works as a radar and a
sonar but more accurately. What it actually does is that it
maps points in space using 64 rotating laser beams that
take more than a million measurements per second and
form a 3D model in its computer brain. The system also
includes preloaded maps that tell it where the stationary
things are such as the traffic lights, crosswalks, pavements
etc. while the LIDAR pictures the landscape with moving
objects such as people and traffic.

testing is done every day on the simulators on this
technology. As more and more data is collected, the
situations can be predicted better by the car.
How it sees the road and its surrounding
The vehicle starts by understanding where it is in the world
by taking an input from its map and its sensor data and by
aligning the two. On top of that it layers on what it sees in
the moment. Such as other vehicles, pedestrians in the
surrounding.
But the driverless car has to do better than just understanding
its surrounding. It has to be capable of predicting what is
going to happen.
For ex- a truck in front it is going to make a lane change as
the road in front of him is closed. The driverless car has to
know this. But in fact even knowing that is not enough.
What it really needs to know is what everybody on the road
is thinking. On top of that the car has to figure out how it has
to respond in the moment. Such as what trajectory to
follow, should it slow down or speed up in the moment.
When combined together, all this becomes quiet
complicated & is obtained by thousands of algorithm checks.
When this concept started in 2009, it was a very simple
system, in which the car was driving on the road in which it
had to understand where it is and roughly where the other
vehicles are on the road. It was pretty much like a
geometric understanding of the world.

Figure 2: Blueprint Of Driverless Car Operation

Figure 1: Components to be used in Driverless Car
Studies show that driver error is the most common cause of
traffic accidents. Chris Urmson who is currently working
on driverless car technology goes even further and says
that the least reliable part of the car is the driver. The
vehicles have been made safer, smarter and stronger but
the problem of driver still exists.

Driving these days mainly consists of sitting in the traffic or
rain paying more attention to our phones instead of our
surroundings. With the way technology is advancing, these
problems are not going to go away. Almost 2 million people
are killed on the world's roads every year. So if the driver is
not paying attention to the road, then who is?

Car advertisements sell us the idea of warm sunny days and
driving through the countryside with cool wind rushing
through our hair but the reality is quiet different from it.

In this article, we'll talk about the technology behind cars
that can operate without any or minimum input from the
driver. Also how far away these cars are from mass
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To work safely and efficiently, self-driving cars has
understand its position on a GPS map and also the relative
position of other cars and pedestrians. While pedestrians
or construction adds to the level of complexity of the
algorithms and inputs received by the cars. Police cars,
cyclists and school buses required to be handled uniquely
by the car.
Google collects data which displays the behaviour of
pedestrians, cyclists and drivers Around 3 million miles of

Although this is not what we encounter in our daily lives.
On city streets, the problem takes a whole new level of
difficulty. There are pedestrians crossing, cars going in
every direction plus the traffic lights and constructions
going on the road.
Above all this, it has to respond differently to police
vehicles and school buses. Also the car has to understand
when the police officer signals to stop and to go.
Chris gives a wonderful example in which the car is
standing on a red light. An ordinary driver sitting in the car
cannot see the cyclist at the far left end out from his eye
sight view. But the driverless car can! This is possible
because of the laser data scanned by the car of the area in
its vicinity.
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Now the cyclist is coming through on the road. His light has
turned yellow but he keeps on moving. Now halfway, his
light turns red and our light turns green. Most of the drivers
move forward because they haven't noticed the cyclist in
the first place. But the driverless car because of his laser
data anticipates that the cyclist is coming through. It
responds safely to it. While the other drivers start to pull
forward, the cyclist has a narrow escape by avoiding the
collision but the driverless car waits patiently for the
cyclist to cross through.
Limitations
Although, the people working on this technology are pretty
sure that it will eventually come to market, it still poses
some serious limitations.
So far, the available sensors and artificial intelligence is not
capable of seeing and understanding the vehicle's
surroundings as accurately as a human being can.
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For example, if a ball rolls down the road, a human might
anticipate that a child could follow. Artificial intelligence
cannot provide that level of thinking neither it can
communicate with its surrounding in real time. To achieve
that level of artificial intelligence would almost take 16 years.
As of 2014 the latest prototype have not yet been tested in
heavy rainfall and snowfalls. This was mainly because of
safety concerns as the cars are primarily pre-programmed
with the route data, and do not obey temporary traffic
lights. The vehicle faces a difficulty in understanding when
a trash can or garbage on the road is harmless.
The LIDAR technology cannot spot some potholes or
distinguish when a human, such as a police officer, is
signalling the car to stop. Google expects these issues will
be fixed by 2020.
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**cQkZps rV isVquh mBys lnu f'kokps
dkslGrs jDr vkiqY;k fiz; vkÃps
'kqHkz fgekoj vks?kGrs!
vlqjkaps in Hkz"V ykxquh
vkt lrhps iq.; feGs
v';k ?kMhyk dks.k djaVk rVLFkrsus nwj iGs
d`rkar Tokyk }s"kkph uk dks.kkP;k ân;kr tGs

vkrk ek>k iz'u vkiY;k lokZalkBh vkgs- fe=kauks ljdkj]
O;oLFkk] cktkj ák lxG;kauk nks"k ns.ka lksia vkgs- ek>k
iz'u vkgs fd vki.k isVwu mBrks dk\

cksy.;k lkj[ka [kwi dkgh vkgs! i.k Hkkjrk e/;s fpuh eky
fodyk tkrks R;kpa dkj.k vkEgk Hkkjrh; yksdkapk LokFkhZ
jDr vkiqY;k fiz; vkÃps 'kqHkz fgekoj vks?kGrsA**
LoHkko- i.k rs LokFkZ lk/krk lk/krk vki.k Lor% vkf.k
i;kZ;kuh vkiY;k LokFkkZpagh vfLrRo T;k HkkjrkeqGs vkgs
rks Hkkjr] rh vkiqyh ^fiz; vkÃ* vkt vkiY;k eqGs ladVkr
& dqlqekxzt
lkiMrs vkgslke eaa= rks lkjs] jk.k ph ukScr vkrk /kM/kMrs

fgetk] vuqJh

^^ykHkys vkEgkl HkkX; cksyrks ejkBh
tkgyks [kjsp /kU; ,sdrks ejkBh
/keZ] iaFk] tkr ,d tk.krks ejkBh
,o<~;k txkr ek; ekurks ejkBh**
& lqjs'k HkV

;k 'kCnkr dfoo;Z lqjs'k HkV ;kauh ejkBh Hkk"kspk xkSjo dsyk vkgs- ejkBh Hkk"ks'kh vlysyk vkiyk Lusglaca/k]
toGhd] eS=h Eg.ktsp _`.kkuqca/k ----lar Kkus'ojkauh ejkBh Hkk"ksps o.kZu djrkauk EgVys vkgs dh ve`rkykgh iStus ftadsy v'kh gh ejkBh Hkk"kkejkBh Hkk"ksrhy vlk xksMok- v'kh jlkGrk o vls ek/kq;Z dks.kR;kp Hkk"ksr vk<G.kkj ukgh ----ejkBh ek.klkyk vkiY;k ekrh'kh tksM.kkjh rh ejkBh Hkk"kk- vHkax] vksoh] Hkk:M] iksokMk] ys[k o dfork v';k
fdrhrjh vyadkjkauh fryk vyaÑr dsY;k xsys vkgs- _`.kkuqca/k lnjk [kkyh ;k dforkaP;k o ys[kkaP;k ek/;ekrwu
vki.kk lokZapk frP;k'kh _`.kkuqca/k tksMY;k xsyk vkgs---pyk rj vki.k lokZauh feGwu ;k iq<sgh vkiY;k ys[kukus ek; ejkBh yk le`/n d:;k o ykSfdd feGowu feGowu
nsÅ ;k- izR;sd Hkkf"kdkP;k ân;kr fryk LFkku feGwu nsÅ ;k ---ejkBh Hkk"ks'kh tksMysY;k ;k _`.kkuqca/kukrwup Hkkoh fyfg.kkjk uok oxZ uDdhp mn;kl ;sbZy ;k vi{ksus eh
vuqJh felkG o ek>h ljdkjh fgetk QMds vkiY;k lokZaps eu%iwoZd vkHkkj ekurks ----vuqJh felkG
2nd Year, Industrial
Section Head,
Marathi Section Team

vki.k vkiY;k gkrkuh vkiY;kp 'k=q jk"Vªkps f[kls Hkjrks
gsVªsM okWj fdaok okWj vkWQ bdksukWfeDl gs Qkj eksBa ladV vkgs!
vkt vkiY;k ns'kk leksj vkgs-LFkkfudkapk jkstxkj
gsp eqGkr R;k *fiz; vkÃ* vkf.k i;kZ;kus txkP;k
fgjkoY;k xsyk;] vFkZO;koLFksyk ladV fuekZ.k >ky;a]
ekuorslkBh /kksD;kph ?kaVk vkgs^vPNs fnu* lkBh ykx.kkjk iSlk fpuP;k [kh'kkr vki.kp
?kkyrks vkgs- ^foLrkjoknh* vkf.k txkyk vk'kspk fdj.k Eg.kwup Lons'kh! Lons'khpk Lohdkj djrkauk FkksMs d"V rj
nk[ko.kkjk Hkkjr eqGkldV dedqor d#u txkr phu iMrhy i.k bfrgkl ?kMrks rks ?kke vkf.k jDrkP;k
lkj[khp vekuoh gqdwe'kkgh izksRlkfgr dj.k;kpa dk;Z Fksackrqu] vRrj vkf.k xqykcik.;kP;k lqxa/kkrwu bfrgkl
ukgh ?kMr- lq[k lks;hae/;sp jeek.k vl.kkjk lekt
i.k lq# vkgs!
bfrgkl ukgh ?kMow 'kdr---bfrgkl ?kMoky;k ykxrkr
Hkkjrkps jk"Vªh; lqj{kk lYykxkj vftr MksHkky ^Lons'kh*
d"V- vkf.k rs d"V ?;k;ps vkgs vkiY;kyk-----Lons'kh
yk foaMks vkQW vikWpqfuZVh Eg.krkr- *Lons'kh* yk foaMks
lkBh- v';k ?kMhyk okVra] dk xsys fVGd ekaMys
vkWQ vikWpqfuZVh Eg.krkr- vkt txkyk Hkkjrk dMwu
rq#axke/;s\ dk xsys lkojdj dkG;k ik.;kyk\ xka/khth
vk'kk vkgs- vesfjdk txkps usr`Ro dj.ks gGw gGw deh
dk clys miks"k.kkyk! R;kuk gok gksrk Lora= Hkkjr vkf.k
dj.kkj vkf.k Lor%dMs y{k ns.kkj** gh l/;k vesfjdh
vkrk gs vkiya drZO; vkgs dh vki.k gk Lora= Hkkjr
jk"Vªk/;{kkaph fopkj /kkjk vkgs- v'kkr] txkps usr`Ro
lkoZHkkSe laiUu cuow vkf.k iqUgk ,dnk txnxq# cuowdj.;kph {kerk dsoG Hkkjrkr vkf.k phu e/;s vkgs- tj
R;klkBh Lons'kh- iqUgk iz'u rksp jkgrks--- vki.k isVwu
Hkkjrkus Lons'khpk Lohdkj dsyk] rj Hkkjr l'kDr cu.kkj
mBrks dk!!! vkf.k tj gks rj mBk] tkxs Ogk] vkf.k vkiya
vkf.k Hkkjrkyk txrxq# cu.;kph la/kh miyC/k gks.kkj/;s; izkIr gksÃ i;Zar Fkkacw udk!
vU;Fkk---!
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izse dk; vlra\

fo'ks"k f'k{k.kkps egRRo

thou txk;yk lq)k dkghrjh dkj.k ykxr vlra]
rsp izse vlra!
ex rs ,[kk|k xks"VhlkBh vlks fdaok ,[kk|k O;fDrlkBh
v[ksj izse rj izse vlra-

th.kZ R;k lkÚ;k ukR;kauk ,d uok lkt p<w ns]
dqBsrjh dksaMysyk i{kh eukP;k dII;kryk]
LoSj LoPNan mMw ns!

vkiya gl.ka jM.ka fdaok vkuanh ok nq%[kh gks.ka
;k ekxs dkj.khHkwr rs izse vlraleksjP;kus tksjkr vkokt fnyk dh vaxkyk dkVk ;s.ka
dq.kkpa uko ,sdrkp MksD;kr vkBo.khaph dWlsV fjokÃaM gks.ka
;k ekxs rs izse vlradq.kh ,dk {k.kklkBh nwj >kys dh rGeG gks.ks
R;koj dkGthiksVh vksjM.ks
R;kaP;k vfLrRokeqGs thou cg#u tk.ka
rs izse vlra
MksG;kiq<s Qk;nk & rksVk dkghgh ulra
iS'kkpk mYys[k ns[khy gksr ukgh
fdaok ej.kkykgh fdaer ulrs
rs izse vlra
vpkud dq.kh HksVya dh xfgo#u tk.ka
R;k HksVhus varjkRE;kyk ,d osxGsp lq[k feG.ka
;kyk dkj.khHkwr rs izse vlra
,[kknh xks"V gh tkLr egRRokph
fdaok ,[kknh xks"V {kqYyd
;kpk nke Bjo.kkja rs izse vlra
izse gs dsya ukgh rjh gksrp vlra
dGr udGr dkghrjh dq.khrjh eukr clrp vlra
d'kkykrjh dq.kkykrjh thoukr ,d egRRo feGrp vlra
R;kekxs rs izse vlraizsekyk nwj yksVwu nsrk ;sr ukgh
fdaok tcjnLrh toG lq)k ?ksrk ;sr ukgh
d/khgh dsOgkgh ikfgts rsOgk feGr ukghizse useda dk; vlra gs dq.kkyk dGr ulra
ijarq R;kpa o.kZu ek= uDdh djrk ;sra
ca/kqizse] eS=h] fiz;dj vkf.k izs;lh
gh izsekph osxosxGh ukoa vkgsr
ijarq R;kaP;k xjtk osxGÓk
vkf.k O;k[;k ek= ,dp vkgs
izse gs t#jh vkgs] vtwu dk; Eg.krk ;sÃy
cja vkiY;kyk\
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;k vksGhae/khy eukpk dIik Eg.kts vkiyk lekt vkf.k
dksaMysyk i{kh Eg.kts fo'ks"k fdaok fodykax yksdrqEgh rqepk ckyi.k vkBoky rj rqEgkyk irax c?k.;kpk
vkuan] vkÃyk lxGh xkÚgk.kh ,sdo.;kpk
vkuan] vkth vktksckadMwu xks"Vh
,sd.;kpk vkuan vkf.k vax.kkr
fVDdj fcYyk [ksG.;kpk
vkuan vkBosyrqEgkyk ;k xks"Vh vkBor
vlrhy rj Lor%yk lqnSoh
letk] dkj.k MCY;w-,pvks P;k ,d losZ{k.kkuqlkj
txkrhy 15 VDds yksdkauk
deh tkLr izek.kkr viaxRo
vkgs- ekufld vfLFkjrk] cfgjsi.kk]
va/kRo] n`f"Vghurk vkf.k 'kkjhfjd viaxRo
T;k eqykae/;s fnlrs R;kauk vki.k fo'ks"k eqys vls
lacks/krks- vkf.k rs f'k{k.k ts v'kk eqykaP;k xjtsyk y{kkr
Bsowu cuo.;kr ;srs T;keqGs rs eq[; izokgkr ;srhy R;kyk
vki.k fo'ks"k f'k{k.k Eg.krksloZlk/kkj.ki.ks ts f'k{k.k loZ eqykauk lgti.ks feGrs
fdaok vkRelkn djrk ;srs] rs f'k{k.k ;k fo'ks"k eqykauk
ns.;kdjrk osxGÓk i)rhus vH;kldze r;kj djkok
ykxrks- tls ewdcf/kj eqykauk gkrkaP;k fof'k"V
[kk.kk&[kq.kk d#u letkfork ;srs- n`f"Vghu eqykauk czsy
fyihP;k enrhus Kku nsrk ;srs- efrean eqykauk R;kaP;krhy
lw{e xq.kkauk vksG[kwu R;kaP;k {kersuqlkj osxGÓk
vH;kldzekps fu;kstu dj.;kr ;srs- leku la/kh] gDdkaps
lkSj{k.k o laiw.kZ lgHkkxkdjrk Hkkjrh; 'kklukus 2016
jksth ,d fcy ikl dsys- R;kauk vkj{k.kgh miyC/k d#u
ns.;kr vkys vkgs- ;k vH;kldzekP;k vHkkokik;h R;k
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3rd Year, IT

fo'ks"k lektkyk loZlkekU; tx.;kiklwup oaphr Ogkos
ykxsyvlk loZlk/kkj.k let vkgs dh nso ,d xks"V ?ksrks rj
nqljh xks"V nsrks- Qkj tquh xks"V vkgs- ek>s oMhy va/k
fon~;ky;kr va/k eqykauk vH;klkps okpwu n~;k;yk tk;psvkBoM~;kps lgoklkuarj tsOgk ,dk fno'kh rs yodj
iksgkspys rsOgk ,dk eqykus R;kauk R;kaP;k ikoykaP;k
pky.;kP;k vkoktkus vksG[kys- xEer vkgs uk\ R;kph
n`"Vh xsyh vlyh rjh ,sd.;kph {kerk rh{.k
>kyh gksrhn`dJkO; ek/;ekaP;k n~okjs gk
fo"k; Qkj pkaxY;k ekxkZus
lektkiq<s ekaMrk ;srksvkiY;k fp=iV l`"Vhus ;k
fo"k;kauk okpk QksM.;kps
Qkj pkaxys dke dsys vkgsvxnh lnek] rkjs tehu
ij ;k fganh fp=iVka izek.ksp
pkSdV jktk o 2014 e/;s
;sÅu xsysyk ;sYyks ;kapk mYys[k
djrk ;sÃy- ;k fp=iVkP;k }kjs
vkiY;kyk dkS'kY; vksG[kwu eqykauk izf'k{k.k
nsrks rsOgk R;kauk eq[; izokgkr vk.k.;kl enr gksrs gk
lans'k feGrks- iz;Rus okGwps d.k jxMhrk rsygh xGs- tl
tlk vkiyk lekt laosnu'khy cur pkyyk vkgs] rl
rls fo'ks"k yksdgh eq[; izokgkr ;sr vkgsr- ;kps ,d
mnkgj.k Eg.kts 2016 jksth ?kMysys iWjkfyfEid [ksG
T;ke/;s 4 fnO;kaxkuh inds feGohyh- vkt cnyR;k
ra=KkukP;k ;qxkr f'k{k.kkph lk/kus ns[khy cnyk;ph
xjt vkgs- ra=K vkf.k f'k{kd ;kaP;ke/khy njh laoknkusp
deh djrk ;sÃy- rlsp ;k izpaM izxrhP;k osxkr gk
lekt eq[;k /kkjs iklqu foHkDr gks.;kph Hkhrh r;kj >kyh
vkgs- vls gksÅu ns.;kps mRrjnkf;Ro vkeP;k lkj[;k
fi<hojp vkgs vkf.k leFkZi.ks lkaHkkGw vlk ,d fo'okl
eukr vkgs43
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ukxiwj vf/os'ku & ,d lgy
fMlcasj efguk! FkM
a hps fnol! ugseh
izek.ks egkfon~;ky;kr tk;yk
fu?kkyks ] jlR;kr eks B eks B h
iksfylkaph okgus] gtkjks iksyhl o
fuey"djh nykP;k vus d
rqdM~;k- gs fp= vf/kos'ku vkys gs
lkax.;kl iqjsls gksrs!
usgeh vxnh fjdkes vl.kkjs iksyhl
eq[;ky;kps eSnku iksfylkauh vxnh
xPp Hkjys gks r s - eS n kukyk ykxw u
vlysY;k eq[; ekxkZoj /kqGs] uanqjckj] lksykiwj]
fla/kqnqxZ] xMfpjksyh v'kk egkjk"VªkP;k dkukdksiÚ;krwu
vkysyh iksfylkaph okgus vls tk.kowu nsr gksrh dh
,[kkn~;k mRlokph r;kjh lq# vkgsvkeps vFkZ'kkL=kps izk/;kid usgeh ,d O;k[;k lkaxrkr]
**mRlo gs mPp mRiUu xVkdMwu deh mRiUu xVkdMs
laiRrh tk.;kps ,deso ek/;e-!** FkksMsls iSls] nksu osGps
tso.k o ukxiwj ikg.;kph la/kh ;klkBh vkiY;k {ks=krhy
iq<kÚ;kyk va/ki.ks ikfBack n~;k;yk vkysY;k xksjxjhc
Nayan Karava
1st Year, Civil

Amey Tipanis
2nd Year, Industrial

eksZpsdÚ;kaP;k psgÚ;k o#u gh O;k[;k vxnh
vpwd vlY;kps Li"V tk.kor gksrs- i.k ;k
mRlokpk [kjk vkuan jktdh; iq<kjh o
R;kaps lgdkjh gsp ?ksrkr- dksV~;ko/kh
[kpwZu mHkkjysyk HkO; vkenkj fuokl o
R;koj vf/kos'kuk vk/kh dsysyk yk[kksapk
[kpZ] ;k lxGÓkdMs ikB fQjowu
iaprkjkafdr gkWVsykr *'kkgh* eqDdke
Bksdrkr- i;ZVu LFkGkaojhy 'kkldh;
foJkexg`] ukxiwj ;sFkhy izfl) lkoth
Hkkstuky;s vxnh **QqYy** vlrkrgkp dk; rks fonHkkZpk >kysyk i;ZVu fodkl!
fof/keaMGkps fgokGh vf/kos'ku ukxiwjkr vk;ksftr
dj.;kps dkj.k dh fonHkZ gk izns'k jkt/kkuh vlysY;k
eqacÃyk **HkkSxksfyd** n`"VÓk nwj vlY;kus ;sFkhy
tulkekU;kaps iz'u tk.kwu ?ks.ksijarq xko[ksMÓkrqu vkiY;k ekx.;k ekaM.kkÚ;k xksjxjhc
tursyk vk'okluk ifydMs dkfgp feGr ukgh!

cgh.k Hkkokps ukrs---cgh.k Hkkokps ukrs gs lksusjh lkt vlrs
izsekP;k jkf'kojps pdzok< O;kt vlrs
cgh.k Hkkokps ukrs gs lkoyh ns.kkjk oM vlrks
vkacV xksM nzk{kkapk yqlyq'khr ?kM vlrks
cgh.k Hkkokps ukrs gs dkfgls [kV~;kG vlrs
euks vaxkuh nqMnwM.kkjs boysls ckG vlrs
ekÖ;k vk/kh rqyk v.k rqÖ;k uarj eyk vlrks
cgh.k Hkkokps ukrs gs Jko.kkryk >qyk vlrks
cgh.k Hkkokps ukrs gs dkfgls vcksy vlrs
'kCnkr O;Dr gks.ks 'kD; ukgh
rs lkxjkgwu [kksy vlrs
cgh.k Hkkokps ukrs gs FkksMsls gÍh vlrs
,dk {k.kkyk dÍh rj nqlÚ;k {k.kkyk cÍh vlrs
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etkd ukgh HkkÅ

Aishwarya Bhuyar
2nd Year, Industrial

etkd ukgh HkkÅ] [kj lkaxrks rqys
ngkoh ikl Ogk;yk fdrh o"kZ ykxys eys
xsY;k o"khZ eh pkSFkh e/;s xsyks
,d ukgh nksu ukgh rhu o"kZ Qsy >kyks
ex ek;k ckikuh ykoyk ekLrj lax yXxk
Eg.ks nsÃu xOgkpa iksr ikl djk iksjxkA
xOgkpa iksr nsr nsr ikl >kyks
<dyr <dyr ngkoh e/;s xsyks
ngkoh e/;s ek;k FkkV ik;.;k yk;d gksrk
vH;klkys Vscy [kqphZ vu ik;Va tkxkoys ek.kwl gksrk
jkst ldkGh pkj oktrk rks ek.kwl mBos eys
rksaM /kqokP;k ifgys pgkpk di vk.ksA
mBY;k mBY;k ldkGh eh Vho'kuys tkvks
ekLrj f'kdos bdMa vkf.k eh iksjh dMa ikvks
vH;kl ukgh >kyk] isij vkys toG
dkI;kapk caMy ?ksÅu eh isijys vkyks
eax dk; lkaxw rqEgkys]
toG fudky vkyk vkf.k fudkykr ek>k
'ksoVwu ifgyk uacj vkykA
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ioZ izdk'kkpk

Aaditya Khedakar
3rd Year, EDT

l.k gk lq[kkpk] l.k gk nhidkapk
l.k gk izsekpk] l.k gk Hkkjr ns'kkpkmtGq.kh Vkdh ns'kkyk] t.kw mrjY;k i`Fohoj rkjdk
iljorks vkuan pgqdMs] izR;sd {k.k gksÃ lktjk,dp [kar okVrs etyk]
vlk gk l.k yiyk dqBs vkrk\
cgqrsd vlkok xghojyk rks ;k vkoktkuh]
;k QVkD;kayh dsyh vlkoh R;kph gh n'kkdq.kh EgaVys fnokGh gk ddZ"; vkoktkapk l.k vlrks\
vkEgkl okVs gk va/kkjkoj izdk'kkP;k fot;kpk l.k vlrks
vlk dlyk l.k gk] tks tkrks nq%[k nsÅu\
QVkD;kpk foLQksV >kyk] e.kq";kyk xsyk ;e ?ksÅuizk.khek= ukgh lq[kh] d#;k dkgh cny
pyk rj QVkds u QksM.;kps nÓk eyk opu

Anushri Misal
2nd Year, Industrial

Hkjkjh----eksdGÓk vkdk'kh ?;k map Hkjkjh
f{kfrtki;Zar rqephp nqfu;k lkjh
>si ?;k map ?kkfjph
utj vlwn~;k /;s;koj lkjh
/;s; ifjJekus feGr vlrs
**nsxk gjh [kkVY;kojh** Eg.kwu gksr ulrs
iz;RukaP;k cGkusp iq<s tk;ps vlrs
vi;'kkP;k /kM~;krqu rk#.k fu?kk;ps vlrs
izkekf.kdi.kkph f'knksjh vlw n~;k lkscr
Hkkdjhph pkdjh feGr ulrs eksQr
rj fe=kauks
QlO;k izyksHkukauk cGh iMw udk
vkÃ ofMykauh fnysys laLdkj fol# udk
vkÃ ofMykauh fnysys laLdkj fol# udk------
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rks viw.kZ izokl

Ashutosh Karava
1st Year, EN

o"kkZuqo"kZs txr vkyks]
eaxksfy;kP;k /kj.khA
vkyk c?kk _rq olar
vkyh osG LFkykarjkphA

pyk vkrk igkV >kyh]
mMkyks iqugk lg;knzhA
okVsr fnlyh xaxkekÃ]
vkyks egknsokaP;k okjk.klh

eh jktgal i{kh]
tUeyks eaxksfy;kP;k /kj.khA
ygkukpk eksBk >kyks]
n;ku ljksojkdkBhA

ikj dsys jkueksBs]
ikj dsys ioZr fo'kky]
fdR;sd unÓk vksykaMY;k]
lg;knzhP;k okVsojhA

vkyk c?kk _rq olar]
vkyh osG LFkykarjkphA
ikj dsys c?kk fgeky;]
vkyks vkrk laxeuxjhA

FkksMa xsyks iq<s rksoj]
fnlys vkxGs osxGs i{khA
irax Eg.krkr euq"; R;kauk]
mMforkr izR;sd ladzkarhA

fnlyk vkEgk v'kksdLraHk]
cf?kryk fdYyk vykgcknh]
i.k iznq"k.kkpk Lrj ikgrk]
dk<hyk iGrk ik; vkEghA

rgku ykxyh mMrk mMrk]
I;koa Eg.kkyks ik.kh tjkA
mrjyks toGhy ljksojh]
i.k vMdyks ekatkP;k tkGÓkr

>kyh c?kk nqikj]
p<ya c?kk vkHkkGA
rkacql lw;Z rkiyk]
vkeP;k MksD;kojhA
ykxyh Hkwd vkrk]
[kkoa EgVya dkghrjhA
,o<~;kr fnlya jku fgjoa]
vkuan >kyk eukseuhA
Mksyr gksra ihd xOgkpa]
okÚ;kP;k fn'ksojh
Vkdw EgVya eqDdke frFkp]
'ksrkP;k rGÓkojhA

iz;Ru dsyk Hkjiwj lqV.;kpk]
i.k ukgh >kyks ;'kLohA
dkiyk xsyk ik; ek>k]
ekuokP;k â;k fu"Bwj [ksGkuhA
'kD; uOgra tx.ka vkrk]
feVys MksGs eh]
vkf.k vkBfoys {k.k tqus rs vkuankpsA
bPNk gksrh txkoa vk.k[kh]
tkoa lg;knzhP;k ljksojhA
i.k 'kD; ukgh rs vkrk]
dkj.k izokl gk ek>k
'ksoVP;k 'oklkapkA
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ek>s eu
dls gs ek>s eu] eyk u dGs]
udGr lkjs ?kMwugh] meVwu ik[kjs AA
iz'u djrs eh ekÖ;k eukyk]
dk cja gs ckojs vls]
cka/kwu js'khe xkBh LoIukaP;k]
viw.kZ LoIu iw.kZ djsAA
ek>s eu Eg.kkys]
jhr gh txkph] vkf.k izhr ;k eukphA
tksMwu vls eh ckojs] dGr udGr
rqÖ;k iklwu vls eh tqGysA
v'khp ek>h voLFkk] udks udksls gs tx gksrs]
i.k dk; dj.kkj] rqyk ikgwu eu HkqjGrsA
jkr gh pkan.;kaph] usgeh eyk jers]
gksrks Hkkl eyk rq>k] Eg.kwup eh ;k ca/kukr ca/kysAA
eh ekÖ;k eukyk lkj[kh Eg.ks]
fofp= gs tx vls] dls gs rw lets]
nsg ulysY;k thokyk i.k rq>hp xjt HkklrsA
ek>s eu Eg.kkys]
gs izse vlrs] ts nsg ulysY;k thokyk thoar djrs]
i.k eu vla vlrs] ts fo[kqjysY;k vk;q";kyk tksMrsA
ek>s eu Eg.kkys]
ehp rqÖ;k lkscrh] ehp rq>k lkFkhnkj]
rw eyk fdrhgh nq[kkoys rjh i.k
ehp rq>k ighyk jktdqekjA
rqyk rj dksf.kgh thoulkFkh feGsyp]
i.k ehp rq>k vkthou lkFkhnkjAA
vkrk eyk letys dh eu ek>s uddh dk;]
d/kh glo.kkjs rj d/kh jMo.kkjs]
d/kh #l.kkjs rj d/kh tksM.kkjs]
vls gs ek>s eu] udGr lkjs dGwugh eyk u dGsA
yksd nsokyk 'kks/krkr rksp nso ek>k eukr vkgs
vls gs ek>s eu] HkksGs i.k u nq[kko.kkjs]
fu%LokFkZi.ks lxGa lgu dj.kkjs] gsp vkgs eu]
vls gs eyk feGkys] ek>s eu AA
48

Amruta Adabe
3rd Year, Industrial
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From The Editor's Desk
As one of the greatest painters of all time,
Leonardo da Vinci once quoted, "Painting is
poetry that is seen rather than felt, and
poetry is painting that is felt rather than
seen." ; truly, art is a feeling. It has the power
to affect a person in a positive way making
them feel happier, calmer or even act as an
inspiration. It is a window for people to let
themselves open up and let their feelings
flow into the canvas. Art influences society
by changing opinions, instilling values and
translating experiences. Art is a way of
communication. It connects people around
the world.
A person's passion flows through his
imagination and into the paper and is
presented to the world as a priceless piece
of art. Art enables us to find ourselves and
lose ourselves at the same time. 'Monde de

SURYA PUTRA
Pratik Mudholkar
IND, 4th year

GARUDA
Nilesh Watker
CIV, 2nd year

l'art', the art section of ARCEON'18, present
to you, the artworks contributed by some of
the budding artists of RCOEM; giving them
a platform to showcase their creativity and
talent.
The moment our reader turns the page,
they are bound to be mesmerized and
escape into the beautiful world of art.

Ashwin, Debanjona, Atharva

UNITED
BY ART
Debanjona Nath
EN, 4th year

Debanjona Nath
4th Year, EN
Section Head
Art Section Team
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LOST IN
SUMMER HAZE
Debanjona Nath
EN, 4th year

NIGHT GLOW
Akshay Bayas
ECE, 4th year

BEAUTY &
BAYMAX
Riya Joshi
EN, 2nd year

IND
M
C ta
SIA Gup

r

MORohee d yea
2n
,

ME

SIMPLER TIMES
Arpan Mahapatra
IT, 2nd year

RAINDROPS
LIKE DIAMONDS
Ashwin Shukla
EN, 2nd year
Bespectacled,
Gargee Saxena, 1st year, MBA Int
52

KALEIDOSCOPIC
VIEW
Bhumika Bais
EN, 1st year

THE PIRATE
KING
Faizan Khan
MBA Int, 1st year
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F
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A
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A
F
FLUFdav

Ya
Isha h year
4t
IND,

TECHNICOLOUR
SOUL
Debanjona Nath
EN, 4th year

TRIMURTI
Akshay Bayas
ECE, 4th year

W
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i
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DIVINE
INNOCENCE

Shyam Agraw
al
EC, 2nd year
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CATCH ME
IF YOU CAN
Akshay Bayas
ECE, 4th year

FEMME FATALE

ASTRAL BEAUTY

Ashwin Shukla
EN, 2nd year

Isha Yadav
IND, 4th year

A VIEW
FR
MY WIN OM
DOW
Shubh
alaxmi
ECE, 4th Joshi
year

MUSIC FOOD
FOR SOUL
Saket Sawal
IT, 2nd year

FLORAL
MANDALA
Avani Anjankar
EN, 4th year
56

LE BONHEYR
Mitanshi Kedia
ECE, 1st year

GEOMET

RIC LEAF

Keshav D
as
ME,3rd y
ear
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ROYAL
PLUMAGE

HOUSE BOAT

Saket Sawal
IT, 2nd year

Shubhalaxmi Joshi
ECE, 4th year

SERENITY
Atharva Mooley
ME, 2nd year

SING MY SOUL
Payal Nimje
EN,4th year

KILLE
SUVARNADURG
Siddhesh S. Raut
CE, 1st year
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From The Editor's Desk
Rishabh Meher
2nd year, Mech

Rishika Kundanwar
1st year, MAM

Atharva, Gayathri, Rish

ika

Dear viewers,
"MERAKI" is to do something with soul, creativity and love. It is leaving an essence of yourself in
your work.
To speak technically, photography is an art of writing with light. It is an art of showcasing the

Atharva Mangrulkar
3rd year, IT

things how they are, in its very own unique way. Photography portrays the shades of world that
sometimes go unnoticed. As they say "A photograph is a return ticket to the moments
otherwise gone", it is the source of loving life the way it is, by capturing it into pieces, and storing
the wonders of God's creations in the form of pictures.
This section is a collection of various shades of such creations captured by the aspiring
photographers of Shri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering and Management who have tried
to pour their souls through beautiful photographs. We have tried our best to showcase their
talents so that you all could experience it. Hope you all will like them.

Gayathri
Debanjona
Rahangdale
Nath
4th
Year,
EN
3rd
Section
Head
Section Head
Art Section
Section Team
Team
Photography
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Kashmira Deshpande
2nd year, CSE
Pratik Lokhande
2nd year, Mech

Debanjona Nath
4th year, EN

Atulraj Singh
1st year, Mech

Pratik Lokhande
2nd year, Mech

Kaveri Sangamnerkar
3rd year, EN
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Tanay Joshi
3rd year, EN

Rishabh Meher
2nd year, Mech

Shubham Chauksey
4th year, ECE

Utkarsh Shukla
2nd year, Civil

Shubham Chauksey
4th year, ECE
Raghav Lohit
2nd year, CSE
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Varun Lall
1st year, Ind
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From The Editor's Desk

AN ESCAPE INTO THE FORREST
A Forest is a bundle of mysteries and surprises. It has many
things to surprise us with but we often tend to ignore them
because what we expect from it and what it has to offer, do
not match always. I realized it only in my second trip to a
Tiger Reserve (or any Forest for that matter) that it has
unexpected gifts wrapped tightly in the arms of Nature,
which we receive only if we are attentive enough to locate
them. It is always a better option to escape into a Forest to
discover, redeem yourself and find solace. The trip was also
special because it helped me learn about the nuances of a
Forest (or rather a Tiger Reserve), its functionality and
brought me closer to Nature. Interacting with the villagers
of Moharli about their experience of living near a Tiger's
territory, encounters with the wild animals and their way
of adjusting with Forest, made my trip successful. I couldn't
find a better way than writing a poem to express my
observations about Nature from my trip to Tadoba-Andhari
Tiger Reserve with REEF in March 2017. So here it goes…

Purvashree Waldey
3rd year, IT
Is it the morn redolence of the moist bamboo that I miss?
Or the night wide sky adorned by the fireflies, the moon and
the stars?
Is it the hymn-like music of the trees that give me bliss?
Or the enchanting calls of the mysterious Nightjars?
Yes, it is the pleasant cacophonies of the forest that rip me
out of all my fears,
The rhythm of the breeze and the falling leaves,
The far-away bellow of the deer that still echoes through
my ears,
And the silence of woods that heals and offers me priceless
peace.
It is also the sight of an infant dozing into its mother's arms,
The croc basking in the sun-by the lake for daylong,
The new-borns swinging on the branches without caring
about harms,

Daniyah, Tejasvee, Karti

k

And feeling the serenity-resting in the shadow of the tree so
strong.
It is said writing is the painting of the voice and voice is not merely the re lection of thoughts.
In this section, I proudly evince the thoughts, knowledge, imagination and creativity of the students of
Shri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering and Management, dripped drown from their ingertips.
With evince we hope to provide wings to the thoughts and imagination of the students and awaken the
nascent gifts of not just the writers but the readers as well , as we believe artists are converted to art by
art itself. We hope that this takes you to the brink and lets you take a leap into the hidden, not so vocal
parts of the students' minds revealing the worlds we have never imagined.
I would like to thank our principal Dr. R.S. Pande for providing us a platform to pen down our thoughts
and ideologies, our faculty in-chargesfor their encouragement and guidance and my entire team for
their constant support. I am also grateful to the System's team for giving us a beautiful thematic touch. At
the end I would like to extend a special thanks to all the writers for their contribution.

The woods not just rekindle my spirit,
They also awaken my senses, and bring me closer to my
subconscious,
The memories carried back, make me nostalgic,
And give me hope to fight back with the world so obnoxious.
Doesn't the forest have enormous pleasures to offer?
And then you still aim to sight a Tiger?

Daniyah
Ammarah
Debanjona
Nath
3rd
Year,
4th Year,CSE
EN
Section Head
Art Section Team
English
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Purvashree Waldey
3rd year, IT

WILL HE SURVIVE?
A mother's womb and her care are like an oasis to a child in
this unpleasant world of omnipresent dangers. On a dark
and cold monsoon night, a birth took place amidst the
moist deciduous trees under the silent moonlight.
The mother took shelter under a huge banyan
as she heard clouds thundering. After long
bouts of labour pain she could inally
feel the head coming out, and there it
fell with a huge thud and the blood
lowing like a stream. Past few
seconds, she realized that the
new-born was still. She kept
groaning and crying. Hoping that
the new-born was alive, she
kicked hard to breathe life into it.
And there it was gasping the irst
breath of its life from a hairy little

trunk! The mother was relieved but she was unsure of it
lasting for long. Even today she vividly remembers the day
a bullet pierced into her right leg and left it limping. She was
afraid, afraid as hell of her baby being captured,
poached, and killed just like his father was,
may be today, may be tomorrow or any other
day, she doesn't know and that's what
makes her even more restless.
Who knows what will be the fate of this
child! Will it spend rest of its life in this
forest or in captivity, for few days, few
months or few years? Also strange is that
she was unsure of her baby growing tusks.
There's a big question mark on not just the
survival of this child but also the existence of
Elephants on planet Earth.

FRAGRANCE
Told the eyes to refuse that sumptuous ripple,
Dalliance was it too ephemeral.
Dulcet Sweet Sugary,
Diaphanously heading closer;
Pleasantness rising.
Glamour Beauty,
Was it the Incipient.
Ineﬀable love taking a gush within.
Redolent.
Sun bit her lips,
Wind left her baf led.

70
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Akash Negi
3rd year, Electrical
Half shadow was all I could see.
Lilting around,
Struck a Fragrance opulent.
Bringing in a Panoply of lust.
I brooded.
Attractive Comely Shy Demure,
Slowly understood her.
A special kind of gift she did send;
A fetching fragrance evanescent.
Which of the twenty six letters
best describe thy lagniappe ephemeral?
Which of the igures of speech would
de ine the panoply of summery.
The sun kissed thy horizon,
the darkness blossomed,
should I say, I cautioned.
Loved by many,
Understood by none.
Maybe a bit too complicated, or.
This was the Fragrance
I went down to
my knees for.

AN AIR AMBUSH
“Be cautioned this whole coming week, my dear chirpers
and squeakers. The invaders have started coming slowly
and with the steady low of wind, it has to be this week.
Down the years, many of our loved ones have lost their lives
already and many, many are injured. I, the leader of
Skyland, oﬀer my condolences for the suﬀered and pray for
the injured to regain at the earliest. Stay smart, stay safe.
Thank-you, friends", said King, the Golden Eagle, the leader.
He was the best leader Skyland had ever seen. It was a place
as beautiful as heaven with diﬀerent species of birds living
together peacefully. As he said this and left, there was a
huge lapping of wings from the millions who had come to
watch him. They screamed and lapped and screamed and
lapped.
Leo, the warbler was witnessing the crowd go haywire
from the back. His father and mother both had died in the
recent attacks from the kites, both of their throats slashed.
All he could say to his 2-year-old sister, Nina when she
asked about them was, "They are gone. Forever." When the
questions 'What? Why? Where?' came, he just could not tell
her. What would he have told? That there lived special
creatures called humans on the Earth land, below them and
start of a new year, when the winter begins to leave, was the
time when they sent their lying troops to kill the
community of birds? That they are mostly friendly but just
during these times, for a reason yet unfound, they wanted
our throats slit? Hence, he just pulled her closer and
hugged tightly. That was 3 days ago.
Now, standing a bit away from the exuberantly excited
crowd, he's carefully listening to an announcement urging
everyone to move to safe places before the kites show up.
Kites start spreading in the sky suddenly, as some birds
point out. Some start to ly in all directions, some hide in
trees and unfortunately, some become the victim of the
sharp nylon threads that held the kites. There is havoc with
the birds hurrying. Leo is just about to ly as he hears
someone say his name. It is Pie, the Blue Rock Pigeon. He is
carrying someone with her. Nina, it was. She, all red with
blood, is what the last thing Leo had wanted to see. Leo, lost
his family, his world and his everything. Leo wasn't the only
citizen of Skyland to have faced this misery. Many like Leo
suﬀered the same fate and now they struggled to survive

Aman Singh
1st year, EN
and ind a safe place where no kites can reach. But is there
any such bird dwelling place left? Humans and their
murderous strings have spared none. It's on trees, near
nests, on roads, it's everywhere. Hash! There's seems to be
no end to this and if the humans on Earth land don't realise
their mistake soon then their future would not be able to
witness colourful wings lying up in the sky.

WILL YOU BE THERE AGAIN?
Nandini Jain
3rd year, CSE
That day I didn't see it,
Not even turned my head.
The house which existed in the street,
I even dared to stare.
It seems only yesterday,
When we walked hands in hands.
Made promises that,
Lasted to the world's end far away.
Now all they seem broken,
And the world facing an end.
I don't know what drew us so far?
But I know now for sure,
Time is a ilthy weaponWhich knows not the diﬀerence,
Between a fair play and a war!
You left a sun in me and my
Now my thoughts never go to sleep.
For you made me do greatest things,
I never imagined in dreams.
We walked with swinging arms,
Sang the rhymes all aloud.
Screamed out names standing on the hills
and painted the sky with toes.
Can you ill the part in me...?
That's been missing since you went.
For you are the diamond in the trough,
That re lects my inner strengths.
Now when people ask me,
what friendship is?
I tell them they are the beautiful memories,
that don't let me forget, the beautiful bond we share!
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OH DIVINITY!
THINGS AREN'T THE WAY
THEY WERE BEFORE.

Chinmay Badhe
3rd year, CSE

Ritu Khandelwal
4th year, CSE

I always have a bad habit, to reminisce the things of the past.

Those prevailing promises you broke

The Memories, the Emotions, the Happiness. The Moments, which were supposed to last.

All mates and kinsfolk left in a stroke

The golden days, as they called it, people don't say it anymore.

Why you take those ahead of goal

The Era's gone and the time's changed. Things aren't the way they were before.

Oh divinity where you take these souls

INNERVOICE
Yash Lanjewar
2nd year, CSE

That one climbed the apex to glide,
The promises which were made, the bonds that were formed

you debarred from the irst dive

People usually don't keep their words, to me it dawned

said dreams shattered as a whole

Broken, confused, lost in many ways

Oh divinity why you take these souls

Hope, increasingly becoming harder to keep, these days

What pleasure you attain in snatching life

No matter how hard you try to hide, your problems always tend to come to the fore.

someone's purpose of existence; you deprive

Things just aren't the way, they were before.

anticipations and ambitions you stole
Oh divinity how you take these souls

The night is darkest before the sunrise, they said.
Just like the cold, miserable, empty feeling in my heart. As good as dead.
My head
Going over and over all those conversations-

Mortality is your moral code; you justify
demolishing a pubescent bird why can't you deny
today, inscribe my grief just rather console
Oh Divinity, don't take these soul

-And all those things that were left unsaid

Still some part of me, that laid in the past,

Eyes, blood red,
Due to tears streaming down, touching the soul

LUCK

The strongest of us do cry too, I'm told.
Wishing from the core,
And asking, why aren't the things the same as before?

Trying to recover leisurely, but not till last.
Hoping that amerce is my cure
Getting scolded and exhausted every time,

Utkarsh Shukla
2nd year, Civil

That will act as lure.
But I was wrong about everything,

I wish the long gone moments were here to stay
And hope to see the grass becoming greener again, one day
But I know, these naive thoughts don't make much sense
It is easier writing poems about it, than living its experience
But all is not lost, the hope will stay
Like a phoenix, rising from the ashes, again from the grey
It's the time to introspect now, to learn from the wise.
The darkness will fade. And again, the sun will rise.
So forget the past now. Look ahead to what the future has in store.

He worked by the day,
And toiled by the night.
He gave up play,
And some delight.
Dry books he read,
New things to learn.
And forged ahead,
Success to earn.
He plodded on,
With Faith and Pluck.
But when he won,
People called it LUCK!

Thinking beaten by life will make me something.
And then it struck,
To shine like septenary of stars
In gigantic universe,
I need to raise my hand
To get done with the worse.
Getting alive, zealous and restrung again
And create my own opportunity, now and then.

For better or for worse, things aren't the way they were before
72
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2nd year, IT

WILL TO LIVE
One day, I was thinking about the Blue whale game, that
how that game drives someone to commit suicide??
You all must be knowing about the suicide cases because of
that game or so-called challenge. It started in Russia and
later it spread across the whole world.
The game gives 50 challenges to the users.
• Watching horror movies

• Carving a whale on your hand Etc.
tasks, the admin threatens you that they will harm your
family and friends.
I was thinking why the victims of this game believed in the
threats??….
Now let me ask, why we exist in this world?
We exist because there is a driving force which makes us
move forward in life. The driving force maybe called
motivation, love, caring, achieving our life goal, and the will
to live. We have a mission in our life that we have to achieve.
And to complete that mission we must live.
If we don't have the will to live then there is no reason for us
to exist in this world.
That's when it struck me about the blue whale challenge
and what it does to its users….
•

The blue whale challenge leaves you completely isolated.

•

It involves the self-harm, which makes you to hate yourself.

•

The torture that one does to himself/herself leaves a
permanent mark in their mind of self-hatred.

The Blue whale challenge completely … completely kills the
persons driving force, and the will to live.
But the fact is, no one will come and hurt your family and
friends. The threats that one gets are only verbal threats.
No one will harm you. The admin is sitting in Russia.
He/she will not come or send any goons to tackle you.

But sadly, these verbal threats only, kills the motivation of
an individual and drives them to commit suicide. The Blue
whale game is just a mental torture and nothing else. As
long as you believe in yourself no one can harm you.
In a nutshell …
Never let your driving force, will power, or anything that
makes you move forward happily in your life fade away.
Because once you lose all these, your mind says "you don't
need to exist anymore."

unbelievably high ego. She is arrogant. Look how she sits all
alone." I wasn't a bit aﬀected because I have been used to
such remarks and have gained a huge control over myself.

If your life choices get congruent to your nature, you
unleash vast sources of energy. Conversely, when you
spend too much time battling with your own nature, the
opposite happens, you lose yourself.

Introverts are self-contained. You never know an introvert
sitting right in front of you somewhere in India might be
having a tour of the New York City in his mind. Susan Cain,
author of the best selling book Quiet: The Power of
introverts in a World that can't stop talking, rightly says",
The next time you see an introvert with a composed face
and soft voice, remember that inside her mind, she might
be solving an equation, composing a sonnet, designing a
hat. She might, that is, be deploying the powers of quiet.

First of all, shyness and introversion are not the same
things. Shyness is the fear of negative judgment whereas
introversion is self-preference of a solitary lessstimulating environment. People often link them because
there's a shared bias in our society against both of these
traits. Shyness and introversion do overlap but not
completely.
Bill gates is an introvert but not shy.
Secondly, neither shy nor introverts are considered by
society as alpha. Our educational institutions and
workplaces favor an ideal self who is bold and alpha. And
extroverts are more often associated with these traits than
introverts. Accordingly, based on this, our de initions of
powerful leadership, creativity and a good performance
have changed.
This makes the shy and introvert to have a vision of
becoming alpha, in other words, an extrovert. In this
process, introverts start acting like extroverts but the eﬀort
costs them in energy, originality and even physical health.
I, an introvert myself, through this article, want to take a
chance to uplift all those introvert friends who are losing
their individualities because of the biased face of society
towards them.
I love solitude. I love to remain quiet and meditating. In that
state, miracles happen. Believe me, its pure magic. It gives
answers to unanswered questions, it shows a path to the
seeker.
I heard my dear classmate once commenting, "She has an
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Pooja Yadav
2nd year, CSE

Why does it matter whether you are an introvert or an
extrovert? The answer lies in the fact that introversion and
extroversion are at the heart of human nature.

I have a many introvert friends who remain sad and
depressed because people consider them "shy" and "quiet"
and hence "worthless". They are made to feel like they have
a serious character law.

• Waking up late at night

And inally commit suicide. If you don't complete these

QUIET AMBASSADORS

I have a very few friends. I prefer keeping a small circle. And
it has nothing to do with me being a good person or not.
Your degree of extroversion seems to in luence how many
friends you have but not how good a friend you are.
Talking to one or two classmates may usually be very
comfortable while discussing a problem. But then an
introvert can never think of raising a hand and addressing
the whole class. One sole reason for this is to avoid
attention.
For very diﬀerent reasons, introverted people choose to
spend their time behind the scenes pursuing their own
deep interests of studying, reading, researching and
inventing. Studies suggest that this sort of intensity is the
pre-requisite for any talent to develop.
So, introverts turn out to be more wise and knowledgeable.
The most common and damaging misunderstanding about
personality type that people have since early days is that
introverts are anti-social and extroverts are pro-social. But
neither of the above formulation is true. Both introverts
and extroverts are "diﬀerently" social.
I remember my mother asking me to forcefully greet
people with a grin on my face each time I met them, which I
did only out of politeness even though many a times I am
not in a mood to chit-chat.
Well a little socializing is good. Everyone feels happier
when they socialize, including the introverts. But for
introverts, more socializing can get exhausting.
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Society must understand that introversion is not something
that needs to be cured. Instead, introverts needs to be
celebrated for who they are.
Research suggests majority of teachers believe that "ideal
student" is an extrovert. If that was the case, many great
thinkers like Charles Darwin, Albert Einstein, George
Orwell, Larry Page, J. K. Rowling, none of them would have
made "ideal students".
I don't intend to present a picture where an introvert is
superior to an extrovert but I rather wish people to treat
them as equally as an extrovert.

Well, we all have to do things that don't come to us naturally,
some of the times. But it shouldn't be all the time. Figure out
your goal. Think how you can contribute to the world and
make sure you contribute it. If this requires you to so those
activities that make you uncomfortable, do them anyway.
Learn the right skills, get proper training & reward yourself.
Writing up my personal experience was such a small try.
The following is could be a perfect ending:
"If its "OK" for an extrovert to point out how quiet someone
is, why is it wrong for an introvert to point out how loud
someone is? I need to talk more? You need to shut up more".
- Anonymous.

RESCUING A RICHLY POOR SOUL...
People say writing about a moment makes it immortal and I
agree. There are certain experiences which are too whole
on their own. Here is one such experience of mine, happy or
sad, I couldn't make out!
During recess, WhatsApp beeped, "There's a bird injured in
the campus on the terrace of Electronics department
building".
I left the class and ran out, quickly called Abhishek, my
friend and colleague in college's environment club, REEF.

Utkarsh Shukla
2nd year, Civil

MY MASK
My smile hides my tears.
My laugh hides my screams.
It's been this way for years.
Things aren't as they seem.
I always seem so happy.
With not a care in the world.
But you should know sadly,
Many things go untold.
Nobody really knows me.
They only know my cover.
But I wish I could let it free.
Let them know what's under.
But instead I practice
my smiles in the mirror.
Then the next thing I do is
make my fake laugh clearer.

Upon reaching the terrace we igured out that a laughing
dove's nest that was built high up, had overturned and only
one of its residents was alive. But that lone survivor wasn't
fully out of danger because it had a bad injury on one of its
wings.
In a hurry, I called my other friend to take out his vehicle.
My body shivered as I waited downstairs holding that poor
dove in my hands, the hands that had already buried this
injured bird's nest mate few days back.
My heart illed with guilt of death made me realize how
dark nature's sense of humor could truly be.
A little part of me dies each time I see a bird injured or dead.
Abhishek covered that little winged being with a cloth to
keep it warm but it was soon all red with blood, which made
me even more nervous.

Shruti Rathi
2nd year, EC
Purvashree Waldey
3rd year, IT
Finally, we reached. Don't know, how but while leaving the
car, that blood-stained baby lattered away from my hands.
There was a moment when I felt that I've lost him at the cost
of my foolishness, but there it was, still alive and struggling
to ly! Sigh! (At the rescue center)
With all the care my soul ever nourished in itself, I handed it
over to the Vet, the only one who could save that little life. I
don't know why but at this moment I had entrusted all my
faith on the Vet, just another human being.
Finishing the paperwork, we quickly headed towards the
room where my little friend was being treated.
At this moment, I didn't care about anything other than that
poor life, nothing else mattered. That day, right there, I
found salvation.
The antiseptic soothed its wings. The Vet at the Rescue
Centre assured that the injured wing will heal soon, and
they'll take good care of it. Listening to the Vet, our lips
broke into smiles. We all hoped that the bird heals soon and
lies away, like it used to, high up in the sky, the place where
it belongs.
A week later, we got a call from the Rescue Centre that the
bird is ine, and they have rehabilitated it. Thank god, it
survived and my hope, maybe fear was rescued. That day
gave me another opportunity to pen down an experience of
a lifetime in my diary and save it in my memory!

All the way long, I just wished that it remains conscious
until we reach the Transit Rescue Centre, thankfully, which
is just 3 km away from our college.

What is wrong? You need help?
Is all they will ask?
So I have decided
to live behind a MASK!
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LOSING MYSELF
A CHAMPION'S ANTHEM

Utkarsh Shukla
2nd year, Civil

Harshal Fating
2nd year, CSE
I'm losing sight of who I used to be,
I am audible only to those,
Who long to hear my voice..
I am visible only to those,
Who, to see me, are poised...

losing sight of the person deep inside me.

With light, my relationship,
Doesn't go much well...
Where there is a hope,
A longing for light...
In that 'hopeful darkness',
I dwell...

My expressions, my thoughts, my words,

The person who used to exist as me,
has disappeared internally.

Have been swept up like broken glass shards.
Packed and sorted into mental shelves,
nothing that exists now is the true 'myself'.

SISTER'S LOVE

Bhumika Bais
1st year, EN

A sister's love is unconditional
A sister's love is pure
A sister's love is awesome
I can see it through her eyes
I can see it through her actions
I can see it through HER.
When I see her I fall in love with her all over again!!
She is my sister and I am hers!!
She cares just like our mom
We ight like sisters and not cats
There is rudeness in her anger but love in her eyes!
When she hugs me tight I close my eyes!!
This sister of mine is idle for me!
This sister of mine is unique
This sister of mine is just mine.

I've lost myself because I longed to be,
The super icial can't come near me,
The suspicious can't win my trust...
'Because I am not who I used to be,
I've evolved through time,
As everyone must...
I have not the fear of falling down,
While like a maverick, upwards I soar...
I care not, whether I am a loner,
Or if I am a part of the pride...
'Because I am a champion...
And the world will hear me roar!!
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someone and something who was not me.
All the things I wished became a part of me,
But I LOST MY prior EXISTENCE eternally!

SOCIAL BUTTERFLY
I honestly can't remember what my life was before the
overwhelming take over by social media. I don't know
if it's because of the clutter it has become or because
of the constant feed of unnecessary information.
Information that one can live without sharing & I
certainly can live without knowing.
Not so long ago, I caught myself rummaging through
thoughts and things around me to upload a new
picture on Instagram. And yet despite the likes and
comments, there was this void inside me, because
before I could even fathom the love on my previous
update, I was already looking for my next one. It took
me a while to even accept that I was indeed, falling
into this pattern. I'm sure several are still in denial and
will continue to pass it oﬀ under the pretext of being
"better in luencers". Yeah that's the term we fall
under now, In luencers. So I've started making a
conscious eﬀort to do things the way I want and not
just for others to watch. Update my pro ile with what I
want and not just because something might get me
more likes. And most importantly, stop this cycle of

Shruti Rathi
2nd year, ECE
constantly seeking. And this article is a start to that
chapter. Of me being utterly honest. Not because you
deserve it but because I do.
We may have come too far, we may have turned into
voyeuristic vultures but then again it's a choice just
like everything else in life. I was reading an article
which said that, "Social media websites activate the
brain's reward centre. When we get positive feedback
in the forms of comments, likes of hearts, our brain
processes reward feelings making us addicted to post
more content while consuming other's posts!
Biologically, we are programmed to be curious
creatures. We are psychologically wired and socially
cultured to do so. In other words, it's not your fault
that you spend hours aimlessly trawling through
random people's pro iles, we are evolutionarily
preconditioned to be curious about the world around
us but specially in regards to social relationships!" So,
the question now is to be or not to be? While I strive to
end this conundrum, tell me what you guys think of
this!
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Amrit Kaur J. Rajput
1st Year, MBA

I REALISE

I CAN SEE THE END
Kartik Vinay Kalikar
2nd year, CSE

Here i am, walking on the road of life,

WHAT IF I CHASED
MY DREAMS?

Painful is the path, hurts like a knife...
It's always the same questions in my mind,

I could see the end as it began
The way things would go about
No matter how bright the lame
The lamp would always burn out

Life is a diversion, or of the same kind??
Parents told me, my future is in my hand, but I let it pass, just
like sand...
Easy was the time, I passed my school.
Now I realise with this, future won't be any cool...

And I watched with a disheartened gaze
At a new lamp that caught lames
And it burned with all its rage
A lame so bright no one dared tame

From dusk to dawn, i try working on past mistakes, but it's too
late now,
My Life is at stake...
Oh past! I wish I could have studied earlier

It bared the tempests and the storms
And burnt brightly since dawn
But now the sky donned darker shades
Of blue and black the world was made

Dear present, you would be swift and easier...
Forever this regret will reside in my heart,
Blurred in my vision, don't know from where to start?
I miss my family, I miss my friend here,
This is the reason, my eyes have a stroke of tears.

But the lamp burnt with all his might
And its red lames made the world bright

I look round my room, I am so confused, but walls are plain no
tricks for my pain to be reduced...
The regret is endless, I can't bear it anymore, but I will learn,
learn from my past and won't wait for any magic to be cast...

But it would soon be night

Cause there's someone, who had said, the best way to predict
future is to create.'

The little lamp, that carried light,
I wished it'd burn away the night
But its light soon began to fade
As the night's darkness wade
It lickered and struggled to keep its light
But in the end, dark would be the night

Pooja Yadav
2nd year, CSE

TWILIGHT
Twilight is the time of setting of sun,
And it's the time for all birds to run;
The horizon turns dark-light red,
Every aspect of nature goes to bed.
The face of sun lower loses its shine,
Poets get better chance to make a line;
The sun sets and the sky becomes dark,

For the night was too dark to become light
And the wick too small to last through the night
And soon its light withered
And darker grew the night
And thus, the lamp burnt out
In that lonely night

Ashish Prasad
2nd year, CSE
What if I chased my dreams?
Instead of satisfying your self-esteem?
What if I have unconventional goals?
Instead of playing someone else's role?
You say that I should be what society wants,
Should I choose a profession just to launt?
You say that ield has a scope,
So that's why I sacri ice all my dreams and hope?
Why should I follow the crowd?
If my own ambitions can make you proud!
Why shouldn't I dream the impossible?
When those typical opportunities make me uncomfortable?
How can I succeed by following other's aim?
Is that the only way I can achieve fame?
How can anyone do well for our society?
If nobody has the skills which we deserve in variety?
How can art be prospered in our nation,
When earning money will always be the only motivation?
How can future of my life be bright?
When I am just following those who themselves
never found any source of light?
What if my dreams are rare?
Can't I achieve them just because nobody dares?
What if I have the skills and technique?
Can't I use them for doing something unique?

All the birds stop singing including lark.
Diﬀerent shades of colour spread over the sky,
Come on make a poem, don't feel shy;
Dusk time is also considered as twilight,
Show me your poem, is it written right!
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What if I tried to do something which you always said?
What if I failed to succeed and my happiness just fades,
What if all my all my skills go unused,
Will you assure me that your money gets reused?
Dedicated to every Dad
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TOO MANY DREAMS
“And those cold winds, passing by, touched my face gently.. I
feel so relaxed in this dark and cold night... Wandering
around the city... I feel the freedom I have, the safety I
possess, this silence between the woods, the wind blowing
around... I can see these trees passing by the roads as I
move... I can sense the beauty of darkness alone...
I can observe the stars twinkling. The white beautiful
moon moving along with me... I can hear those melodies of
nature...
I am wandering alone at night on these roads in the city...
But actually I am not alone... I have this darkness with me...
I have this silence speaking though... I have the nature
accompanying me...
And now... Now I don't fear anything...
I don't fear walking alone on these lonely streets, spending
hours alone at the silent beach... I don't fear those evil eyes
which used to stare at me as if I came from a diﬀerent
planet around, those cruel hands which used to move
towards me in order to steal my freedom...
The beauty of this night feels like a journey to the heaven... "
She was so happy that she didn't had to think about her
safety... That she was able to enjoy her life to the fullest... It
was like a dream come true...
But somewhere in her mind she was thinking...
That has the society really changed?
Have the people became so matured?
Are we girls being given the freedom we
deserve? Somewhere she wasn't able to
believe all that she was experiencing.
She enjoying a way too much yet
there was something which was
bothering her... And as soon as
she began trying to ind the
answers to her questions

This is quite general in the society where we live now...
We live in a society where girls are being made to believe
that their dreams can't come true...
Just because those people haunt our freedom we are not
able to make our dreams come true...
Each girl of this society has too many dreams... Those
beautiful dreams which would bring brightness in the
society...
Those amazing dreams which will light up the paths of
many...
Those wild dreams which would spread happiness
everywhere...
But the saddest part is that...

I just want to say...
Don't try!!
Just stop it...
Just stop staring at those girls passing by...

Why can't we just let her live as she wants?

Just stop thinking of trapping them in cages called houses...

Why can't we make all her dreams come true?

There are too many dreams trapped in these cages...

Instead of limiting a girl's freedom... Why can't we limit a
boy's vision?

Let them come true...

Alas! This is so saddening to say that we are a highly
educated society... But still we can't answer these
questions!!

Let them ly... Like a free bird...
Let them shine... Like a bright star...

All we can do is just ight. Just shout..

Let them dream...!!

Let them live...

But has it really?
Are we really living in a country which has got its freedom
too many years back?
What I want to say is that we aren't still free... The true
freedom of our country lies in the freedom of our
daughters, mothers, friends, and all the females of our
society...
We aren't still developed...
The true development of our society lies in the
development of our thinking...
Today the whole world is ighting for us...
The whole world is lighting candles in favour
of women empowerment and women
safety...
But no one can understand that we
don't need all that...
All we need is just freedom...
Freedom of thoughts...
Freedom of movement...

"Honey, its 8 o'clock in the
morning, get up soon... "She
heard a voice of her mother
waking her up...

Freedom to live...
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Today through this write-up...

Just try!! Try!! And try!!

Freedom of safety...

A dream which seems impossible...

So why can't we make these imaginations true?

But none of our eﬀorts will work!! Ever!

We say that our society is developed...

Something startled her...

And she realised that it was
again just a dream... A dream
which is left unful illed for many
girls of the society...

And my question to you all is that why is our society a place
where every girl is forced to say that, "I wish I was a boy!!"
Believe me... Each and every girl at some point of her life
says this.. She imagines her life as a boy... She imagines her
life free of restrictions..

All we want is to live... Live
freely...
We want to live this life without
this society judging us...
We want to live without anyone
commenting on us...
All we want is to live... That's it..!!

THAT REALISATION
Sachi Fulwani
2nd year, IT

GOD'S GARDEN
Amrit Kaur Rajput
1st Year, MBA
God looked around his garden and he found an empty place

All along this road,
It felt quite right
But now this knot
Has become too tight.
It's become dif icult to stay
And to go on even a day
But no choice is left for me
Because I can't let go, let free.
Assurance of future is what I want,
Want even your ghost to haunt.
But no more I want to wish for that
As I no longer believe the fact
That love is for a lifetime
That friendships are never-falling climbs
Dejected I feel when I think of end
Wishing for our pathways to mend
And angels to ix everything up
Haha, granting a wish is tough.
Nevertheless, memories are enough
To trick my mind in a bluﬀ
Where it will enjoy the days with you
Just like leafs with dews.

He then looked down upon this earth, and saw your tired face
He put his arms around you and lifted you to rest.
Gods' garden must be beautiful, he always take the best.
He knew that you were suﬀering,
He knew you were in pain,
He knew that you would never get well on earth again,
He saw the road was getting rough and the hills were hard to climb so
He closed your weary eyelids and whispered "peace bethine”
I broke our hearts to lose you, but you didn't go alone,
For part of us went with you the day God called you home.
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1st year, EN

BE HAPPY !
Life will throw us down, life may lift us up. It is not in our
control. Everything that is meant to happen will happen,
and it will have a good or bad impact on us. It's on us how
we take it. It depends on our perspective, what we think
about particular situation.
Thinking about life, thinking about future, thinking over
past leads us to disappointment, you know why? Because
while thinking we build certain expectations, we build
certain scenarios in our mind about that particular
situation. And we have heard this saying, "Expectations
leads to disappointment." So we might be thinking what
can be done then. We often forget that the control of
thinking is in our own hands. We can have control of our
thoughts. This process is a bit tough in the beginning, but
then it's worth it. I have tried it you know.
To get control over our lives, irst we have to decide that we
are going to stay happy. Whatever life throws at me I am
going to stay happy. No matter what, I am always going to
look at the bright side of any situation. When we start
thinking about happiness in our mind, our body releases
certain hormones which makes ourselves happy. When we
change our scenario towards life, when we decide to focus
on good things trust me, good things do come to us. We
start experiencing that change in our lives. This change
helps us to focus more on ourselves. When we are happy,
we spread positivity all around us. When we smile at
people, they smile back at us and that again spreads
happiness.
Being happy makes us more of a solution oriented person.
It helps us to stay motivated. We start doing things that we
need to do and not what we aren't supposed to. Being
happy makes us live our life to the fullest.
Happiness is not what we see in big and materialistic
things. Happiness is actually in small things like planting a
tree and taking care of it, cooking food with your mom, dad
or best friend, meeting your best friend after long time,
spending time with cute creatures like babies, doggies,
grandparents and family, going on a small cycle ride,
painting, hugging your loved ones.

Communicating your feelings with the people you trust
helps us feel light. In the same way expressing gratitude to
the people who helped you even in small things makes us
feel better.
Negative thoughts, jealousy, inferiority complex, feeling of
superiority disturbs one's peace of mind. We must always
see what is good in everyone. Man is a social animal, we
cannot be antisocial its against the law of nature. So we
must get comfortable in our own skin and try to learn
something from everyone and love them for their
goodness. This makes us feel happy as we get to discover
ourselves more. It is not for others it is for our peace of
mind. One cannot keep complaining about people's
behaviour right? So this is yet another step towards
happiness.
As it is rightly said, "Charity begins at home" in the same
way before spreading happiness we ourselves must be
happy from within. Being happy is ones choice. The key to
happiness is in our hands.
Let's unite together to spread love, positivity and
happiness wherever we go to make this world a better
place to live.
Love and peace from me to you.
Love, love.

TEETH LESS DEMONS
Kartik Vinay Kalikar
2nd year, CSE

Clouds were swept away

Oh, but what use does

By that gushing wind

A beast serve

And down poured the yellow light

Without his teeth or claws

Warm and bright became the world

He becomes but a prey

The day made a beautiful sight

And runs away
At the sight of that terrible dark

But soon we saw our saviour

But a beast's claws that do not show

Gently drown in the water

Grow within his hands and feet

Red sky, and bloody oceans

And his teeth that never grew

We felt sun's end was nigh

Leave wounds inside, bloody and deep

Then she came with her horrendous beauty

These teeth less beasts,

And with her she brought the dark

Did we become?

And the moon tried to sway

Fleeing from the dark

The darkness away

We slept in our cage

But he couldn't fend oﬀ the dark

And warmed our beds
But we never truly defeated the dark

The demons that slept in the day
Lulled by the sun's light

We waited for the dark to fall

Came to life, baring their teeth

Upon these con ined lives

Gnashed all the lesh in sight

But the sun shone again
From his watery grave

And we hurried back

And emptied his yellow quiver

Behind the walls

In the night's dark ways

Like a canary in her cage
Scared of the dark

And we cheered with all the glory

We saw our hope

For the victory we earned

Give way to rage

Surviving the night's dark grasp
We thought we'd won
Until the night fell upon us all
And brought her treacherous beasts
And in we went; behind the walls
At the sight of that terrible dark.
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SELFLOVE

LET'S START
FROM THE START
Purvashree Waldey,
Chitra Dangra
3rd Year, IT

As I began to love myself I found that anguish and
emotional suﬀering are only warning signs that I was living
against my own truth. Today, I know, this is "AUTHENTICITY".

Increase means growth.
But what is growing?
Our faith or our demands?

As I began to love myself I understood how much it can
oﬀend somebody if I try to force my desires on this person,
even though I knew the time was not right and the person
was not ready for it, and even though this person was me.
Today I call it "RESPECT".

Growth means expansion.
But what is expanding?
Our tradition or the exhibition?
Expansion means diversi ication.
But what is so diversifying?
Our environment or our superstitions?
Evolution follows diversi ication.
But wait, what is evolving?
The Nature or our desires?
Transformation follows evolution.
But wait, what are we transforming?
The good or the bad?
Change follows transformation.
But wait, what is supposed to change?
We humans and our ways!
Let's start from the start,
Let's not increase the demand for god's statues,
Let's increase the love for the creations of God.
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WHEN TEARS QUENCH THE THIRST...
Richa Jangid
1st year, Industrial
All of this that's happening around,
I hope you are seeing me on this empty ground.
Today, when I fell while I tried to ly
my chirp so shrink, my throat so dry
I tried, I failed, and it repeats and makes me cry.
I lied there, longing for you
Broken were my wings my soul blew a sigh.
"Get up, child!" a voice inside me said,
I wished you'd ly to me,
wrap me tight and get me unsaid
And now while I could feel the pain,
I cried outside and wept in
Blood got my wings red, this got me afraid
A bird so distant, it looked like you while it passed by
She said you were watching me, and you'd too if I cry
Those strings still hang on the tree where I saw you last.
I just had you, and they said our numbers were vast
I know you won't like to see me broken.
So I choose to heal myself instead.
I hope the human's change one day just like I did,
so no other Maa is dead
I wiped those tears.
Looked up where you stay,
Up upon those bright smiling clouds,
Fearless your big boy is, Maa!
Now, I hope you are proud.

Amrit Kaur J. Rajput
1st Year, MBA

As I began to love myself I freed myself of anything that is
no good for my health - food, people, things, situations, and
everything that drew me down and away from myself. At
irst I called this attitude a healthy egoism. Today I know it
is "LOVE OF ONESELF".

As I began to love myself I stopped craving for a diﬀerent
life, and I could see that everything that surrounded me
was inviting me to grow. Today I call it "MATURITY".

As I began to love myself I quit trying to always be right, and
ever since I was wrong less of the time. Today I discovered
that is "MODESTY". As I began to love myself I refused to go
on living in the past and worrying about the future. Now, I
only live for the moment, where everything is happening.
Today I live each day, day by day, and I call it "FULFILLMENT".

As I began to love myself I understood that at any
circumstance, I am in the right place at the right time, and
everything happens at the exactly right moment. So I could
be calm. Today I call it "SELF-CONFIDENCE".

As I began to love myself I recognized that my mind can
disturb me and it can make me sick. But as I connected it to
my heart, my mind became a valuable ally. Today I call this
connection "WISDOM OF THE HEART".

As I began to love myself I quit stealing my own time, and I
stopped designing huge projects for the future. Today, I
only do what brings me joy and happiness, things I love to
do and that make my heart cheer, and I do them in my own
way and in my own rhythm. Today I call it "SIMPLICITY".

We no longer need to fear arguments, confrontations or
any kind of problems with ourselves or others. Even stars
collide, and out of their crashing new worlds are born.
Today I know "THAT IS LIFE"!

L.O.V.E. YOURSELF!
“Encourage yourself, believe in yourself and love yourself.
Never doubt who you are!"
Seldom do quotes send me into a thinking spiral so deep, it
makes more sense than anything else ever has! Being
caught up in the glitz and glamour of the outside life, we
often forget what truly matters, our soul within. Enriching
it is far more long-lasting than only working on the outer
surface.
As I'm writing this article, I realize 'love' is all over the place
but the only point I am trying to make is love does conquer
it all. It may not seem enough at one point but in the end it's
all that matters. Anyone can be next to you in your happy
moments but it's the ones whose shoulders you rest on
after a bad day that matters.
Let's not dwell too much over history, our regrets and our

Shruti Rathi
2nd Year, ECE
mistakes. Being a girl, it's absolutely natural that I tend to
play my bygone life over and over in my head not realizing
that this moment is getting over. And somewhere I've
forgotten to love myself for who truly I am. It's not sel ish to
love yourself. Absolutely not! The life gives you so many
moments to let go. Live those moments.
Girls, what's that thing which makes you special?
It's not how much make-up you put on your face, it's the
Swing of your waist, the Joy in your feet, Laughter that
wakes up and the Enthusiasm which cheers up everyone.
Here I'd like to share with you 'girl problems'! Your hair is
worst when you go somewhere and the best when no one is
watching! Messy, untidy and far more stubborn than you.
Let's not straighten out those knots. You've 50 shades of
dark circles under your eyes but do they reduce the sparkle
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STARS AND DARKNESS
of your eyes? Sometimes others feel that you're too
talkative, sometimes they say you're too diplomatic.
Sometimes they say you're too skinny…..blah blah blah. I'm
just trying to zone out those buzz buzz buzzing thoughts in
my head. Being stubborn and foolish is the essence of
growing up but it's okay to be deeply protective of that little
child inside you. Post your thoughts on Facebook. Keep
posting your pictures on WhatsApp, let the others explore
'mute' option too.

INDIA OF MY DREAMS PLANS.

Never silence that incessant mind chatter inside of your
head. Channelize your energy. It's ine if you don't know
what you're going to do in the next moment. Everyone
doesn't have a chalked out path. You've many things to
conquer, to explore.
So today, choose to spend more time with the ones you
love, including yourself. I love myself. Do you?

Prathamesh C. Marpakwar
2nd year, EDT
require).So I am here with some very practical debugging
techniques for our nation.
There is an immense change in every sector of our country
be it a technology where the computers are ist sized for
once even a room used to fall short, or be it an economic
sectors where we see a transformation from banks in
mobile areas to now banks in mobile wallets. But still
unknowingly there happens to be a sector whose growth is
stagnant may be because we are reluctant to modify itINDIAN EDUCATION SYSTEM.
Psychologists say that every human brain is diﬀerent. Then
why such varying brains are brought together and taught
the same thing by same teacher, same subject, same
concept, same examples and are even expected to get
same(excellent on paper)results. How is it possible?

I WON'T CALL IT A DREAM. IT'S A PLAN.
Initiating the article, I am aware of the fact that the topic of
expression is not so diﬀerent but I am writing it quite
diﬀerently.
"INDIA IS A BIRTHPLACE OF HUMAN SPEECH, MOTHER
OF NATURE, GRANDMOTHER OF ETHICS AND A
GREATGRANDMOTHER OF CULTURE". To my opinion,
there is nothing in this country to be discarded. But yes;
there is need of some modi ications and up gradation
(which today even our gadget operating system

No human in this entire world is useless it is just the fact
that it is USEDLESS. Isn't it the responsibility of education
system to recognize the potential of every student and his
area of interest and start developing him into the same
ield? There is a cut throat competition in the education
ield, they say. How is it possible? If you judge a ish with its
ability to climb a tree, will it be a fair competition?
More than smart boards and smart classes we need smart
teachers and smart education system, more than
competition we all need collaboration.
THIS IS THE INDIA OF MY PLAN.THE INDIA WHERE FISH
IS JUDGED BY ITS ABILITY TO SWIM AND CHEETAH BY HIS
ABILITY TO RUN.THIS WILL BE MAKE OUR COUNTRY THE
QUINTESSANCE OF EDUCATIONAL UPGRADATION.

Kartik Vinay Kalikar
2nd year, CSE
In a blanket of moonlight
I sat looking at the stars
Some pretty and luttering
Some scary and stark
The night was cold
And only the bold
Were seen roaming
In the dark roads
The cold brought rugged beasts
Demons lew about
It was the devil's hour
And goodness was in doubt
So they wished for warmth
And light of gold
So the meek can roam the world
Not just the bold
And god did deliver;
Their wishes came true
The sun came into being
And away the devil lew
But when I looked at the stars
I was blinded by sun's light
And couldn't see the stars
Or the moon or the night
But soon he sank
Down in the ocean
And again, I saw
That melancholic sight
As a million stars
Fluttered in that night
They worshipped the sun
With all their heart
And cursed the dark
With all their hate
But me, I sing a diﬀerent tale
For the sun took away my stars
But darkness let me see
So I sing praises for that night
And will, for all eternity

BROKEN CRAYONS STILL COLOR
Nandini Jain
3rd Year, CSE
She sat there in a corner weeping every second, all hopes
shattered as every dream she wished for, seemed to be broken.
Though she sat in the daylight her heart drenched in darkness
creating even darker shades of black. Isolation was what she
found peace in, the silence where her heart beats synchronised
with the ticking of the clock for she wished all this was ephemeral.
Suddenly the hinges squeaked, footsteps approached the swollen
eyes lickered ighting the light which came behind them and a
voice asked, "Would you like to colour the picture?" unable to
deny, she stuttered "I don't have colours". The girl by re lex broke
the crayon in two pieces and while giving me she rejoiced, "It still
colours!"
Same goes with life but with a tiny twist, you only have to choose
which colours are to be used to ill in your story. Not all of the
colours bring us happiness and so must be kept aside because
though we break them, those still colour and so we must decide
upon them wisely. And this does not require a long thinking
process always keep the ones, from which you feel magni ied and
cheerful. Surround yourself with these people, go to such places
which will always add beauty to your story! You are the
protagonists of your life and no one but you have the opportunity
to ill your story.
So it doesn't matter how many times we stop or are broken we can
still colour our lives and decide how to ill our picture. Well in the end,
Not every colour depicts your love,
Not every shade brings you the joy.
Every one of them bears a resemblance,
Though broken they still have their presence...."How strange is the
lot of us mortals? Each of us is here for a brief sojourn; for what
purpose he knows not, though he sometimes thinks he senses it.
But without deeper re lection one knows from daily life that one
exists for other people - irst of all for those upon whose smiles
and well-being our own happiness is wholly dependent, and then
for the many, unknown to us, to whose destinies we are bound by
the ties of sympathy."
After reading the above excerpt, my irst question to my amazing
reader, 'YOU' is from how many years are you on this earth? (You
can say the number aloud!) Now, my next question is since that
time are you merely inhaling or are you breathing, breathing or
existing and inally existing or living?
Well, you must appreciate the spontaneity of your answers as they
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lash in your grey cells at the very instance because
pondering upon them aren't going to give any answers,
Trust me! But exploring for the cause will certainly do! I
repeat, you got to trust me!
Having our hearts pace since ages we all have experienced
them beat in a new diﬀerent kind which we sometimes
understand and don't otherwise. People, places, things,
events any of these can be the reason for these palpitations.
You don't have to understand 'why' but you got to master
the art of 'how you can control them'. Coming back to the
earlier question it is absolutely ine if the answer was
'exist' because it takes a great deal to make that move but
understand when.

THE QUESTIONS WE NEVER ASK
"What shapes our lives are the
questions we ask, refuse to ask, or
never think to ask." - Sam Keen
In front of you, you have access to more
information than any human in
history, but you probably don't care.
That curiosity that we once had, is now
gone. Why is it that the older we get,
the less questions we ask? Throughout
history, we have always accepted
whatever happened and whatever the
world gave us. And whoever tried to
question the world, he was ridiculed. Its only
years later that we look back and ask ourselves- "How
could anyone accept that world?"
Today we call ourselves developed, as we have nothing left
to learn. But in a 100 years, when people will look back at
our generation, will they too, ask themselves- "How could
anyone have accepted this world?" It's no secret, that our
world is full of problems. We rally, we protest, still the
problems only seem to grow. And maybe, they stem from a
much larger problem we fail to see.
Why do we search for life in the universe, when we can't
even coexist with the life on our own planet? It is as if
expect to have any life out there to be just like us; as if life
can only be human.
How is it, that in a world with millions of species, we see
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There are people who hate you, places that repel you and
events you don't want to remember, for these you got to
merely exist! Not giving any reverberations to them. Living
for such situations is only going to drown you more into the
dark and then you'll just inhale and not breathe. Instead
you ought to LIVE for those people who want you to smile,
who care for you constantly, people who love you! Live for
those places you have amazing memories with and live for
those moments which give you happiness! Live for those
you are going to give reasons to be happy and turn their
existence into living.
In the end we are what we choose, we are given to choose
only once but we don't need to choose only one, every time!
Ruchit Bhardwaj
3rd Year, CSE
ourselves as the only ones that think, feel or
matter? It's a recurring theme in our history,
that some life is inferior to others. We
struggle to accept those unlike ourselves. To
recognize them because there is something
diﬀerent, doesn't mean we should treat it
diﬀerently.
When we look at other life, we say that our
technology makes us more advanced, yet
wh a t we s e e m to a dva n c e i n i s t h e
destruction of the world surrounding us. When
we look around, there is little life to be seen. The
animals we know, we have only witnessed on-screen.
It's funny how we call them animals, and ourselves humans
as if we are two diﬀerent lifeforms having nothing in
common. We see them as beasts; and ourselves as people,
their actions as barbaric, yet ours traditional. But while
they kill to survive, we kill even as we call ourselves
civilized. We don't just kill, we raise to kill. Not because we
need to, but because we like the taste, the look, the feeling.
And when you see life as an object of value, it's hard to see
the value of life.

Our idea of normal may change depending on where we
are, but our desire to be normal has always been the same.
Its only when the norm changes that we criticize it in ways.
Today we live in a nation where it is normal to have cancer,
to become obese, to develop heart disease. Clearly, there is
something wrong in the way of life we call normal, but it's
all we have ever known. We don't question tradition, we
embrace it.But if we never questioned the tradition of our
past, we would never have evolved.
We should be sick of this politically correct, yet morally
doomed world. A world where we are afraid that others
would be oﬀended by our words, but not that others would
be aﬀected by our actions. A world where everybody says
that they want a solution, but nobody is willing to admit
that they are the problem. The choices that we make, travel
further than we think. But we choose to ignore the impact
they have.

grew older, I found myself asking-"Even if we could change,
would we want to?" Perhaps this is simply who we are.
From the beginning, we've been unable to coexist with the
life on this planet. And no matter how far we've evolved, it's
a thing that lives on. If the story of our planet were a ilm, up
to this point, humans would be the villain. And like every
great villain, we have always refused to see ourselves as the
bad guy. Each generation comes to this world thinking that
they can make this right, only to be remembered years later
what was wrong.
Today we may have more information than any other
generation, but what would the answers mean, if we never
begin to ask the right questions? None of us chose to be
born into this world, none of us chose who we would be.
But all of us have the choice of what we become.
After all, what shapes our lives are the questions we ask,we
refuse to ask,or never think to ask.

There was a time when I thought we could change, but as I

REFLECTIONS
On a starless cloudy night, with the moonlight scattered
to a thousand diﬀerent directions by the surface of the
still water,
I closed my eyes, to see more clearly
And for the irst time, without a mirror
I saw my true re lection.

Why is it, that when some animals are killed, it becomes a
headline but when others are murdered, we don't even
blink an eye?

Remember the gazillion times we started our day with an “I
wish” statement. I wish I was taller, I wish I was fairer , I
wish I was slimmer so on and so forth. Well, if mirrors could
speak, I am sure they could give an endless account of our
sagas of dissatisfaction with what we see in them. The
innumerable sighs, and linches and frowns have become
like a daily cup of tea for that lonely object on the wall. What
we think is that this dissatisfaction is a result of our own
lacks and drawbacks, but what we forget is that many of
our opinions are nothing but a mere re lection of the minds
of other 'smarter' people.

Why are we enraged on the thought of a culture of eating
dogs but laugh when other culture refuses to eat cows?

Let's go back in time and try remembering the countless
number of times our con idence was shattered by one or

Seena Ann Sabu
3rd year, CSE

two sentences said by those 'smart 'people, people we
probably don't even know well, or like or even consider
important enough to include them in our plans, but still
one judgmental statement from them and all hell breaks
loose. Their statements are what keep playing in the back
of our mind over and over and over again, stopping us ,
interrupting us from taking that one single step that could
make all the diﬀerence.
But the fault is not theirs, don't misunderstand me as
blaming others for our failures. No, the fault is all on our
part, as others aﬀect us only because we let them aﬀect us.
We let them show us the image of who they think we are, an
image that they have in their minds. Whereas we believe
that image to be reality. But this image can never and will
never de ine who we really are. And amongst all this
dilemma of whom to listen to and what to believe, comes
the few 'motivating' soul who would step in like a whiﬀ of
fresh summer air and start presenting before us beautiful
landscapes and imageries of an entity called self-love. They
would spend hours trying to tattoo the idea of LOVE
YOURSELF onto our brain. LOVE YOURSELF, which is in
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itself, a beautiful but a lawed idea.
Ever since 1990's, we have been told about the importance
of self-esteem. Of how it is associated with mental health,
our social life, relationship outcomes, career success, you
name it. It is a part of what means to be a mature and
emotionally developed person. Everywhere you go you'll
see people trying to sell this idea to you. Right from
advertisements to public talks and what not. But the
problem with this idea is, that many a times people forget
that loving yourself is not a one day aﬀair. You don't just
wake up one ine morning, look at yourself in the mirror
and proclaim your love for yourself because suddenly you
realize how awesome you are. It is said, to love something
you have to understand it irst. So to Love yourself you need
to understand yourself irst, to know yourself irst. You
need to break all ties with the outer world, forget all the
materialistic things that de ine you and just look into what
you are deep inside.

INDIA OF MY PLAN
"India is the birthplace of human speech, mother of nature,
grandmother of ethics and a great grandmother of culture".
In my opinion, there is nothing in this country to be
discarded; but yes there is need of some modi ications and
updates (which today even our gadget operating systems
require), so here I am with some very practical debugging
techniques for our nation.
There is a massive change in every sector of our country, be
it technology where the computers are human ist sized yet
leading to development or economic sectors where we see
a transformation from banks in mobile areas to banks in
mobile wallets. But unknowingly there is a sector whose
growth is stagnant may be because we are reluctant to
modify it and it is the Indian education system.
Psychologists say that every human brain is diﬀerent. Then
why such varying brains are brought together and taught
the same thing by same teacher, same subject, same
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Time spent in self-re lection is never wasted, it is like an
intimate date with yourself. A date where you don't have to
pretend to like or dislike something, you don't have to fake,
you just have to be you. And that is when you realize that
your whole life up until now has been like a mirror that was
tainted by the fog of lies and judgements and false hopes
and desires and opinions that were never meant to get you
somewhere.
That is when you learn to truly accept yourself and start to
love yourself for everything that you are and aren't. And
when that happens everything else fades into oblivion,
every word every scar on your self-esteem stops mattering
and you truly rise above every little law that once held you
back.
Because that is what re lections are all about, to get a
clearer picture of reality, it is about looking back, so that the
view looking ahead is even clearer.

Prathamesh Marpakwar
3rd year, EDT

concept, same examples and are even expected to get
same(excellent on paper)results. How is it possible?
No human in this entire world is useless it is just the fact
that it is used less. Isn't it the responsibility of education
system to ind the potential of student in his/her area of
interest and start training them into the same ield? There
is a cut throat competition in the education ield, they say.
How is it possible? If you judge a ish with its ability to
climb a tree, will it be a fair competition?
More than smart boards and smart classes, we need smart
teachers and smart education system. More than
competition we all need collaboration.
This is the India of my plan. The India where ish is judged
by its ability to swim and cheetah by his ability to run. This
will make our country the quintessence of educational
development.
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laiknd dh dye ls

R;kSgkjks dk cnyrk #i

Anandi Bhandari, 1st Year, EC
Purvashri Valde, 3rd Year, IT

ns'k gekjk Hkkjr] vyx vyx R;kSgkj blds lcdks Hkkrs]
gksyh] nhikoyh] Ãn gSa lHkh blesa lekrsA
cPps] cw<s+ vkSj ;wok Hkh bUgs mRlkg ls eukrs]
fny esa izzse vkSj gkFkksa esa feBkl fy, bu lHkh dk Lokxr ge djrsA
gj u;s lky dh 'kq#okr gksrh gSa ladzkafr ls]
le; ds lkFk bl R;kSgkj esa gq, ifjorZu dqN vuks[ks ls A
,d gkFk es fry xqM+ vkSj nwts esa uk;ykWu eka>k fy,]
djrs gSa bl 'kqHk fnu dh 'kq#okr ^^ vks dkV----** dh ok.kh lsA
jax tkrk gSa uHk] jaxks ls bu iraxks ds]
[kq'kgky gks tkrk gSa oks {k.k tc isp yM+us yxrh gSa iraxsA
exj le; ds lkFk NwV jgs gSa bl R;ksgkj ds dqN pDds]
dqN gSa bl [ksy esa iDds rks dqN gSa vk/ks dPpsA

vuqjkx] laLÑrh] lqeu] vk;q'kh
euq"; iztkfr dk var gksuk izR;{k gSA exj gekjs 'kCn vkSj Hkko gh gS tks vej gksrs gSA budk dHkh var ugh
gksxkA e`R;q ds ckn Hkh euq"; dh dgh ckrsa thfor jgrh gSA viuh ,slhgh Hkkoukvks dk vej cuk nsrs gSa ys[kdA
^^fyf[kr fopkjks dks le; ds lkFk lkFk eksy c<+rk tkrk gS**
vr% blh lanHkZ esa gekjh okf"kZd izrhdk AARCEON'18 dk fganh vuqHkkx ^^dkytk;h** vkids le{k izLrqr
djrs gSA
gekjs egkfo|ky; ds N=ksa ds dkO;ksa vkSj x|ka'kksa dk ,dhdj.k bl izrhdk Onkjk fd;k x;k gSA fganh ys[kuds bl
vuqHkkx esa dqN Nk=ksa us vius vk'kkoku fopkjks ls ns'k dk izfrcac fn;k gS rks fdlhus vius fiz; ds fy, viuk
fny dkxt+ is mrkjk gSA tgk¡ fdlhus ns'k ds fcxM+rs gkykrks ij viuh lksp nh gS ogh dksbZ vius thou ds dqN
iy 'kCnksa esa latksus yxkA
eSa lHkh yksxksa dks rgs fny ls 'kqfØ;k vnk djrh gw¡ ftuds vewY; ;ksxnku ls ;g dk;Z iw.kZr% lQy gks ik;kA
la
Ld`rh cktksNath
fj;k
Debanjona
2nd
4thYear,
Year,CSE
EN
Section Head
Art Section
Hindi
Section Team
Team

ekuk dh ns'k gsa gekjk R;kSgkjks dk vkSj u;h toka meaxksa dk]
ij flQZ D;k iraxs mM+kuk vkSj dkVuk edln gSa bl R;kSgkj dk\
vkvks iwNs gekjs cqtqZxks ls] ** D;k og Hkh eukrs Fks bl R;kSgkj dks dqN ,sls\^^
**fcydqy^^ cksys esjs nknk] **exj eka>k Fkk oks lwrh dk] eka>k Fkk oks lwrh dk---^^
blh ckr dk ugha gSa gedks irk dh D;k gSa uqdlku bl uk;ykWu eka>s dk]
D;ksafd ge rks cl lksps T;knk ls T;knk iraxs dkVus dk] T;knk ls T;knk iraxs dkVus dk---------pkgs fQj D;ksa uk #ds fdlh iaNh dh mM+ku] ;k dVs fdlh eklwe dk xyk]
flj ij p<+s bl iraxks ds cq[kkj esa ge uk lksps fdlh vksj dk] ge uk lksps fdlh vkSj dk---ge euq"; rks gSa gh cMs+ ?keaMh] vgadkjh vkSj fuMj]
uHk esa irax dh rjg mM+rs gSa fcuk #ds vkSj Fkes fujarjA
;gh djrs gSa Hkwy le>us esa dh dV rks ldrh gSa gekjh Hkh irax fdlh uk fdlh Mxj] fdlh uk fdlh Mxj----vkSj djrs pys tkrs gSa ogh Hkwy ftuls twa>s Fks dHkh gekjs firjA
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[ksy iraxks dk
cM+k gh 'kqHk fnu Fkk vk;k]
pkjks vksj jax [kqf'k;ksa dk Fkk Nk;kA

Samrudhi Baghele
1st Year, Electrical

ækSiinhnh
lqlquuksks ækS

edj ladzkafr ds R;kSgkj is]
lc Fks exu iraxks esaA

Samrudhi Baghele
1st Year, Electrical

lqcg lqcg lqu cPpksa dh iqdkj]
,d fpfM+;k fudyh <wa<us nkuk
exj u Fkk irk mls]
uHk esa Fkk QSyk iraxksa dk tkykA
ysdj nkuk Fkh oks mM+us dks r;kj
rHkh dqN vkgV lh gqÃA
ns[k yksxksa ds gkFk eka>k
mM+h QqjZ tSls ns[kk gfFk;kjA

pkgr rks pk¡n dks ikus dh Fkh]
ij fny rks frryh dk fnokuk Fkk

Prathamesh Mrakapawar
2nd Year, EDT

cPpksa dh Hkw[k ls fpafrr Fkh cspkjh]
cM+h fgEer ls dh mlus mM+us dh rS;kjhA
exj vkleku esa py jgk Fkk ,d [ksy [krjukd]
ftlesa tk vVdh fpfM+;k I;kjhA

fdlls ekax jgh gks oL=\
tks [kqn gh oL=fgu~ gSaA
fdlls ekax jgh gks yTtk\
tks [kqn gh yTtkghu gSA
fdlls ekax jgh gks vk'kk\
tks [kqn gh vk'kkfgu gSA
fdlls ekax jgh gks vkljk\
tks [kqn gh ykpkj gSA
lquks nzkSinh mBkvks 'kL=]
vc xksfoan u vk,¡xsA

D;k dlwj Fkk ml eklwe dkA
D;ksa mlus ltk ;s ikÃ\
pw&pw djrs jg x, cPps]
**ek¡ ?kj okil u vkÃ**A

fdlls ekax jgh gks lgkjk\
tks [kqn gh cslgkjk gSA
fdlls ekax jgh gks [kqf'k;k¡\
tks [kqn gh nq[knkj gSa

tks euq"; ds fy, pan iyksa dh etk]
ogh ^irax* gSa iafN;ksa ds fy, ltkA
xxu ij gSa iafN;ksa dk vf/kdkj]
vkvks ge ifjofrZr djs vius fopkjA

er lkspks yksx D;k dgsaxsA
;g lkspks D;k vki ;g lgsaxsA
lquks nzkSinh mBkvks 'kL=A
vc xksfoan u vk,¡xsA

yxh lkspus vius eu esa
dSls bl Qans ls cpw¡\
igq¡pw dSls cPpksa ds ikl]
dSls nkuk ?kj ys tkÅ\

,d cpiu dk tekuk Fkk]
ftles [kqf'k;ksa dk [ktkuk Fkk

u tkus dgk ls oks frryh vk;h]
vkSj fny esa tSls twuwu lh NkÃ]
[kcj u Fkh dqN lqcg dh]
vkSj u gh 'kke dks fBdkuk Fkk(
ckrksa esa fnu ,Sls chrsa]
tSls ifj;ksa dk Qlkuk Fkk(
eqykdkr Hkh u tkus ,Slh gqÃ]
tSls gj ekSle lqgkuk lkA
u jksus dh otg Fkh]
u glus dk cgkuk Fkk(
;kn djrk gw¡ gj fnu]
oks cpiu dk D;k tekuk FkkA

lquks nzkSinh mBkvks 'kL=A
fn[kkvks 'kfDr vkSj iguks oL=A
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rw esjs fy, dqN [kkl gS
rq>esa dksbZ ckr gS
Layan Karwa
1st Year, Civil

u tkus D;ksa

Harshl Fating
2nd Year, CSE

u tkus D;ksa] rUgkÃ lh gS
lkFk gksdj Hkh] tqnkÃ lh gS

rw esjs fy, dqN [kkl gS
rq>es dksÃ ckr gSA

cscl

Shruti Rathi
2nd Year, EC

vkoktsa rks dkQh gSa njfe;ku ;w¡
vthc lh [kkeksf'k;k¡ gSa]
u tkus D;ksa----

eklwe lh [okfg'k gS bl fny dh]
;s I;kj djuk pkgrk gS] [kq'k jguk pkgrk gS]
ij uk Bksdj [kkuk pkgrk gS] uk jks dj

feyds Hkh rqels] fey u ik,

tkuk pkgrk gSA

xqy'ku esa ;g xqy] f[ky u ik,
lkeus gks rqe esjs] nqfu;k dgs ;w¡
exj eq>s fn[k u lds rqe]
u tkus D;ksa-----

tks psgjs ls Nqirk ugh mls dSls NqikÅ eSa]
tks ,glkl fny gh le>rk gS] mls dSls
le>kÅ eSa]
bls ft+n gS] btgkj D;ksa ugh djrk eSa]

rqels fd;s] rqeus gels fd;s Fks tks oknsa

I;kj ds vjekuksa dks tqcku ij dSlsa ykÅ eSaA

rqeus gels dh gqÃ oks Qfj;knsa
jg x;h vc rqEgkjh] cl glha ;knsa
bl eatj ij mrj x, ge] bl dnj ;w¡
u rqe tkuks] u ge tkus]
u tkus D;ksa-----
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fny dh ckr dks fny es mrjus nks]
Fke lk x;k gS iy] bls xqtjus nks]
vk¡[kksa ls djykd eq> ls dqN ckr]
fcu y¶tksa ds lqu yks fny dh ckrA

utjksa ls nwj gS rks D;k gqvk
cus /kM+du fny esa esjs ikl gSA
rsjs fny esa jgw¡xk /kM+du cudj
/kM+du esa jgw¡xk lkals cudj
vius fny ls dHkh tqnk er le>uk
lkFk jg¡wxk lk;k cudjA
;g fny gS rsjk----------flQZ rsjk
rw tku gS esjh------flQZ esjh
dqckZu gqvk eSa] tc ls
rsjk gksdj lkjh [kqf'k;k¡ feyh
D;ksa rsjh mnklh eq>s mnkl dj tkrh gS
D;k fj'rk gS rsjk vkSj esjk tks iyds can gksrs gh
rsjh ;kn vkrh gSA
;g fny [kks;k rsjk esjh ;knksa esa
eSa rksM+ ysrk vxj rw **xqykc** gksrh
eSa **tokc^^ cukrk vxj rw loky gksrh
lHkh tkurs gS eSa u'kk ugha djrk
exj ih ysrk vxj rww 'kjkc gksrhA
er #Buk eq>ls eSa ej tkÅ¡xk
fny dh nqfu;k rckg dj tkÅ¡xk
;g fny dh /kM+du rsjs uke dj tkÅ¡xk
;g fny gS rssjk--------------flQZ rsjk
rw tku gS esjh-----------flQZ esjh

g;kr ds vatqeu esa
Anurag Tiwari
2nd Year, Mechanical

ml jkst v'k&'kEl ds ekStksa us gesa ,d eklwe
ls feyok;k
fnokuk cukus okys ml #Dlkj us gesa viuk
fcfLey cuk;kA
jsfxLrku dh f[kyh /kqi esa oks vy&xkf'k;k gqÃ
ml glhuk ds nks iy ysus eSa vkfn;r gqvk
Qfj'rks us ftls glhuk dgk mls geus viuh
ek'kwdkuk cuk;k
;q rks gfluk;sa jkst feyrh gS exj rqels feyus
dks fny pkgk
rsjs vatqeu esa dqN rks cgqr I;kjk gS tkus &
g;kr
'kk;n blhfy, rsjs mYQr ds uxesa us ;g xty
cuk;k
ml vk;r ds vkus ls fQtk+vks esa cs[kqnh vk;h
esjh ek'kwdkuk ;g rqEgkjh buk;r gS tks rqe bl
'kk;j dks ,d uxek ns x;h
bcknr gS rqels bardky ds igys bl dkfQj ds
fy, ,d fQjnjkt cuk tkukA
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esjk n`f"Vdks.k
vkt eS tks fy[k jgk gq¡] og fopkj esjs vius gS----eSa /keZ] fganqRo vkSj fganq laxBuks dks ftruk
le> ik;k ml ds vk/kj ij vkt
viuh dye mBk jgk gq¡A
;g fo"k; vius vki esa gh ,d
Kku dk lkxj gS----bl fo"k; esa esjk Kku mruk
ugha gS dh eSa bl ij dksÃ
Hkk"; d#------ij fQj Hkh vkt **tqjZr**
dj jgk gq¡----!!!
fganq laxBuks ij dÃ ckj
vkjksi yxs dh os ns'k dks fganw
jk"Vª cukuk pkgrk gSA
vc bl ns'k esa dksÃ vkSj lqjf{kr ugha
jgsxkA
fganq laxBu bLyke fojks/kh gSA eSa ;g ckr lkQ dj nsuk
pkgrk gq¡ dh la?k fdlh dk fojk/skh ugha g]aS u l?ak fdlh /keZ
dks mp
¡ k ;k uhpk ekurk gAS
*esjk /keZ rq>ls m¡pk gS ;k rsjk /keZ esjs /keZ ls fupyk gS*
,slh Hkkoukvksa ls la?k"kZ dh fLFkrh fuekZ.k gksrh gSA
vkradokn mlh dk mnkgj.k gSA
eqyr% /keZ Å¡pk ;k uhpk gksus dk iz'u gha ugh gksrkA
D;ksafd /keZ vyx vyx ugha gksrkA
tSls ikuh dk /keZ gksrk gS cguk-----Bhd mlh rjg lkjs
^ekuo* tkfr dk /keZ gS ^ekuork*] vFkkZr ekuoks tSls
jgukA
ftls ge vkt /keZ dk uke nsrs gS vkSj tks fjfyru dh
ladqfpr O;k[;k esa vkrk gS **iwtk i)rh** vFkkZr vius
vius ekxZ ls mikluk djukA
fganq iwtk i)rh] eqfLye iwtk i)rh] f[kzLrh iwtk i)rh
vyx vyx gks ldrh gSA
100

Shivaray Kulakarni
2nd Year, Mechanical

fdarq bu lc yksxksa dk /keZ ,d gh gSA
vc iz'u gS Hkkjr dks fganq jk"Vª cukus
dkA ;g rks lkQ gS Hkkjr fganq jk"Vª
gSA ;gk› vkfndky ls fganq jgrs
vk;s gSA
fdarq ;g ckr Hkh xgjkÃ ls
le>uh iM+sxhA
Hkkjr ,d fganq jk"Vª gS
D;qafd bl ns'k esa izkfpu
dky ls fganq iwtk i)rh
dh gh lk/kuk dh tkrh gS
vkSj ;gk¡ jgus okys ykx
s ks dk
thou dez Hkh mlh ^fgnaRqo* ij
vk/kkfjr gAS
fdarq dksÃ bldk ;g eryc u
fudkys dh vkSj dksÃ iwtk i)rh bl ns'k esa LohÑr gh
ugha gSA
bl ns'k ds yksx VkWyjasl esa ugha ,DlsiVsal esa fo'okl
j[krs gSA bl ns'k esa lHkh iwtk izdkjks dk *lEeku* gSA
if'kZ;k ls vk;s ikjlh yksxks dks bl ns'k us dsoy vkJ;
gh ugha fn;k cfYd lEeku lfgr vius lekt esa LFkku
fn;k vkSj *LohÑr* fd;kA
vQxku ls vk;s eqlyeku vdzkarkvksa dh vyx iwtk
i)rh dk Hkh bl lekt esa /khjs /khjs Lohdkj fd;k x;kA
vFkkZr bl fganq jk"Vª esa fuxqZ.k & fujkdkj dh mikluk ls
ysdj ewfrZ iwtd] fulxZ iwtd vkSj *psruk* dh iwtk
djus okys lHkh *mikldk*s dks lEeku dk fu/kkd
Zs LFkku gAaS
fganq rRoKku dk ;g ekuuk gS dh lR; ,d gh gS] cl
mls dgus ds rjhds vyx vyx gks ldrs gSA
eks{k] tUur ;k vYVhesV fj;kyhVh dh izkfIr fdlh ,d
gh dh mikluk ls gksxh ;g bl rRoKkku dk ekuuk ugh
gSaA vfirq fganqRo NksM+ vU; iwtk izdkjks ls Hkh ;g izkIr
fd;k tk ldrk gSA

eS ,d vkSj fo"k; dks Li'kZ djuk pkgrk gq¡, og gS
fjyhtu* ifjorZu dkA eSa ;gk */keZ^ bl 'kCn dk mi;ksx
Vky jgk gq¡ D;q¡fd og rks ,d gh gS vkSj cnyk ugha tk
ldrkA
esjh jk; esa izR;sd euq"; dks viuh iwtk i)rh cnyus dk
iw.kZ vf/kdkj gSA

esjs ikik
irk ugha fdl mEehn esa lc NksM+ ds fudy vk;h Fkh eSA
[kwn dks <w¡<us fd ;g vk[kjh dksf'k'k Fkh esjhA vkf[kj dc
rd eS budh et+hZ ls th ikrhA eSaus cpiu ls dHkh
?kjokyksa ds fdlh Hkh QSlys ij loky ugha fd;k FkkA
vkf[kj dqN lksp ds dg jgs gksaxs] ;gh lksp dj eSa pqi gks
tkrh FkhA ysfdu vc D;k Fkk tc eSa viuh [kqf'k;k¡ buds
fy;s NksM+us dks rS;kj Fkh] rks 'kk;n budk Hkh dksÃ QtZ
curk FkkA esjh blh mEehn us lc dqN cny fn;k FkkA
LVs'ku is T;knk yksx ugha FksA bruh jkr fd Vªsu ysuk
'kk;n xyrh Hkh gks ldrh Fkh esjh ysfdu blds vykok
dksÃ jkg Hkh rks ugha Fkh] eSus LVs'ku is bartkj djrs gq,
,d pk; ys yhA eq>s ugha irk Fkk dgk tkuk gS eq>s]
ysfdu bruk t#j tkurh Fkh fd vc ,sls ugha th ldrh
FkhA Vªsu ds vkrs gh eSa mlesa p<+ x;h] 'kk;n fnYyh tkus
okyh FkhA D;k djuk gS] dgk tkuk gS dqN r; ugha FkkA eSa
flQZ ,d fpV~Bh NksM+ vk;h Fkh ?kj isA jkr cgqr gks pqdh
Fkh] rks Vªsu esa lc ykbV~l can gh FkhA eSaus viuh lhV ij
viuk NksVk lk cWx j[kk vkSj f[kM+dh ls ckgj ns[kus
yxhA oSls rks dqN [kkl fn[k ugha jgk Fkk ckgj] ysfdu
vanj bruk dqN py jgk Fkk dh va/ksjk gh lkFkh yx jgk
FkkA D;k cksyq¡xh eSa dy ds baVjO;wg esa vkSj D;k cgkuk
nq¡xh bruh ykijokgh dk ?kj isA eSa bl lksp esa Mwch gqÃ Fkh
dh lkeus okyh lhV ij ,d yM+dk Fkk tks esjs vkus ls mB
ds cSB x;k FkkA oks 'kk;n fdlh ifj{kk ds fy, tk jgk Fkk]
eq>s mlds psgjs ds Mj ls fn[k jgk FkkA mlds lkFk mlds
eEeh ikik Fks tks ,dne 'kkfUr ls lks;s FksA oks FkksMh+ nsj
;gk¡ ogk¡ ns[krk jgk vkSj okil lks x;kA jkr ds v¡/ksjs esa eS

fdarq rc tc oks *ijLij* mikluk i)rh ds ckjs esa iw.kZ
Kku ys ysA vkSj tc og ,slk dj ysxk rc og le>
tk;sxk dh lekt tkxj.k] ije lR; dk Kku] /;s; dk
'kks/k vkSj ekuork dh lsok------blh esa eks{k dk }kj gS ;g
oks tku tk;sxkA
rc mls vU; fdlh iwtk i)rh dh t#jr ugha iMs+xh--!!!
Tiwnkal Sharma
3rd Year, EDT

dc lksprs lksprs lks xÃ Fkh le> g ugha vk;kA lqcg
pk; vkSj leksls okys dh vkokt ls uhan [kqyh rks ns[kk dh
oks yM+dk fdrkcs [kksy ds mij cFkZ ij cSBk Fkk vkSj
mldh eEeh mls [kkus ds fy;s dqN Qy dkV dj ns jgh
FkhA eq>s og lc ns[kdj ;kn vk;k dg tc eS Hkh viuh
ijh{kk ds fy, i<+k djrh Fkh rks ikik gh rks Fks tks jkr dks
mB ds ,d ckj vkds ns[k fy;k djrs Fks dh eSa Fkd rks ugha
x;hA dÃ ckj rks eSa i<+rs i<+rs lks tk;k djrh Fkh vkSj
ikik esjk p'ek fudky ds j[kk djrs vkSj lj ij gkFk Qsj
dj pys tkrsA ysfdy vkt eSs u phtksa dks ;kn ugha djuk
pkgrh FkhA ge nksuks esa bruh nqfj;k dc c<+ x;h eq>s
le> gh ugha vkÃA fVdV dysDVj ds vkus ij eSa vius
[k;kyks ls ckgj fudyh vkSj fVdV dysDVj dks fVdV
fn;kA FkksM+h nsj ckn oks yMdk fups mrjk vkSj vius ikik
ds ikl vkdj cSB x;kA **gks x;k la'kks/ku^^ mlds ikik us
iqNk] **th^^ cl ;gh cksy ik;k oksA ** vPNs vad ykuk-----oks
'kekZth ds csVs dk flysD'ku gks x;k Fkk ,e~ vkÃ Vh esaA
**ikik eSa viuh iwjh dksf'k'k dj jgk gq¡**A FkksMh nsj ;g og
dh ckrs djus ds ckn oks esjs rjQ ns[kus yxkA jkr esa uhan
iwjh u gksus ds dkj.k eS dqN Fkdh yx jgh Fkh( **vki tkWc
djrh gS\** ml yMds dh ek¡ us iwNk vkSj eSaus gk¡ esa lj
fgyk fn;kA dgk rd tk jgh gS vki\ **th] fnYyh** ge
Hkh] dy ;'k dk izos'k gS ge mlhds fy, tk jgs gSaA** eSus
cl ,d NksVhlh eqLdku nsnhA ;'k FkksM+hlh ijs'kkuh ls
eqLdqjk;kA **gk;] vk; ,e ;'k** mlus dgkA eSus mls
mldh ijh{kk ds fy, 'kqHkdkeuk nh vkSj ckgj ns[kus
yxhA
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,d ijh{kk dSls lc dqN cny nsrh gS oks eq>ls vPNk dkSu
tku ldrk FkkA tc eSus izos;k ikl fd;k Fkk rc lcls
T;knk [kq'k ikik gh rks FksA dgk¡ [kks x;k ikik dk oks I;kj]
,dne ,Slh D;k xyrh dj nh Fkh eSus( 'kknh djus ds fy;s
FkksM+k le; gh rks ek¡xk Fkk uk--- vkSj mles xyr D;k FkkA
ekuk dh fj'rk vPNk Fkk ysfdu eSa mudk leFkZu T;knk
pkgrh FkhA vHkh rks ftanxh thuk 'kq# djuk pkgrh Fkh eSaA
vc rd rks flQZ lcdh [kq'kh ds fy;s vius liuks dk var
gksrk FkkA VSªu dksÃ unh ds Åij ls xqtjus yxh FkhA
viuk fnekx dks FkksM+k 'kkar djus ds fy;s eSa FkkssM+h nsj xsV
ij tkdj [kM+h gks x;hA ;'k ogk¡ ls xqtj jgk Fkk] eq>s
,Sls [kM+k mlus iwN fy;k ** vki Bhd rks gS uk** eSus gk¡ esa
lj fgyk fn;kA eSa Hkh tkWc djuk pkgrk gq¡ tYn ls tYn**
;'k cksyk--- eSa mldh vk¡[kksa esa lius ns[k ik jgh FkhA fQj
mlus dgk **eq>s ifj{kk dk cgqr M+j yx jgk gS** A eSaus
mls rlYyh nsrs gq, dgh dh **izos'k gh rks gS fudy
tk;sxk**] fQj mlus /kheh vkokt esa dgk¡ **eSa ;g izos'k
ugha ikj dj ikÅ¡xk eq>s irk gS** ^^eSaus dgk] ugha ,Slk ugha
gS] dj yksxs rqeA** oks dqN nsj [kkeks'k jgus ds ckn cksyk
**eSa ;g lc ikik ds fy, dj jgk gq¡---vkt rd mudh dksÃ
Hkh ckr ugha Vkyh gS vkSj mudks eq>ls mEehn gSa rks eSa
dksf'k'k rks dj gh ldrk gq¡A vkf[kj mudh [kq'kh ls dqN
cM+k ugha gSa bl nqfu;k esa**A mlds eq¡g ls ;g 'kCn lqudj
irk ugha eq>s viuk QSlyk xyr yxus yxk FkkA oks FkksM+h
nsj ckn ogk ls pyk x;kA eSa ;gh lksp esa iM x;h dh eSaus
xyrh rks ugha djnh----?kj ij dksgjke epk gksxk] ikik us
[kkuk ugha [kk;k gksxk lqcg ls---FkksM+h nsj dqN lkspus ds
ckn eSaus ikik dks Qksu yxk;kA dqN nsj ?akVh ctus ds ckn
ikik us Qksu mBk;k **dgk¡ gSa rq---le> ugha gSa eSa fdruk
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ijs'kku gq¡ lqcg ls vkSj oks jksus yxsA ** [kkuk [kk;k D;k
rwus vkSj Bhd rks gS uk rq] ikik us iwNkk( eSa 'kkar FkhA ** vc
dqN cksysxh**----nksuks rjQ 'kkafr Fkh ** ikik eSaus vkt rd
vkidh gj ckr ekuh gS vkSj vc tc eSa esjh igpku cukuk
pkgrh gw¡ rks vki eq>s NksM+ jgs gks----cPph ugha gq¡ ikik eSa
vc----lgh xyr dh FkksM+h cgqr le> eq>s Hkh gS] bruh
tYnh 'kknhA ikik vki rd vkidh fdlh jksd Vksd ik
loky ugha fd;k eSaus] D;ksafd eq>s irk Fkk ,d fnu vki
eq>s dqN le; ds fy, gh lgh ij vius rjhds ls thus
nsaxs----eSa vkidks xyr ugha dg jgh gq¡ ikik ysfdu eq>s
vkidk lkFk pkfg,A vkidh ethZ ls gh 'kknh d#¡xh eS
ikik] vki bl ckr dk ruko u yks----Hkjkslk djks eq> ij**(
bruk dg dj eSa 'kkar gks x;hA ikik lc dqN lqu jgs Fks
vkSj FkksM+h nsj ckn dgk ** Bhd gS] fn;k rq>dks rsjh ftanxh
thus dk le; ysfdu mlds ckn esjh gh pysxh**A ;g
lqudj eSa eqLdqjk nh] ** okil vk tk** A bl ,d okD; esa
lkjh ckrsa Nqih FkhA eSaus Qksu j[kk vkSj ,d vkRefo'okl
vk x;k Fkk eq>es vkSj ,d lqdwu vk x;k fny esa----A
vkt igyh ckj le>k fd ftanxh Hkh ,d izos'k dh rjg
gh rks gS cl QdZ ;g gS ge lc ds iz'u vyx gSA Mj rks
lcdks yxrk gS vlQy gks tkus dk] ysfdu fcuk dksf'k'k
fd;s gkj eku suk lgh ugha gSA igyh ckj ikik ls fny fd
ckrs dgus esa eS lQy gqÃ FkhA ge bruh ckrs vius vanj
j[k ysrs gS fd ge ;g ugha le>rs fd 'kk;n ogh gky
ckfd;ksa dk Hkh gks----ikik rks ges'kk ls leFkZu iz.kkyh gksrs
gS] gk¡ dHkh dHkh ckrs cksy ugha ikrs gS ysfdu oks Hkh gels
mruk gh I;kj djrs gS ftruk ge muls----eq>s esjh eafty
fey pqdh Fkh----vkSj eSa mls ikus ds fy, tk jgh Fkh okil----vius ikik ds ikl
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From The Editor's Desk

A Busy Day
Aaditya Somani
Electronics Engineering,
Batch of 2016

Om, Shagun, Aryan
“A moment lasts for a second but memories remain forever. The mind captures them, weaves in
treasure and embraces it with pleasure.”
Time flies like an arrow! The same time cannot be brought back, but it comes in the form of
Memories. And memories are what we all cherish forever. Our past connects us to the events
that somehow changed our life. It's the endurance in the past that is enroute to a bright future.
And the exuberant success is then tasted with Pride.
The roots of our education can never be forgotten and that's how our Alumni can hardly forget
their Alma Mater! They just crave for a Time Machine that will land them into the past, to relive all
the moments and to again enjoy the long lost time.
It ultimately gives Joie de vivre moments to remember all the fun and frolic times.It was also an
important turning point for our Alumni that enlightened their life and helped them conquer
their dreams. Those memories are surely the timeless treasures of their heart.
Some memories are unforgettable, remaining ever vivid and heart warming. The work of our
Alumni in the form of articles, poems, exquisite artwork and photographs are all combined in
'Les Souvenirs' that exemplify their beautiful work and their lovely contributions in the
magazine. This section is bound to bring memories galore for our seniors to remember.
Our Alumni have always set an example for all their juniors. We are very thankful to them. They
are the guiding light in the storm of our confused life. Afterall it's their footprints that we all
juniors follow. Their hardwork is an inspiration and their achievement is a motivation in our life.

A Calm Day
Oveek Chatterjee
Electronics Communication,
Batch of 2015

Shagun Kathuria
3rd Year, EC
Section Head
Alumni Section Team
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A Mothers Love

Childhood

Oveek Chatterjee

Kartik Saboo

Electronics Communication,
Batch of 2015

Computer Science
Engineering,
Batch of 2016

Calm in chaos
(Yamuna)
Kartik Saboo
Computer Science
Engineering,
Batch of 2016
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Delhi6
Kartik Saboo
Computer Science
Engineering,
Batch of 2016
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Festivity.
(Dharampeth,
Nagpur)
Kartik Saboo

Perfection
(Humayuns Tomb)
Kartik Saboo

Computer Science
Engineering,
Batch of 2016

Computer Science
Engineering,
Batch of 2016

Our Heritage
Aaditya Somani
Electronics Engineering,
Batch of 2016
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The Indian
Queen
Oveek Chatterjee
Electronics Communication,
Batch of 2015
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The Palette
of Blue,

The Spark
of Life

Himachal Pradesh
Kartik Saboo

Oveek Chatterjee

Computer Science
Engineering, Batch of 2016

Electronics Communication,
Batch of 2015

The Rear View
Oveek Chatterjee
Electronics Communication,
Batch of 2015
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The Unbeaten
Sky
Aaditya Somani
Electronics Engineering,
Batch of 2016
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ONE WHERE I MET SCOTT KELLY
 AN ASTRONAUT
Star Struck. I met a man who boldly goes where no one has
gone before.

When time
stood still
Kartik Saboo
Computer Science
Engineering,
Batch of 2016

Astronaut Scott Kelly! Scott graced the Microsoft campus
yesterday and talked to an excited crowd of about 600+
Microsoft Employees. He was our guest for the speaker
series run by Microsoft's 'Outside in' program. Microsoft
employees poured in from everywhere to hear him speak,
to shake his hand and take pictures with him. That one hour
listening to his stories and views felt too short. With the
alternating goose bumps and heavy pounding of the heart
beats and a few outburst of laughter at his jokes, I was star
struck and in a daze for the rest of the day. Scott spoke
about his ordinary beginnings. He told us that he found 'his
spark' on reading a book on fighter jets and planes much
later, when in college. He then spoke of the extraordinary
things he dreamt about and worked on. He spoke at length
of the challenges and triumphs and most importantly the
learning from his one year in command of the International
Space Station (ISS). Scott gave his everything to be the
guinea pig for scientific experiments and studies when on
the ISS. He took his own ultrasounds multiple times a day,
collected blood samples, and whole lot of other data about
himself and his crew. We learnt that the data that was
generated by those experiments is still being analyzed by
experts. He read a few lines from his recent book,
Endurance. The book gives details of his experiences
during his one year in space.

Sonali Parulekar
IE, Batch of 1995
IT guy, spacewalker, scientist, commander, and space
shuttle pilot, all of those. Scott said, I cannot ring up and
expect someone to show up to help, can I? He did mention
that he would get help remotely through advisors and
especially counsellors to ensure he stayed sane enough in
such extremities and isolation. In some ways, he also
explained that his work and routine on the ISS was not all
that different than ours. He transitioned his duties to the
new commander who replaced him but he shared that he
still gets emails once in a while where he is asked, where
did you keep this? Have you seen something like this? What
does it do? Etc. That cracked us up. Hard to think of this in
context of 'rocket science'. He went on and shared that on
weekends, just like us, he would clean the house. Well, the
house here happens to be the International Space Station
that orbits the earth 15 times a day at an altitude of 400 Km
from the earth's surface
What human curiosity and human will can accomplish is
thrilling, insightful and endless. I feel fortunate that I have
these memories and thoughts to cherish forever.
#MicrosoftLife\

What he shared at the end was profound. He said that, if we
can come together as a human race to keep a manned 420
ton structure running in the hostile environment of outer
space for our quest for finding answers, we can solve just
about anything on the ground if we dream of it, come
together and put ourselves to task. What a great thought!

DIVERSITY
Aaditya Somani

On a lighter note, relatively speaking, he also talked about
aspects of his job that are much different than any other on
earth. When he is at work, he is part doctor, dentist, janitor,

Electronics Engineering,
Batch of 2016
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DEAR FRIENDS!

Kanishka Jasani
ECE, Batch of 2017

Days Passed,
Weeks Went,
Hardik Agrawal
CSE, Batch of 2015

ITS ALL ABOUT PERCEPTION!

Years Yelled,
Bells of Friendship Stroke,
Everyone amidst Beginnings,

It was said in the texts that eighty percent of the fighting
male population of the civilization was wiped out in the
eighteen days of the war.
Sanjay, at the end of the war went to the spot where the
greatest war took place; Kurukshetra.
He looked around and wondered if the war really
happened, if the ground beneath him had soaked all that
blood, if the great Pandavas and Krishna stood where he
stood.
'You will never know the truth about that!' said an aging
soft voice.
Sanjay turned around to find an Old man in saffron robes
appearing out of a column of dust.
'I know you are here to find out about the Kurukshetra war,
but you cannot know about that war till you know what the
real war is about.' the Old man said enigmatically.
'What do you mean?'
'The Mahabharata is an Epic, a ballad, perhaps a reality but
definitely a philosophy.'
The Old man smiled luring Sanjay into more questions.
'Can you tell me what the philosophy is then?'
Sanjay requested.
Sure, began the Old man.
'The Pandavas are nothing but your five senses, sight, smell,
taste, touch and sound and do you know what the Kauravas
are?' he asked narrowing his eyes.
'The Kauravas are the hundred vices that attack your
senses everyday but you can fight them and do you know
how?'
Sanjay shook his head again.
'When Krishna rides your chariot !’
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The Old man smiled brighter and Sanjay gasped at that gem
of insight.

Got Choked.

'Krishna is your inner voice ,your soul, your guiding light
and if you let your life in his hands you have nothing to
worry.'

Making New Memories,

Sanjay was stupefied but came around quickly with
another question. 'Then why are Dronacharya and
Bhishma fighting for the Kauravas, if they are vices?'

Is a Myth deeply grown?

Missing Old Buddies,
Following a Path Unknown,
Desired to shine upright,
Now stood in a corner sitting tight.

The Old man nodded, sadder for the question.
'It just means that as you grow up your perception of your
elders change. The elders who you thought were perfect in
your growing up years are not all that perfect. They have
faults. And one day you will have to decide if they are for
your good or your bad. Then you may also realize that you
may have to fight them for the good. It is the hardest part of
growing up and that is why the Geeta is important.’

Less are the worries,
More are the memories,
With Friendship so nice.

Weeks will go,

'What about Karna?' he whispered.

For Our Hearts to sway,

'Ah!' said the Old man. 'You have saved the best for last.
Karna is the brother to your senses, he is desire, he is a part
of you but stands with the vices. He feels wronged and
makes excuses for being with the vices as your desire does
all the time.

Beautiful Relation will always stay!

He seemed to have disappeared in the column of dust.
Leaving behind the greatest philosophy of Life.

HOME
Akash Tiwari
EE, Batch of 2016

Days will pass,

With its bounding spell.

Sanjay nodded silently. He looked at the ground, consumed
with a million thoughts, trying to put everything together
and then when he looked up the Old man was gone.

SWEET

For everyone to rejoice,

Sanjay slumped down on the ground, not because he was
tired but because he could understand and was struck by
the enormity of it all.

Does your desire not give you excuses to embrace vices?

HOME

Years will yell,

With a few wrinkles and well braided hair,
at the hearth of my birth, she awaits me there!
Upon the dusty cradle, under the giant roof,
amidst the city illumination, part of my heart stays aloof.
Here I grow furious, under the raging sun.
Gloom creeps in, befriending smoke and rum!
The walks are silent but not peaceful,
the talks are tangible but remorseful!
The air of this city is a hypocrite,
caressing the unneeded, it chokes my spirit.
On a lonely bed I lie, staring out of the window to trace myself in a marathon.
In a marathon, of nothing but humiliation.
Each moment, I deceive my brave blood,
sacrificing dreams and leaving the eyes to flood.
The flesh toils, the blood boils, and the dreams rest to moan.
Where in infinity, has my breath of inspiration flown?
Take me back to the vintage goals, gratefully grown.
Take me back to my home, sweet home.
Take me back to my home, sweet home.
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IDENTIFYING
THE REAL 'YOU'!

Learning must be continuous.

Nikhil Thard
IE, Batch of 1999

drawing. And I'm like, so this is how it's supposed to be

made. And lo and behold. The paint from the birds has not

between me and the teachers? What have I ever done to you

dried and they come down my sheet like rain drops on a

and your peaceful lives? Loitering outside the drawing

window. With my drooping smile and growing frown my

class and playing on the field. Isn't that what an artist

attempt to better my grade seems to have been foiled by

wants, peace? Why do you mess with mine with a scenery?

birds. Maybe that's just what birds do, they poop!

Oh yes I'm harsh and I'll tell you why. When you get an F at

I was worried. Maitri was happy. Her drawing was coming

need is to unlearn.The three days were one of the best

every attempt you've made in those drawing classes you'll

out to be again something to drool over just like I and many

learning experiences in the last 15 years of my life. For the

realize that a drawing examination can be as hard as

other boys in the class do towards her. And then I made a

first time I understood

deciphering in which hole to put the shoe lace first. You'll

wicked plan. "Maitri, the teacher wants to see you!" With a

"Identify the problem”

probably sympathize with my limitations now. Even if you

cute smile she ran away. Although I was feeling bad but this

knowingly or unknowingly.

"Stay with it”

are allowed to copy in a drawing exam which is an

had to be done. I replaced my sheet with hers and as I was

What's the most difficult thing

Some more "Stay with the problem”

unwritten and unsaid rule, I just can't! It's the one skill I or

about to go back to my seat I was stopped by Maitri's voice.

to do, is to Unlearn.

anyone in the world with a bad hand at drawing can just not

"She didn't call me! And what are you doing here?" With the

"Pensaar”

master even if we're champions at tricking the teachers

fear that I have been caught in my notorious act I replied,

Having known Deepa (an

"Now build a model where failure is in built attribute and

who come to check our pockets, shoes and compass during

"When did I say she called you?" And I ran out of the class

gives you maximum learning at minimum risk."

regular exams. Still, you can find someone to help you with

with her sheet in my hands. She chased me. The teacher as

"Iterate”

the shoes. But who'll help me in my drawing exam, and the

always was slow to react, she is too damn old and slow.

scenery? As I peer in the face of every classmate with great

Once out of the class I don't know where I was going

hope and expectation, my faith in how useless my friends

because Maitri was chasing me like a dog, a happy

We are at it almost every day

acquaintance) as a person though for a very short period of
time, I was in awe of her clarity and that she always made
sense. We interacted 3 years back and then were wanting to
work on a new concept but it didn't materialize, as they say

“Create."

"sera sera" (whatever will happen, will happen)

Excellent job by Team Pensaar. When are you opening this

I thankfully came across this design workshop which was

up, a Design thinking university or a module which just

being held by 'Pensaar' ( a design thinking start-up that

connects with the existing education system around 10th

are, only grows. Plus I'm not friends with Maitri, the

coincident since until that moment I used to chase her. I ran

greatest painter that not just my classmates but even the

and ran and she chased and chased and here I was gasping

teachers admit has got something special in her and go

at the cliff, which was the end. And that was the most

bananas while rewarding her drawing sheet with A+. She

enjoying, annoying and memorable drawing examination I

paints scenery like she's planting a tree, building a house

ever gave!

aims to help organisations create customer experiences) a

standard, helping everyone identify what they want to do

team of amazing human beings. It was at IIMB so basically a

in life? Where they want to go?

chance to be a kid in a Disneyland and it was great value for

And now I am a founder at 'Lahe Lahe.'I with my wife, set

money. I checked with my better half as we have a 2-year-

out with the idea for a community space in the city, where

with my inspiration I start with the most beautiful object

old kid and once she approved, I was there. (This is the key

we envisioned a place where people could take a break

anyone can ever expect from me as an original creation.

all the other things in this document is irrelevant, talk to

from their busy schedules, slow down and give free rein to

The blank drawing sheet. And then starts the demolition of

your spouse )

their expressions. And, that's exactly what you can expect

the purest and most pristine objects that the school gives

I have had a fair share of success and failures. I have

at 'Lahe Lahe' {an Assamese phrase which means slowly

because come on all good things are white. Cakes, Milky

succeeded and failed around the world and some places

slowly}, an all-new cultural space and performance venue.

Bar, my cycle, Papa's scooter, Maitri's ponies… Anyway!

spectacularly. They say failures are the best teachers, but

We offer 'Lahe Lahe' to you whenever you need. A new

just ask the person about to drown why didn't he learn to

expression space to identify, learn and create yourself!

swim, just try. It's not easy to learn from failures. What we

and opening a tap for the water to flow. When I start to draw

So I start by drawing triangles for mountains, a circle for
the sun and somehow straight lines for the rays. Then
comes the rectangles for the only house in the entire
picture. The tree is also easy, so that's done. Showing birds

THE DRAWING EXAM

Rohan Dekate
ME, Batch of 2016

When I saw the sun shining even brighter than yesterday

And today's exam has always been my nemesis. It has never

and the birds chirping I had got my inspiration for today's

left me since I started schooling. What I fail to understand is

examination. Like everyone I'm also not fond of

how can someone expect to present on paper something as

examinations but like everyone I've to give them as well.

boring as a scenery? Yes a scenery. That's the theme of my
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is a piece of cake, just Vs! And just like one draws the single
road from the single door of the only house in the scenery I
make the river. I paint them all with nice bright colours. So
far so good. And then like an actual expert painter I raise my
drawing sheet in front of me with the sunlight from the
window behind me to marvel at the masterpiece I just
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Roads of Thorns,
Are held so strong.
Beautiful people all along,
Are waiting from so long.
Patience always suits,
To destined fruits.
Dreams back due,
Are now reaching far through.
Curiosities then revolved,
Are mysteries now resolved.
Milestones achieved,
And memories reckoned.
Challenges still cradle,
But "Life" goes on.

of proselytes. They had been converted many years ago, of

century Jewish traveller, Zechariah Dhahiri (recollections

the natives of Cochin and Germany. They are adept in their

of his travels in circa 1558)

knowledge of Jewish laws and customs, acknowledging the

frontier route, where I made a passage across the Great Sea

injunctions of the Divine Law (Torah), and making use of its
means of punishment. I dwelt there three months, among
the holy congregations.

by ship for twenty days... went into the city of Cochin,

Challah: Jews bread

wherein I found what my soul desired, insofar that a

Jedidiah: King Solomon.

community of Spaniards is to be found there who are
Kanishka Jasani
ECE, Batch of 2017

Hitler changed Jews and made them bitter. What we see as

people moved to our country India.

modern-day capitalism is the outcome of the hatred which

Time is always moving and so are borders. Human beings

Hitler infected on the keepers of Commerce, the Jews.

are belligerent as well as humane, we have duality inside

We understand that and know what it feels to be where you

us. These people have been known to incite hatred and

are, we were under rulers/predators who tried to break

extreme reactions, barring few countries in the world

our back and succeeded multiple times. We fought back

everywhere they were feared and shunned. As usual one is

and kept our sanity.

India and these people were and are Jews.

India is where humanity comes to reconnect with its soul.

India and Israel share a relationship which predates some

This is an open invitation come down to our homes and

major messiahs who walked our planet. We as a Nation do

start believing in the beauty of humanity. We have duality,

share and excel in commerce and our community is good at

both love and aggression inside us. Its time to start working

neighbours. You survived the humiliation and annihilation

with love.
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The following is a description of the Jews of Cochin by 16th

and Cush, to search out a better livelihood. I had chosen the

In the times of Jedidiah, the first set of these amazing

of Hitler as well as the constant jealousy of neighbours.

derived of Jewish lineage, along with other congregations

" ...I travelled from the land of Yemen unto the land of India

Nikhil Thard
IE, Batch of 1999

MALABARI CHALLAH

From the keepers of commerce in India.

Abhishek Kundu
ECE, Batch of 2017

IN THE PAST
I want to go back and live in the past.
Where music was my soul.
And where I desired to see your dance.
Where we had countless laughs and never ending fights....
But still our bond was strong enough to show off our love in pride.
The present we are living in, I don't like this very much.
A lost feelings and darkness seems to wander without touch.
Where hesitations are there to speak my heart out.
Where i want to regret and cry out loud.
I want to go back to that ocean of love again.
Where we walked the shore holding each other's pain.
I don't know how to get back that trust.
I don't know how to polish this bond filled with rust.
Just want to make you believe with tears in my eyes.
Loosing you is like the dark clouds in the sky.
Where the storm is hitting my heart.
And droplets of rain from your eyes tearing me apart.
I want to clear this above blue night.
And want to hold you again to fly.
Take you to the land of happiness and dilution.
Where your beauty will be glitter in another dimension.
And again a wave of silence will wrap us together.
Where the cold dark night will sleep forever.
Chilling breeze brightening the essence of your aroma
Illuminating a stigma of love approaching with less defiance
Coherently making me numb to articulate you with silence
Locking our eyes with the silence of our breathe
Gazing your smile with the pain underneath
I don't know how long this moment will last.
It's just I want to live back with you in past.
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THE RAINCOAT MAN
I asked a friend to tell me a humorous story once and he
narrated this:
"Dating back to the year 2010, I was part of my school's
dramatics club and we were set to stage the 'Play of the
Year' on New Year's Eve as part of a weeklong annual school
celebration!
Mr. Khuranna, with his grey hair and huge pot belly was one
of the finest teachers we could have had as our director. But
along with his knowledge about the art, came the fact that
he was the toughest taskmaster we ever came across!
Our play was called 'Out in the Rain' and as far as my
memory goes, it was about two men at the prime of their
lives trying to figure out where they are headed when they
stumble upon each other on a rainy night and how a series
of funny events brings them answers to their confusing
questions.
So flashing back to the auditions, it was a day of tension and
anxiety as getting selected for the play was a matter of life
and death then.
And lo! Victory prevailed, when I was selected to play the
protagonist over a hundred odd candidates!
Next step was to impress Mr. Khuranna! And I fought tooth
and nail with my 'acting' shortcomings and learnt the trade
on the go from him, thereby becoming his favourite protégé!
Mr. Khuranna was a living nightmare demanding perfection
in every respect, for whom the only agenda was to make
this play successful! He would take up to task every student
who would fool around and the site was not pretty, the only
relief for me being that I was in his good books. Every day I
would reach the rehearsals before everyone did, and would
have my lines by heart always, so that he could never
complain. The play required me to wear a raincoat right at
the beginning of the play. But all we had was a hanger in the
corner of the stage, and every day I would pretend to wear
it and then deliver my dialogues! As days passed the
routine became in built and my act became better & better.
Time passed and D-day arrived! All decked up in our hired
costumes, amidst all the last minute back stage banter, a
voice roared one last time before our final act. "No mistakes
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Disha Ghoshal
EN, Batch of 2016
today", boomed Mr. Khuranna and while others shuddered
my chest swelled with pride 'cause I thought I was the best
and even as per Mr. Khuranna I was undoubtedly so!
Cut to the chase, the curtains were raised and it was time
for the scene. As usual, like I did in all my rehearsals I went
up to the stage, PRETENDED to wear a raincoat only to
realize, 14 dialogues and a unwarranted shower later that I
had forgotten to put on the raincoat!
That it wasn't a rehearsal but the final play and one glance
sideways told me that that the raincoat that was supposed
to be on me was still hanging at the corner of the stage! No
wonder the audience was giving me puzzled looks when I
looked at them!
I panicked! But I had learned to manage well and somehow
prayed that scene gets over quickly so that I could control
the damage! But the gods ruled against me that day as I
walked into the greatest faux pas in our school history!
With all eyes staring at me for blunder I had a volcano
inside which would burst as soon as I exited the stage. But it
happened too soon and by soon I mean before they turned
the mikes off, as I exited I yelled,"Khuranna will kill me!" a
little too loudly!!!
The audience heard it, the backstage fell silent and I wished
that the earth engulfs me. But as it turned out, the Hitler
found it amusing and let it go unlike himself and I cashed on
it and ran away right after the show! To date I haven't had
the face to go see him again, but I hear from my juniors that
he still remembers me as The Raincoat Man!"
They found the story really straight from the heart and has
stayed with me ever since.

MY GRANDPA 
A REVOLUTIONARY THINKER IN UNIQUE WAYS
Mahatma, not M.K and it matters.October 2nd is Gandhiji's
birthday. My grandpa passed away on Oct 11, 2010 and
there is a connection between these events. Here is a story
worth sharing in loving memory of my grandpa.It all
started with a feeling of uneasiness that Mr. Vireshwar
Khadilkar Bhat had when in November of 1996 he saw the
new 10 rupee currency notes identifying the portrait of
Mahatma Gandhi as M.K Gandhi. Why this oversight, he
thought? After all, Mahatma, was the title conferred by the
nation on this man who led India's freedom struggle with
non- violent means. Mr. Bhat wrote to the Governor of the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to bring to light their mistake.
He humbly requested that they issue new notes with
identification of Mahatma Gandhi's portrait, if that was
even necessary, as 'Mahatma Gandhi' and not M.K Gandhi.
Reserve Bank of India however dismissed his request,
mentioning they have used the First name and Last name of
the person, which make the primary identity of any person
and there is no correction needed. First name and Last
name are for you and I, dear Sir, Mr. Bhat replied to the RBI,
and not for the father of the nation. Mahatma is THE
identity of the person we are talking about here who the
nation fondly refers as 'Bapu', the Father of the nation.
Having witnessed freedom from the British rule that was
an outcome of Mahatma Gandhi's movement, he had
immense respect and gratitude for the Mahatma. For
Mr. Bhat, the portrait on the currency did not need
identification at all. Mahatma's pictorial outline serves as
identification itself to the whole world. So, he did not give
up. What followed was his lone crusade, as the Indian
Express later described. In August of 1997, Mr. Khadilkar
mutilated the 10 Rupee note by striking off M.K and writing
Mahatma over it and sent it to the RBI acknowledging that
he knows it is a crime to wilfully tamper currency. He sent a
strong message that he will not budge and that he would
take the help of the press and also reach out to the
President of India. The exchange of dialogue continued
between Mr. Bhat and RBI for months and finally Mr. Bhat
gave them a deadline and also wrote to the President of
India, citing his request to help him in this matter of
national sentiment.

Sonali Parulekar
IE, Batch of 1995

He said, "I appeal to the Rashtrapati (President of India) to
intervene and restore the dignity of the Rashtrapita
(nation's father)! ".Articles were published in newspapers,
word spread eventually and then on one such chilly winter
morning of 1997, my grandpa, Mr. Bhat, best known as
Dada for all near and dear, had a radiant smile on his face as
he held the letter from RBI . RBI announced that all new
currency notes that will be issued will henceforth have
Mahatma Gandhi and not M.K Gandhi on them. Dada said I
am glad and I am not uneasy anymore. I wanted to restore
the dignity of the Mahatma, incidentally the authorities
agreed, though late and nothing more than that. It was
never about winning or losing for him. He however said
that he will never spend the mutilated 10 Rupee note that
RBI later returned to him.This story of the 10 Rupee note is
one of many stories of his deeds that continue to inspire all
those who knew him. Dada belonged to a staunch Brahmin
(priest) Maharashtrian family from Deshil, a small village
in Karnataka. He left his home at an early age of 4 to stay
with his aunt so he could get educated. He earned his fees
for primary education by working at his aunt's food joint.
When Dada was in his teens, he stood up against his family,
to protect his widowed sister-in-law from rituals practiced
for widows. He took off from the village and found a
suitable match for her and got her re-married. Dada was
always hungry for knowledge and education. He was an
avid reader and followed every news channel until he could.
I have fond memories of Dada taking me to the many parks
in Nagpur along with my siblings, cousins and 4-5 other
kids, kids of the domestic helpers that served the families
in the neighbourhood who also piled with us in Dada's
yellow ambassador car. Dada was always against
discrimination based on religion or caste or economic
status. He treated all alike. Religion, Caste, what nonsense,
he would say. Wonder how long it will take for all of us to
realize that what connects us is what lies above religions
and castes that separate us.
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RHYMES

1) To assert the territorial integrity of India.

I hate rhymes
Not because that's kindergarten,
Not only they light up innocence in poems.
I don't hate rhyming because they deprive
a poem of its horror and an artist of his darkness.
Rhymes are food a poem's soul breeds upon,
A flame that Waters it.
I hate to admit it but I hate rhymes because they are tough to kindle.
Rhymes are to poems as a dead to his loved ones.
The presence make it better,
The absence of, make it better.
The Poet who say that they don't rhyme because it's
sluggish and boring and babyish and faux portrayal is because they can't.
They are false pursuit.
They have never seen a dead man or a tear in their mother's eyes.

KNOW MORE ABOUT OUR ARMED FORCES
The Indian Armed Forces are the military forces of the
Republic of India. It consists of three professional
uniformed services: the Indian Army, Indian Navy, and
Indian Air Force. Additionally, the Indian Armed Forces are
supported by the Indian Coast Guard and paramilitary
organisations (Assam Rifles, and Special Frontier Force)
and various inter-service commands and institutions such
as the Strategic Forces Command, the Andaman and
Nicobar Command and the Integrated Defence Staff. The
President of India is the Supreme Commander of the Indian

2) To defend the country if attacked by a foreign nation.
3) To support the civil community in case of disasters (e.g.
flooding).
4) To participate in United Nationspeacekeeping
operations in consonance with India's commitment to
the United Nations Charter.
It's an honour to be part of this country with such brave
living warriors. I respect and salute our soldiers. For them
Country always comes before their own self! Be it a hot

Rashika Gupta
Electronics, Batch of 2016

Armed Forces. The Indian Armed Forces are under the
management of the Ministry of Defence (MoD) of the
Government of India. With strength of over 1.4 million
active personnel, it is the world's 2nd largest military force
and has the world's largest volunteer army. It is important
to note that the Central Armed Police Forces, which are
commonly and incorrectly referred to as 'Paramilitary
Forces', are headed by officers from the Indian Police
Service and are under the control of the Ministry of Home
Affairs, not the Ministry of Defence.
The Indian armed forces have been engaged in a number of
major military operations, including: the Indo-Pakistani
wars of 1947, 1965 and 1971, the Portuguese-Indian War,
the Sino-Indian War, the 1967 Chola incident, the 1987
Sino-Indian skirmish, the Kargil War, and the Siachen
conflict among others. India honours its armed forces and
military personnel annually on Armed Forces Flag Day, 7
December. Since 1962, the IAF has maintained close
military relations with Russia, including cooperative
development of programmes such as the Fifth Generation
Fighter Aircraft (FGFA) and the Multirole Transport
Aircraft (MTA)
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The Armed Forces have four main tasks;

humid day or a bleak weather they will always be there
protecting and fighting for the nation. No matter what
comes, they are there safeguarding the beauty and respect
of the nation. All the praises and adjectives are less to
describe their valour and selfless sacrifice. Let's just
remember them each time we rejoice our freedom. In the
midst of all the riots even if we are alive today, the
contribution goes entirely to the soldiers who are no doubt
born with an extraordinary spirit, strength and an
unbreakable willpower. As the soldier rightly says,
"Either I will come back after hoisting the Tricolour, or I
will come back wrapped in it, but I will be back for sure."

BEST FRIENDS FOREVER

Jayshree Sahu
CSE, Batch of 2017

I'm writing this to you all not just because I miss you all a lot.
But to tell you for one last time, we have lived and shared what not.
Seeing all of us growing mature with each other, now heading on different ways.
Being ready to take whatever life is about to throw on us in upcoming days.
After having spent so many years together including indulging into antics so crazy.
This little journey will bring us tomorrow the bittersweet memories through hazy.
But while it's definitely sad that now we won't be spending time together.
I can't wait to see us achieve goals and dreams we've been harbouring since ever.
We used to be the wide-eyed kids with dreams in eyes and raging ambition in each heart.
It's funny how the part of us always wished to rule the world and be never apart.
I'm excited to see the personal, social and professional advancement we make in lives.
Last but certainly not the least, the wish to see your kids and your husband or wives.
While we might be scared and nervous about what's to come, let's make a promise pack.
Years from now, wherever we are we'll keep playing the BFF role having each other's back.
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POWER IS WITHIN YOU
A BUNCH FULL
OF LETTERS
Kshitij A Madan
CSE, Batch of 2016
A Bunch full of letters
Pleasingly fashioned
Millions of unsung words,
A pile of poor ten digits
Architecture an empire
Of endless numbers,
A pretty few hues
Bloomed thousand blushing
Shades in milieu,
A Petty eight-note scale
Brimmed the heavens
To sounds of boundless lullabies,
And all those innumerable
Beautiful words and radiant colors
And countless permutations
And pacifying symphonies
We're weaved together
Like stars and stars assemble
To form an universe,
So as to form
You and solely you my love.

AN UNTUNED GUITAR
Usually, a weekend for an I.T. employee means sleep. On a
Sunday afternoon, in my bachelor pad, I noticed my old
dusty guitar that was kept in the corner. Suddenly, a
thought came to my mind that I should clean and tune my
guitar as during my college days, it helped me to cope up
with the stress.

Apurv Jain
IT, Batch of 2014
If you think you are losing,
You have actually lost it.
If you think you are shattered,
You actually are.
It all lies in the state of mind,
In you, an infinite potential you will find.
For being good you are slapped,
Accept it,
For being soft you are crumbled,
Enjoy it.
It all lies in the state of mind,
In you, an infinite potential you will find.
When you try and trial makes you fail,
Try and fail again.
When you seem to be decelerated,
Climb up again.
It all lies in the state of mind,
In you, an infinite potential you will find.
Life's battle should be conquered
No back-out, no defeat.
Life does not favor the strong,
Or a powerful man,
But favors a man who thinks HE CAN.
Vineeth Das
IT, Batch of 2015
cycle. But there is more to life than this depressing thought
of being a machine.

Once we start working, join the rat race, we never bother to
calibrate our 'life' because of which, at some point of time
our life becomes inconvenient.

We all could search a unique hobby that would help us tune
our soul. We all have that special spark that can separate us
from the machines and make us human again. This
calibration is very important as it would help us to cope up
with the failures in our life. Believe me, that depression
and negative thoughts are very common these days and
they influence us to take bad decisions, be it rejection, job
pressure, peer pressure. These things add up to the bad
health of an individual.

We live our life but fail to enjoy it. We miss all the small
things which would have given us utmost pleasure. We
tend to become a machine, simply gearing up for the next

According to me, all my fellow juniors who are going to
step into the professional life, should try to find the
calibration point in their leisure time.

While tuning it, a random thought struck my mind that all
our lives are like this untuned guitar.
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lEikndh;e~

Jh xksfoUnyky&vxzoky%
egklfpo%] RCOEM ukxiqje~

,fg] laLd`ra iB ------laLd`ra HkkjrL; vkRekA HkkjrL; ldyKku&foKkue~]
laLd`fr%] laLdkjk% p laLd`rs fufgrk% orZUrsA ,rs"kke~
vk/kkj% laLd`resoA ;Fkk Hkwfea fouk ikniL; iks"k.ka u
'kD;rs rFkSo laLd`ra fouk Hkkjrh;&KkulEin% iks"k.ka u
'kD;rs A txRiz f l)L; mRd` " V&ekuo&thouL;
lUn’skokgdk% onsk%ijqk.kkfu] 'kkL=kf.k] mifu"kn% jkek;.ke~]
Jhen~Hkxon~xhrk% bR;kn;% losZ·fi xzUFkk% laLd`rHkk"k;k
,o fyf[krk% lfUrA laLd`ra fouk laLd`rKkua fouk p
,rs"kka xzUFkkuke~ vfLrRoa ukfLr] rFkSo ,rku~ xzUFkku~ fouk
HkkjrL; vfLrRoa ukfLr vr% oDrqa 'kD;rs ;r~ laLd`ra fouk
HkkjrL; vfLrRoa ukfLr bfrA

Kku&lEina jf{krqa cgqfo/kiz;klku~ vkRecfynkua pkfi
d`roUr%A rs tkufUr Le ;r~ Hkkjrh;&KkulEir~ ;fn
lajf{krk Hkfo";fr rfgZ lglzokjefi HkkjrL; iqufuZekZ.ka
Hkfo";frA ;fn ,dokje~ vLekda KkulEir~ u"Vk
Hkfo";fr rfgZ HkkjrL; fpjdkfyde~ vfLrRoa lekIra
Hkfo";frA Hkkjrh;k% ,dokja LodrZO;a iky;Ur% 'kL=}kjk
'kkL=j{k.ka d`roUr%] fdUrq v| f=fHk% odkjS% 'kkL=j{k.kL;
vko’;drk vfLr] rs p lfUr & ok.kh oL=a O;ogkj% psfrA

Hkz"VkpkjjfgrL; lqlaLd`rL; HkkjrL; iqufuZekZ.kk;
vk/kkjLo:ik.kka 'kkL=k.kka j{k.kL; leku&mÙkjnkf;Roa
losZ"kka Hkkjrh;kuke~ vfLr vr% losZ·fi LodrZO;a iky;Ur%
foxrs"kq lglzkf/kd&o"ksZ"kq y{k’k% Hkkjrh;k% HkkjrL; laLd`re~ vo’;a iBs;q%A
AA onrq laLd`re~ ] t;rq Hkkjre~ AA

vkse] lksuy] psru] vkstlojk
] fuf[ky
le;% fnDifjorZua dqoZUUkfLr A le;L; vusu ifjorZusu orZekuk% lokZ% ifjfLFkr;% ifjoR;ZUrsA bna p
ifjorZua ldkjkRed&fnf’k Hkofr bfr vLekda d`rs g"kZL; fo"k;%A oSnsf’kdkuke~ vkr³~dS% loZFkk eqDr%
vLekda ns’k% iqu% fo’oxq#RoL; ;k=ke~ vkjC/koku~ vfLrA ,rL;ka ;k=k;ka HkkjrL; d`rs rr~ loZefi
vko’;da ;s"kka dkj.kkr~ Hkkjra iwoZa fo’oxq#% vklhr~A ;Fkk nqX/ke~] 'kdZjk] pk;pw.kZe~ bR;knhfHk% fouk
pk;fuekZ.ka u 'kD;rs rFkSo mRd`"Vk laLd`fr%] mRd`"Vk% laLdkjk%] mRd`"Va ekuo&thoue~] mRd`"Vk%
fopkjk%] ukxfjdkuke~ mRd`"Va jkf"Vª;a lkekftda p pfj=e~ bR;knhfHk% fouk fo’oxq#RoL; izkfIr% u
'kD;rsA fo’oxq#RoL; ewyHkwrkfu ,rkfu rRokfu v|kfi laLd`rs lajf{krkfu lfUr vr% fo’oxq#% bfr
insu HkkjrL; vy³~dj.kk; Hkkjrh;S% vLekfHk% laLd`rk/;;ua dj.kh;eso Hkfo";frA
LorU=rkizkIrs% vuUrja ;s Hkkjrh;k% laLd`ra ifBrqe~ volja u izkIroUr% rs"kka laLd`rk/;;uk; fofHkUu &
'kk;dh;&futhlaLFkkfHk% voljk% ifjdYI;Urs v|RosA vLekda egkfo|ky;s vukSipkfjd &
laLd`r&f'k{k.k&dsUnze~ ,rL; ,de~ mnkgj.ke~ vfLrA
foxrs"kq n’kds"kq Hkkjrh;&lekts dspu tuk% nq"izpkja d`roUr% ;r~ laLd`ra dfBue~A ,rL; O;ogkjs
iz;ksx% u 'kD;rsA rs"kka nq"izpkjdkj.kkr~ cgo% tuk% laLd`ra ifjR;DroUr%A rs"kka dFkua loZFkk feF;k
vfLr bfr lizek.ke~ mnkgj.ka nkrqe~ ,o vL;ka if=dk;ka laLd`r&foHkkxL; ifjdYiuk d`rk vfLr
vLekfHk%A
vkstLojk ikBd
bysDVªkWfud] r`rh;a o"kZe~
iz/kku&lEikfndk
laLd`r&foHkkx

iwue tSu
¼esdsfudy] izFke o"kZe~½

okd~&lkSUn;Ze~
;k Hkk"kk loZyksds"kq ekr`:is.k lafLFkrkA
izkFkZ;s rkega fuR;a d.Bey³~dq#"o esAA
iBkfe laLd`ra fuR;a onkfe laLd`ra lnk A
/;k;kfe laLd`ra lE;d~ oUns laLd`rekrje~AA
Xkk;fUr nsok% fdyxhrdkfu
/kU;kLrq rs HkkjrHkwfeHkkxsA
LoxkZioxkZLinekxZHkwrs
HkofUr Hkw;% iq#"kk% lqjRokr~AA
ds;wjk u foHkw"k;fUr lrra gkjk u pUnzksTToyk%
u Lukua u foysiua u dqlqea uky³~d`rk% ew/kZtk%A
ok.;sdk ley³~djksfr iq#"ka ;k laLd`rk /kk;Zrs
{kh;Urs [kyq Hkw"k.kkfu lrra okXHkw"k.ka Hkw"k.ke~AA

**Hkk"kk ogh thfor jgrh gS tks gkSBksa ij gksrh gS] vr% fopkj Hkh os gh thfor jg ikrs gS
ftudh viuh Hkk"kk thfor jgrh gSA ;g ckr laLd`r ,oa Hkkjrh; laLd`fr dh orZeku
fLFkfr dh vksj ladsr djrh gSA**
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fofHkUu&laLFkkukuka è;s;&okD;kfu
loZ= fojktrs laLd`re~--- rfgZ eq[ks fdeFkZa u \
Hkkjr&loZdkj%
loksZPp&U;k;ky;%
yksd&lHkk
nwjn'kZue~
vkWy&bafM;k&jsfM;ks
Hkkjrh;&thou&chek&fuxe%
Fky&lsuk
Hkkjrh;&rV&j{kd%
ukS&lsuk
Mkd&rkj&foHkkx%
jkf"Vª;&’kSf{kd&vuqlU/kku
,oa izf’k{k.k&ifj"kn~
fo'ofo|kky;&vuqnku&vk;ksx%
jkf"Vª;&laLd`r&laLFkkue~
dsUnzh;&ek/;fed&f’k{kk&cksMZ
Hkkjrh;&lk³~f[;dh&laLFkkue~
Ekgkjk"Vª&iqfyl
ouLFkyh fo|kihBe~
dk'kh fgUnw fo’ofo|ky;%
Hkkjrh; izkS|ksfxdh laLFkkue~ eqEcbZ
Hkkjrh; izkS|ksfxdh laLFkkue] [kMxiqje~
Hkkjrh; izkS|ksfxdh laLFkkue] cSaxyw#
Hkkjrh; izkS|ksfxdh laLFkkue] pSUubZ
IIM ] Yk[kuÅ
Jh jkenso ckck vfHk;kfU=dh ,oa
izcU/ku&egkfo|ky;% ukxiqje~
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HkkypUnz gjnkl%
izk/;kid% bysDVªkWfud&foHkkx%]
dsUnzkf/kdkjh & izKk&dsUnze~

lR;eso t;rs
;rks /keZLrrks t;%
/keZ&pØ&izorZuk;
lR;a f’koa lqUnje~
loZtufgrk; loZtulq[kk;
;ksx{ksea ogkE;ge~
lsok vLekda /keZ%
o;a j{kke%
'ka uks o:.k%
vgfuZ'ka lsokegs

lR; dh gh thr gksrh gSA
tgk¡ /keZ gS ogk¡ t; gSA
/keZ pØ ds izorZu¼ vkxs ystkus½ ds fy,
lR;] dY;k.kizn vkSj lqUnj
lcds fgr ds fy,] lcds lq[k ds fy,
eSa ;ksx&{kse dk ogu djrk gw¡A
Lksok gekjk /keZ gSA
ge j{kk djrs gSA
Tkynso gekjk dY;k.k djsa
¼ge½ fnu jkr lsok djrs gSA

fo|;k·e`re’uqrs
Kku&foKkua foeqDr;s
;ks·uwpku% l uks egku~
vlrks ek ln~xe;
fHkUus"osdL; n’kZue~
lnz{k.kk; [kyfuxzg.kk;
lk fo|k ;k foeqDr;s
fo|;k·e`re’uqrs
Kkua ijea /;s;e~
;ksx% deZlq dkS’kye~
rstfLouko/khreLrq
flf)HkZofr deZtk
lqizcU/ks jk"Vª&le`f)%

fo|k ls ve`r dh izkfIr gksrh gSA
Kku&foKku ls eqfDr izkIr gksrh gSA
fujUrj v/;;ujr~ O;fDr gh egku~ gSA
gesa vlr~ ls lr~ dh vksj ys pysa
vusdrk esa ,drk dk n’kZu
lR; dh j{kk ,oa nq"V ds fuxzg.k ds fy,
fo|k eqfDr dk }kj gSA
fo|k ls ve`r dh izkfIr gksrh gSA
Kku ije /;s; gSA
ifjJe mRd`"Vrk dk ekxZ gSA
gekjk Kku rstLoh cusa
lQyrk dk ewyeU= dfBu ifjJe gSA
lqizcU/k ls jk"Vª le`) gksrk gSA

Js"Ba rU= f’k{k.ke~

rduhdh f’k{kk Js"B gSA

vkstLojk IkkBd
bysDVªkWfud] r`rh;a o"kZe~

fu.kZ;% Hkon/hu% ----

laLd`re~

1 & laLd`rs fda ukfLr ;su Hkoku~@Hkorh laLd`ra izfr u
vkxPNfr \
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2 & laLd`rs rFkk fde~ vfLr ;Lekr~ dkj.kkr~ Hkoku~
laLd`ra u bPNfr \
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------};ks% iz’u;ks% mÙkja Hkork@HkoR;k vkRe&fpUrua d`Rok
nkrO;e~A izFkeiz’uL; mÙkja ** nqxZq.kk% ** Hkforqe~ vgZfr]
rFkSo f}rh;iz’uL; mÙkja **ln~xq.kk%** Hkforqe~ vgZfrA
fda ee dFkua lR;e~ vfLr \
vga fpUr;kfe Hkor% foosd% ofn";fr loZFkk *vlR;e~*
dFkue~ vfLrA vka laLd`rs nqxZq.kk% u lfUrA Hkoku~ @Hkorh
nqxZq.ka u bPNfrA laLd`rs ln~xq.kk% lfUrA Hkoku~@Hkofr
ln~xq.ke~ bPNfrA ,rL; rkRi;Ze~ vfLr ifjfLFkfr% rq
vuqdqyk vfLrA fdUrq ifjfLFkfr% vuqdqyk vfLr rFkkfi
Hkoku~@Hkorh laLd`ra izfr u vkxPNfr ,rL; rkRi;Ze~
vfLr ee dFkua lR;e~ vfLrA fdeFkZa Hkor% eu%
laLd`r&v/;;us u jers dkj.ka tkuhe% & fda fda
Hkkjrh;e~ vfLr -----\
1 & fda Hkor% 'kjhja Hkkjrh;e~ vfLr \
---------- rfgZ Hkor% 'kjhjs Hkkjrh;Roa n`’;rs ok \

2 & Hkor% vkRek Hkkjrh;% vfLr ok \
------ rfgZ Hkor% vkRefu Hkkjrh;Roa n`’;rs ok \
3 & fda Hkor% fopkj% Hkkjrh;% ok \
------ rfgZ Hkor% fopkjs Hkkjrh;Roa vfLr ok \
4 & fda Hkor% laLd`fr% Hkkjrh;k ok \
---- rfgZ Hkor% O;ogkjs lk vfLr ok \
5 & fda Hkor% eu% Hkkjrh;a ok \
------rfgZ Hkor% eufl Hkkjrh;Roe~ vfLr ok \
6 & fda Hkor% Hkk"kk Hkkjrh;k ok \
---- rfgZ Hkor% Hkk"kk;ka Hkkjrh;Roe~ vfLr ok \
'kjhjL; izR;sda d.ks Hkkjrh;Roe~ vko’;de~A rsu fouk
Hkoku~ Hkkjrh;lEina izkIrqa u 'kDuksfrA Hkkjrh;Roa rnk ,o
vkxPNfr ;nk Hkkjra izfr Hkor% LokfHkekua tkxzra u
HkofrA LokfHkekuL; tkxj.ke~ vkRefpUruL; fo"k;%A
Hkoku~ Lothoua dFka fuekZrqe~ bPNfr bfr vxzs Hkork
fu.kZ;% dj.kh;%-----------A
** Hkk"kk dsoy fopkjksa dks gh ugh vfirq vkpj.k ,oa
laLd`fr dks Hkh O;Dr djrh gS **
----Tk;rq laLd`re~
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ÅtkZ&vkfJrk% & lko/ku !
Hkkjrns’kL; fodkls ] mÙkeizxrkS p fo|qr~&ÅtkZ;k%
ije&vko’;drk vfLrA orZekule;s tuk% fo|qr~ &
fuekZ.kL; d`rs d`".kk³~xkjs"kq vkfJrk% lfUrA d`".kk³~xkjS%
fo|qr~&fuekZ.ka drZqa 'kDuqe% fdUrq d`".kk³~xkj% Hkw&mRikn%
vfLrA Hkwes% vUr% ;nk ,rL; lekfIr% Hkofr rnk
ÅtkZ&l³~dV% vkxfe";frA vr% Hkfo";dkys ÅtkZizkfIr%
dfBuk Hkfo";frA d`".kk³~xkj% ÅtkZ;k% lzksr% vfLrA ,"k%
lzksr% fpjLFkk;h ukfLrA oSKkfudkuke~ vuqekue~ vfLr ;r~
lk)Z&,d’kra o"kkZ.kke~ vuUrje~ HkwfeLFkkuka d`".kk³~xkjk.kka
lekfIr% Hkfo";fr] vr% oSKkfudk% ÅtkZ;k% uohuhdj.k
;ksX;kuka lzksrkuke~ vuqlU/kkua dqoZfUr] ,rfLeu~ {ks=s
vuqlU/kkua drqZa lokZu~ vkg~o;fUr pA
lkSj&ÅtkZ]iou&ÅtkZ ]tyrj³~x&ÅtkZ] tSoh;&ÅtkZ]
bR;kn;% ÅtkZ;k% uouhdj.k;ksX;k% lzksrk% lfUrA
lw;Zfofdj.ka lkSj&ÅtkZ;k% eq[;lzksr% vfLrA tuk%
lw;Zfofdj.kS% ÅtkZa izkIuqofUrA ÅtkZ;k% ,"k% lzksr%
fpjdkfyd% vfLrA

HkjrukV~;s xf.krØhMk &

Jherh eatw"kk iykUnqjdj
lgk;d&izk- bysDVªhdy~ bath- foHkkx%
RCOEM, ukxiqje~
Jherh ek/kqjh pkS/kjh
lgk;d&izk- bysDVªhdy bath- foHkkx%
VNIT, ukxiqje~
oSKkfudk% fo|qr% mRiknukFkZa lkSj&ÅtkZ;k% iz;ksxa
dqoZfUrA lkSjfo|qr~&isfVdk;k% dk;Z{kerke~ mRd`"Vka drZqa
oSKkfudk% fuR;a la’kks/kua dqoZUr% lfUrA v|Ros
lkSj&ÅtkZisfVdk;k% iz;ksxa tuk% Lox`gs"kq vFkok
Lodk;Z{ks=s"kq dqoZfUrA ;nk fo|qr% fuekZ.ke~ vko’;drk;k%
vf/kda Hkofr rnk rs fo|qra forj.kdsUnza izs"k;fUr ;su
vf/kdk% tuk% ykHkkfUork% Hkos;q%A
ÅtkZ;k% uohuhdj.k;ksX;kuka lzksrkuka iz;ksxa d`Rok o;a
le`)k% Hkforqa 'kDuqe%A

l³~dfyre~
¼lEHkk"k.k lUns’k%*uoEcj 2012½
Lkksukyh&flag%
bysDVªkWfud] izFke o"kZe~

HkkjrL; xf.krijEijk vR;Ura le`)k vfLrA ,rL; fdUrq d’pu ;fn v= lEcU/ke~ miLFkki;sr~ rfgZ egrs
mnkgj.kkfu cgq= izkI;URksA nSfuds thous lkekU;% O;ogkj% vk’p;kZ; Hkosr~ Hkorke~A vkxPNUrq i';ke% &
Hkorq ok xzg&u{k=k.kka x.kuk Hkorq Hkkjrh;xf.kr’kkL=e~
vR;Ura le`)a n`’;rsA vfLeu~ fo"k;s rq losZ"kkefi
,dereso vfLrA oSfndxf.krfo"k;s fdefi oDrqe~
vko’;drk ukfLr rL; Js"BRoa txRizfl)e~ vfLrA fdUrq
v= iz’u% ,"k% vfLr ;r~ ,rL;ke~ mRd`"VijEijk;ke~
vf/kdkj% ds"kke~ vfLr \ rkRdkfyd% tulkekU;% vfi
xf.krsu ifjfpr% vklhr~ vFkok dsoya dspu fo}kal% ,o
xf.kra tkufUr LeA ,rL; iz’uL; ** tulkekU;% vfi
xf.kra tkukfr LeA ** bfr lizek.ke~ mÙkja nkrqe~ v;a ys[k%
izLrqr% vfLrA HkjrukV~;e~ ,da ukV~;’kkL=e~ vfLrA ,oa
rq ukV~;’kkL=L; xf.krsu lg dks·fi lEcU/k% u Hkofr
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dk'pu ckfydk% u`R;a dqoZR;% ,o l³~[;ktkya
izlkj;fUrA mifj iznÙks l³~[;ktkys i³~Drh"kq fo|ekukuka
l³~[;kuka ;ksx% leku% vfLrA v= foa’kfr% mÙkja rq
mnkgj.kek=e~ vfLrA o;a LosPNkuqlkje~ mÙkje~ vkusrqa
'kDuqe%A o;a ;ka l³~[;ke~ bPNke% rnuqlkja tkyjpuka
drZqa 'kDuqe%A dFke~ ,rr~ lEHkofr foLrjs.k nh;rs
v/k% &
d½ &

lokZlka i³~Drhuka l³~[;k;ksx% l% ,o vfLr ;k p
n’kZdsH;% l³~[;k izkIrk vklhr~A
Li"Vhdj.kk; vU;n~ ,de~ mnkgj.ke~ v=
nh;rs &

v= oxsZ"kq fufnZ"Vk% v³~dk% LFkk;h&v³~dk% lfUrA ,rs"kka eU;rke~ vHkh"Vk l³~[;k ¾ 0
LFkkuefi fuf’pre~] v= dnkfi ifjorZua u HkofrA
rnk & 0 » 2 ¾ 0
[k ½ &
¾ 0 & 1 ¾ &1
bnkuhe~ &1 r% O;qRØes.k l³~[;kys[kua fØ;rsA
,oa izdkjs.k Hkkjrh;&tuekuls xf.krL; iz;ksx%
dzhMk:is.k euksjatu:is.k ok Hkofr LeA vr% tulkekU;%
xf.kra u tkukfr Le ,rr~ rq lqnwja izR;qr~ xf.kr}kjk
mRd~"Va euksjatua djksfr Le A ;fLeu~ ns’ks xf.krln`’kL;
fo"k;L; iz;ksx% euksjatuk; Hkofr Le rfLeu~ ns’ks f’k{kk;k%
dhn`'k% Lrj% L;kr~A tukuka ckSf)d&{kerk dhn`’kh L;kr~A
v= vLFkk;h&v³~dk% HkofUrA ,rs"kka p;u& dze% ,oa bfr fpUruh;% fo"k;%A
izdkjs.k vfLr &
,rr~ lEHkofr laLd`rdkj.kkr~A efLr"dL; fodkls
Hkk"kk;k% vfi egÙoa HkofrA Hkk"kk;k% fodkl% efLrd"dL;
vHkh"V&mÙkje~ ¾ Å¡ » 2 & 1
fodkla fuf’puksfrA fodflrk Hkk"kk fpUrua izxk<a djksfrA
eU;rke~ vHkh"V&mÙkje~ Å¡ ¾ 20
laLd`ra le`)k oSKkfudh p Hkk"kk orZrsA vr% efLr"dL;
rnk %& 20 » 2 ¾ 10 & 1 ¾ 9
bnkuha uol³~[;kr% vkjH; O;qRØes.k mifjfunsZ’kkuqlkja lq"Bqfodkl% HkofrA&
l³~[;k% ys[kuh;k%A u`R;k³~xuk% ,rr~ xf.kra tkufUrA **ge Hkkjrh;ksa us LorU=rk rks vo’; izkIr dj yh ysfdu
n’kZds"kq d’pu ,dka l³~[;ka nnkfrA LFkk;h&v³~d;qDrk% gekjk vkReLokfHkeku vkt Hkh lks;k gqvk gSA gekjs ikl
v"V u`R;k³~xuk% n’kZdk.kka /;kukdf"kZra dqoZfUr ,rfLeu~ fo’oizfrf"Br laLd`rHkk"kk esa fufgr Kku ,oa foKku dh
le;s vU;k% v"V u`R;k³~xuk% x.kuka d`Rok Lkeqfprk% vikj lEink gS fQj Hkh LorU=rk izkfIr ds 70 o"kksZ i’pkr~
l³~[;k% Lohd`R; Loh;s fuf’prs LFkkus vkxPNfUrA Hkh Hkkjr esa f’k{kk dh n;uh; fLFkfr gSA ;fn ge le; ij
u`R;k³~xuk% ,rr~ loZa dk;Za u`R;a dqoZR;% ,o dqoZfUrA tkx x;s gksrs rks rduhdh ,oa xq.koÙkk f’k{kk ds {ks= esa
vfUres rk% lokZ% fLFkjk% HkofUrA n’kZdk% i’;fUr ;r~ u`R;a fo’o dk ekxZn’kZu dj jgs gksrs**
dqoZrhfHk% ckfydkfHk% ,da l³~[;ktkya fufeZre~ vfLr ;=
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'kqdL; opue~ (dFkk)
,dokja egkuxjL; dL;fpr~ fo|ky;L; ,d% Nk=lewg%
oulapkj&dk;ZdzeL; ;kstuka d`roku~A losZ Nk=k%
izkpk;Z& egksn;kr~ vuqefra izkI; ,dfLeu~ fnus
Lof’kf{kd;k lg ous Hkze.kkFkZa xroUr%A xeu&le;s
ijLija okrkZykia dqoZfUr ;r~ r= d%&d% fda&fda dfj";fr
bfrA
psru% onfr &** vga ous loZ= Hkze.ka d`Rok nz{;kfe ;r~ r=
fda fda Hkofr ;L; fo"k;s vga u tkukfeA** ufyuh onfr &
vga lokZf.k iq"ikf.k nz{;kfe ;s"kka fo"k;s o;a iqLrds"kq
v/;;ua dqeZ%A
iadt% onfr & vga iknikuka o`{kk.kka p fo"k;s laKkua
izkIL;kfeA
jkf/kdk onfr & vga rq i’kq&if{k.kka /ofua Jksrqe~ bPNkfeA
bnkuha i;ZUre~ dsoya ;U=s"kq d`f=e&/ofueso JqrorhA
okrkZykis dnk le;% O;frr% dks·fi u Kkroku~A losZ
ou&izns’ka izkIroUr%A Lo#fp&vuqlkja losZ Hkze.kkFkZa
Lofe=S% lg xroUr%A losZ"kka Hkze.ks egku~ vkuUn% vklhr~A
?k.Vk=;a HkzfeRok ;nk losZ e/;kg~u&HkkstukFkZa vkxPNfUr
rnk f’kf{kdk lokZu~ i`PNfr d% d% fda fda n`"Voku~ \ bfrA
losZ·fi d`rL; Hkze.kL; ;Fkksfpra o.kZua d`roUr% fdUrq
jkf/kdk fdefi u mDrorhA
;nk f’kf{kdk dkj.ka i`"Vorh rnk lk mDrorh & egksn;s!
dkfpRk~ nh?kkZ dFkk vfLrA vr% vuUrja onkfeA
fujk’keuLdka jkf/kdka n`"V~ok f’kf{kdk fpUrkxzLrk tkrkA
ous dkfpr~ xHkhj?kVuk izo`Ùkk bfr lk fpfUrrorhA losZ
jkf/kdka i`"VoUr% & jkf/kds !
onrq ] fde~ vHkor~ \
jkf/kdk & fdefi uA
** dhn`’kh nh?kkZ dFkk vfLr \ Jko;rq ** xHkhjLojs.k
f’kf{kdk mDrorhA
jkf/kdk onfr & i’kq&if{k.kka /ofua Jksrqa ee bPNk vklhr~A
vga cgwu~ i’kwu~ if{k.k% p n`"Vorh fdUrq cgq & izrh{kk &
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psru ik.Ms;%
¼bysDVªkWfud] f}rh; o"kZe~½
vuUrje~ vfi dks·fi fdefi u mDroku~A vga ,rL;
dkj.ka Kkrqe~ b"VorhA vga xtL; lehia xRok xta
i`"Vorh & Hkoku~ fdeFkZa 'kCna u djksfr \ ¼losZ mPpS%
glfUr ** xtsu lg okrkZyiL; izlaxa JqRok½
jkf/kdk vxzs mDrorh & xt% mDroku~ & **eg~;a flagL;
Hkk"kk jksprs vr% vga rL; Hkk"kka ifBrqe~ bPNkfe bnkuhae~
vga rL; Hkk"kk;k% izfrfnue~ vH;kla djksfeA** bfrA
jkf/kdk vxzs onfr & vga & dksfdyk;k% lehia xRok rka
i`"Vorh & Hkorh fdeFkZa dw¡ & d¡w u djksfr \
rnk lk mDrorh & eg~;a 'kqdL; Hkk"kk jksprsA vr%
bnkuhe~ vga rL; Hkk"kka iBkfeA
vga iqu% flagL; lehia xrorh ] ra i`"Vorh & Hkoku~
fdeFkZa LoHkk"kka u onfr\
flag% mDroku~ & ee /ofu% ddZ’k%A eg~;a u jksprsA vga
dksfdyk bo e/kqja oDrqe~ bPNkfeA
,oa izdkjs.k vge~ ,dSda ÑRok v’oL;] fcMkyL;]
gfj.kL;] dkdL; ] diksrL; ] e;wjL; pVdk;k% bR;knhuka
losZ"kka lehia xrorh fdUrq losZ Lodh;ka Hkk"kka R;DRok
vU;s"kka Hkk"kka ifBrqe~ bPNfUr LeA
vga fpfUrrorh ;r~ ;fn ,oa losZ i’kq&if{k.k% LoHkk"kka u
ofn";fUr rfgZ ouL; rq lkSUn;Ze~ ,o u"Va Hkfo";frA ;r%
i’kq&if{k.kka /ofuuk ,o ouL; lkSUn;Ze~ vfLrA vga
>fVfr ,de~ mik;a fpfUrrorhA lokZu~ i’kq&if{k.k%
,dfLeu~ LFkkus ,d=hd`R; rku~ cksf/krorh & **;fn HkoUr%
Lo&LoHkk"kka u ofn";fUr rfgZ ous fujlrk vkxfe";frA
Hkorka losZ"kka /ofufHk% ,o ,rL; ouL; lkSUn;Za HkofrA vr%
HkoUr% LoHkk"kka
u R;tUrqA** bfrA
rnk 'kd
q % mDroku~ & fdUrq iowaZ Hkorh ikyua djkrsq ,rL;A
vge~ mDrorh & vga dFke~ \
rnk 'kqd% mDroku~ & Hkorh Hkkjrh;k [kyq \

vge~ mDrorh & vke~A
'kqd% mDroku~ & fdUrq Hkorh rq laLd`ra ¼ LoHkk"kke~ ½ u
onfrA HkkjrL; Hkk"kk rq laLd`re~A
'kqdL; opua JqRok losZ tUro% fefJr&Lojs.k *vke~* bfr
mDroUr%A
'kqd% iqu% mDroku~ & ;Fkk vLekda LoHkk"kk u Hkk"k.ksu
izd`rs% lkSUn;Za u"Va Hkofr rFkSo Hkkjrh;k% HkoUr% vfi
laLd`ra u onfUr psr~ HkkjrL; lkSUn;Ze~] vkReLkEekue~]
xfjek ] laLd`fr% ] laLdkjk%] ,sD;Hkko% ] v[k.Mrk loZa u"Va
HkofrA vr% lalkjL; loZJs"Bizkf.ku% HkoUr% LoO;ogkj &

fo"k;s vkRefpUrua dqoZUrqA
jkf/kdk iqu% onfr & d’pu rqPN% izk.kh vLeklq vdkV~;a
iz’ufpg~ue~ miLFkkfiroku~A vLekda Ñrs vR;Ura
yTtk;k% fo"k;%A
jkf/kdk;k% dFkka JqRok losZ tuk% yTtke~ vuqHkwroUr%A
Lonks"ka eRok l³~dYia d`roUr% ;r~ & ** v| vkjH; o;a
Hkkjrh;k% LoHkk"kka laLd`re~ vo’;a ifB";ke%] u dsoya
ifB";ke% vfirq loZnk laLd`rsu ,o O;ogkja dfj";ke%A
t;rq laLd`re~---

l³~dyue~
fuf[kylkgw
¼dEI;wVj&lkbal~] izFkeo"kZe~½

AA Ykksdfgra ee dj.kh;e~ AA
jpf;rk
izKk&Hkkjrh
Jh/kjHkkLdjo.ksZdj%
eulk lrra Lej.kh;e~
oplk lrra onuh;e~
yksdfgra ee dj.kh;e~
yksdfgra ee dj.kh;e~ AA

nq%[klkxjs rj.kh;e~
d"VioZrs pj.kh;e~
foifÙkfofius Hkze.kh;e~
yksdfgra ee dj.kh;e~ AA3AA eulk lrra-----

u HkksxHkous je.kh;e~
u p lq[k'k;us 'k;uh;e~
vgfuZ'ka tkxj.kh;e~
yksdfgra ee dj.kh;e~ AA1 AA eulk lrra-----

xgukj.;s ?kukU/kdkjs
cU/kqtuk ;s fLFkrk xg~ojs
r= e;k lapj.kh;e~
yksdfgra ee dj.kh;e~ AA4AA eulk lrra-----

u tkrq nq%[ka x.kuh;e~
u p futlkS[;a euuh;e~
dk;Z{ks=s Roj.kh;e~
yksdfgra ee dj.kh;e~ AA2 AA eulk lrra-----

**Hkk"kk dksbZ Hkh dfBu ugh gksrh gSA og dsoy mRlkg
,oa xoZ ekaxrh gSA tks O;fDr ftl Hkh Hkk"kk ds izfr ;s
nks xq.k iznf’kZr djrk gS og ml Hkk"kk dks ljyrk ls
lha[k tkrk gSA mRlkg ,oa xoZ ds jgus ij O;fDr dbZ
Hkk"kk,¡ lh[k ldrk gS ysfdu buds u"V gksus ij og
viuh ekr`Hkk"kk Hkh Hkwy ldrk gS A**
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